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ABSTRACT

Author: Suresh, Chandan, H. MS
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Degree Received: August 2018
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Major Professor: Ananthanarayan Krishnan
Recent studies in animals indicate that even moderate levels of exposure to noise can damage
synaptic ribbons between the inner hair cells and auditory nerve fibers without affecting
audiometric thresholds, giving rise to the use of the term “hidden hearing loss” (HHL). Given the
pervasive exposure to occupational and recreational noise in the general population, it is likely that
individuals afflicted with HHL will go unidentified unless sensitive clinical measures are
developed to diagnose this condition. To date, the studies employed to characterize HHL in
humans have yielded equivocal results - some studies show wave I amplitude decrement while
others show no difference in either Wave I amplitude or the sustained phase-locked activity in the
frequency following response (FFR). The main objective of this project is to determine stimulus
manipulations that produce electrophysiological changes specific to individuals at risk for HHL.
The aim is to develop sensitive clinical electrophysiological metrics for early detection of HHL.
We reasoned that synaptopathy associated with HHL may be relatively more susceptible to certain
stimulus manipulations that affect synaptic level processes, and will likely produce a greater
degradation of responses (recorded from the different levels-inner ear, auditory nerve, and
brainstem) in individuals at high risk for HHL compared to controls. The specific stimulus
manipulations included sound levels, two different adaptation paradigms (stimulus rate neural
adaptation and click train (temporal course and recovery from adaptation) paradigm), ABRs and
FFRs (speech token) in noise, and changes in rate of frequency sweep (temporal processes

xix
involved in representing frequency change). Consistent with previous studies, there were no
differences between the low- and high-risk groups in audiometric thresholds or DPOAE amplitude.
The high-risk group had significantly lower Wave I amplitude at high sound levels only and across
two different adaptation paradigms with little effect on the responses at higher centers reflecting
compensatory mechanisms and/or resilience of later waves to stimulus manipulations. The
normalized wave I amplitude change with background noise was smaller for the high-risk group
suggesting reduced suppressive masking. Despite reduced wave I amplitude for high-risk group;
the high-risk group showed no change in rate or click-train induced neural adaptation suggesting
that synaptic processes contributing to adaptation remain unaltered; enhanced neural
representation of F2 harmonics in quiet as well as background noise; and enhanced representation
of rapid tonal sweeps (similar to a dynamic musical note) possibly through corticofugal influence
shaped by music experience. These findings suggest that the consequences of music exposure
induced synaptopathy reflects a complex interaction of multitude of factors (sound over-exposure,
music experience, and homeostatic central compensation. Therefore, there is a need for larger scale
datasets with different noise exposure background, longitudinal measurements with an array of
behavioral and electrophysiological tests to understand the complex pathogenesis of sound overexposure damage in normal-hearing individuals.
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CHAPTER 1: SPECIFIC AIMS AND ORGANIZATION

1.1. Specific aims
Given the pervasive exposure to occupational and recreational noise in the general
population, it is likely that the individuals afflicted with the hidden hearing loss (HHL) will go
unidentified unless sensitive measures are developed to diagnose this condition. The primary goals
of this project are to characterize the electrophysiological consequences of HHL with an aim to
develop sensitive electrophysiological measures to detect HHL so that effective clinical
intervention strategies to ameliorate this problem can be developed. This project attempts to utilize
specific stimulus manipulations that will likely produce a greater degradation of these responses
in individuals at high risk for HHL compared to controls, due to loss of synapses and/or neurons.
The proposed experiments involve comparisons between audiometrically normal-hearing listeners
with the history of loud recreational exposure to music (members of Purdue University marching
band; high-risk) and age-matched normal-hearing listeners with little or no history of loud
recreational noise exposure (non-members of marching band; low-risk). Consistent with the major
goals of this project, the specific aims are:
Aim 1: Determine if changes in latency and amplitude of the auditory brainstem response
(ABR) components (I, III, and V) associated with changes in sound level, and in background
noise are different for the high-risk group compared to the low-risk group.
Rationale: Empirical evidence from animal studies reveal exposure to loud sounds specifically
impairs LSR fibers which encode stimuli of medium to high sound levels (Furman, Kujawa, &
Liberman, 2013). In the rodent model changes in auditory nerve response correlates with
underlying cochlear synaptopathy when recorded at supra-threshold sound levels. In humans, ABR
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wave I, reflecting the synchronized neural activity of auditory nerve fibers, has been shown to be
the most direct non-invasive measure of auditory nerve function.
In addition, past research investigating auditory function in noise-exposed normal hearing
individuals suggest that synaptopathic deficits manifest only in individuals with long-term higherlevel noise exposure (including the high-risk individuals in this study) and not in individuals with
exposure to common recreational noise (Krishnan, Marler, Vannarsdall, Suresh, & Krishnan,
2017; Bramhall, Konrad-Martin, McMillan, & Griest, 2017a; Grinn, Wiseman, Baker, & Le Prell,
2017; Le Prell, Grinn, Baker, & Wiseman, 2017). Considering this, for experiment 1 (click level
changes), we hypothesize that the ABR wave I change in the high-risk group may be restricted to
higher levels (60 dB nHL and greater) where LSR fibers are recruited. Further, it is likely that the
reduced auditory nerve output in this group may alter the response latency and amplitude of more
rostral ABR components (Waves III, and V). Since HSR fibers primarily contribute to Wave I at
lower intensity levels (~below ≤50 dB nHL), no differences between the two groups are expected.
Even though there is consistent evidence of cochlear synaptopathy in several animal models with
no hearing threshold changes, there is a dearth of consistent synaptopathic evidence in human
studies. An alternative hypothesis is that noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy in young
audiometrically normal hearing individuals may be non-prevalent or low exposure is sufficient to
cause cochlear synaptopathy with no additional consequence of the higher level of noise exposure.
With this, we do not expect group differences in any of the ABR measures.
Single unit auditory-nerve fiber activity measurements indicate differences in suppressive effects
for LSR and HSR fiber classes (Cai & Geisler, 1996a, 1996b; Delgutte, 1990). In response to twotone stimuli, larger percentages of suppression of driven rates are observed for LSR compared to
HSR fibers (Fahey & Allen, 1985). Delgutte, (1990) showed a greater amount of suppression with
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an increase in suppressor intensity for LSR than HSR fibers. Considering the evidence from the
suppressive nature of LSR fibers, we hypothesize that high-risk group to show a lower reduction
of wave I amplitude in background noise due to selective loss of LSR fibers. LSR fibers show both
longer adaptation time constants and recovery times (Relkin & Doucet, 1991; Rhode & Smith,
1985). Based on evidence from the mice model of noise-induced synaptopathy (Mehraei et al.,
2016), we predict a smaller wave V latency shift with increasing noise levels among high-risk
group. Previous reports of ABRs in background noise demonstrate slight/no latency changes in
noise. With this, we predict no wave I latency differences between groups. Similar to experiment
1, an alternate hypothesis is that cochlear synaptopathic changes due to sound over-exposure in
non-prevalent and we do not expect group differences in any of the ABR in noise measures.
Aim 2: Determine if changes in ABR components with adaptation (sound repetition rate and
adaptation function with click train paradigm) are different for the high-risk group
compared to the low-risk group.
Rationale: The locus of neural adaptation is described to be at the synaptic level, specifically at
the hair cell-nerve junction. Adaptation induced by rapid stimulation reflects depletion of
neurotransmitter which increases the threshold of the cochlear excitatory process and thereby
affecting synaptic integration and neural synchrony. We present several possible consequences of
synaptopathy that could increase susceptibility to rate manipulation. Since degeneration and loss
of cochlear neurons take many months (Fernandez, Jeffers, Lall, Liberman, & Kujawa, 2015;
Jensen, Lysaght, Liberman, Qvortrup, & Stankovic, 2015; Kujawa & Liberman, 2006, 2009,
2015), it is likely that neuronal dysfunction during this process may render the population response
more susceptible to desynchronizing factors like rapid stimulation. We also presume that the
surviving/functioning synapses may be more susceptible to adaptive manipulations. Tagoe,
Barker, Jones, Allcock, & Hamann, (2014) observed a permanent decrease in thickness of myelin
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sheath with extended exposure to the high-intensity sound which manifested as decreased wave I
amplitude and longer wave I latency. Increased susceptibility to rate induced adaptation has been
reported in individuals with auditory nerve and brainstem demyelinating disorders (Jacobson,
Murray, & Deppe, 1987; Paludetti, Ottaviani, Gallai, Tassoni, & Maurizi, 1985). This second line
of evidence related to decreasing in myelin sheath suggests that high-risk group may be more
vulnerable for stimulus adaptive manipulations. There is evidence from human research as well as
modeling data suggesting that the temporal coding is disrupted in individuals with cochlear
synaptopathy (Bharadwaj, Masud, Mehraei, Verhulst, & Shinn-Cunningham, 2015; Bharadwaj,
Verhulst, Shaheen, Liberman, & Shinn-Cunningham, 2014a). Therefore, to the extent that
temporal aspects of auditory processing are tapped by rate/click train paradigms ( Burkard & Sims,
2001; Lasky, 1997) the experimental group may show greater susceptibility to rate manipulation.
Combining these findings, we hypothesize that the possibility of synaptic inefficiency and/or
neural degeneration may increase the susceptibility to rate induced adaptation in the high-risk
group. We, therefore, expect that the changes in ABR latency and amplitude, as well as the time
course and response recovery from adaptation to be different for the high-risk group (Experiment
3 and 4). The absence of the expected changes would suggest that structural and functional changes
consequent to synaptopathy do not alter the synaptic mechanisms mediating neural adaptation.
Aim 3: Determine if degradative effects of background noise and rate of frequency change
on the neural encoding of the envelope and temporal fine structure (based on neural phase
locking) of complex sounds are more pronounced in the high-risk group compared to the
low-risk group.
Rationale: Neural phase-locking as reflected in scalp-recorded FFRENV, and FFRTFS provides a
robust complement to the onset ABR to evaluate the neural coding of temporal information in the
auditory periphery (Bharadwaj et al., 2015; Bharadwaj, Verhulst, Shaheen, Liberman, & ShinnCunningham, 2014b; Plack, Barker, & Prendergast, 2014; Shaheen, Valero, & Liberman, 2015).
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Firstly, as described earlier Shaheen et al, (2015) using mice model demonstrated that FFRENV may
be a more sensitive marker than the ABR to detect changes in neural activity associated with noiseinduced synaptopathy. Loud recreational sound exposures lead to speech perception deficits in
adverse listening conditions (e.g. noise, reverberation, time compression) despite no changes in
hearing thresholds (Liberman et al., 2016). Previous animal and human studies have observed that
despite reduced wave I amplitude, wave III and V are very similar suggesting operation of gain
compensation through homeostatic processes. There is recent evidence that such gain
compensation may match the driven rate by downregulating inhibitory circuitry but temporal
pattern of responses may be still degraded which relies on the convergence of stochastic responses
from many auditory nerve fibers ((Lopez-Poveda & Barrios, 2013; Chambers et al. 2016).
Considering this, we hypothesize that the temporal pattern of neural activity reflected in the FFRs
in the high-risk group may be disrupted in quiet, as well as in background noise for both steady
state stimulus (Experiment 5) and time-varying stimuli with the rapid rate of frequency change
(Experiment 6).

Counter to the reduced output at the periphery due to auditory overexposure, there is compelling
evidence suggesting music experience (notwithstanding exposure to loud music) dependent
enhancement of neural representation of unaltered as well as acoustically degraded (noise and
reverberation) speech sounds (Bidelman & Krishnan, 2010; Musacchia, Sams, Skoe, & Kraus,
2007; Parbery-Clark, Skoe, Lam, & Kraus, 2009; Zendel & Alain, 2012) in musicians at the level
of the brainstem. There is evidence suggesting that music training enhances subcortical
representation of speech and music through presumably corticofugal influence (Kraus &
Chandrasekaran, 2010). Along similar lines, even short-term auditory training is shown to increase
the robustness of neural-phase locking for encoding envelope periodicity (Carcagno & Plack,
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2011). Given this, we hypothesize that high-risk group (marching band members and many
participants play musical instruments) may also show an experience-dependent enhancement of
neural representation of steady-state speech sounds in quiet and in the presence of background
noise (Experiment 5) which could counter the effects of a bottom-up reduction in auditory inputs
in these individuals. Similarly, they may show enhanced representation for rapid tonal sweeps that
are similar to a dynamic musical note (Experiment 6). The differential manifestation of these
effects at the periphery and at the rostral brainstem levels may suggest the operation of two distinct
mechanisms.

Thus, it is possible that the high-risk group could present diametrically opposing response
alterations-degradation of neural representation if peripheral changes govern the overall effects of
sound over-exposure or enhanced representation for speech in quiet as well in background noise
if experience-dependent effects influence neural representation at more rostral levels in the
brainstem. Consistent with this formulation we expect: a) no differences in neural representation
of FFRENV and FFRTFS of speech in quiet as well as background noise (Experiment 5), and neural
representation of rapid tonal sweeps (Experiment 6) between low-risk and high-risk groups, b) a
complex interaction of multitude of factors (music experience, sound over-exposure, homeostatic
central compensation) resulting in a complex-pattern of effects to emerge when comparison is
made between low-risk and high-risk group for neural representation of speech and tonal sweeps.

1.2. Organization
Chapter 2 (Introduction) reviews the literature on HHL in animal and human models. Individual
sections of this chapter summarize the evidence for noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy in animal
and human models with response to transient (Auditory brainstem responses (ABR)), and
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sustained electrophysiological responses (Frequency following responses (FFR)). It makes it very
clear from the review that, even though there is consistent evidence of cochlear synaptopathy in
several animal models with no hearing threshold changes and feasibility of using non-invasive
electrophysiological measures such as ABRs and FFRs to identify this condition, there is a dearth
of consistent evidence in human research related to noise-exposed normal-hearing individuals.

Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of stimulus generation, data acquisition, and data
analyses methods for ABR and FFR measures that are common to all experiments conducted as
part of this dissertation.

Chapter 4 and 5 reports on aim 1of this project looking at whether changes in latency and amplitude
of the ABR components associated with changes in sound level (Experiment 1) and in background
noise (Experiment 2) respectively are different for the high-risk group compared to the low-risk
group.

As a logical follow-up to findings from Chapter 4 and 5, Chapter 6 addresses aim 2 -whether
adaptive properties are different between the two groups manipulating repetition rate of stimulus
(Experiment 3) and adaptation time course and recovery using bursts of click trains (Experiment
4).

The electrophysiological responses to transient stimuli are employed in Chapter 4, 5, and 6. There
is strong evidence from animal models of cochlear synaptopathy that the envelope FFR amplitude
and phase locking value is reduced in noise-exposed animals and FFR to be a robust marker than
ABR because of its low variance. In line with these findings, Chapter 7 addresses aim 3- examining
temporal encoding as reflected in sustained phase-locked neural activity to stimulus envelope, and
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stimulus temporal fine structure both in quiet and in the presence background noise (Experiment
5). Experiment 6 examined the neural representation of dynamic tonal sweeps presented at
different sweep rates.

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the findings from Chapters 4 - 7 to draw overall conclusions with
respect to the characterization and evidence of HHL in humans and also lists future directions of
research from the outcomes of this project.
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CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION

Noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL) is one of the common types of sensory-neural deficits
(Coad, Long, Welch, & Thorne, 2013). It is generally believed that NIHL is associated with
impaired sensory cells (Inner or outer hair cells) or other supporting structures leading to
permanent or temporary hearing loss (Kujawa & Liberman, 2009; Liberman & Dodds, 1984;
Wang, Hirose, & Liberman, 2002). Permanent threshold shift (PTS) is characterized with a
permanent decrement in hearing sensitivity from damage to both OHCs or IHCs( Liberman &
Dodds, 1984; Saunders, Dear, & Schneider, 1985). Temporary threshold shift (TTS), on the other
hand, is characterized by a temporary change in hearing sensitivity with hearing thresholds
returning to baseline after days or weeks following noise exposure (Clark, 1991; Mills, Gilbert, &
Adkins, 1979; Nilsson, 1991). It was generally believed that TTS did not leave any residual
anatomical damage in the auditory periphery and that the temporary decrease in the hearing was
essentially harmless. However, recent investigations in rodent models (mice (Kujawa & Liberman,
2009) , chinchilla ( Hickox, Larsen, Heinz, Shinobu, & Whitton, 2017), and guinea pigs (Furman
et al., 2013; Lin, Furman, Kujawa, & Liberman, 2011) and primates (macaques (Valero et al.,
2017)) challenge this view. These animal studies demonstrated that there is a loss of synapses
leading to a permanent disconnect between IHCs and auditory nerve fibers particularly at basal
part of the cochlea (Kujawa & Liberman, 2009). This cochlear synaptopathy does not exhibit
elevated thresholds using standard clinical pure tone audiometry as it involves selective damage
to medium and low spontaneous rate (MSR, and LSR) auditory nerve (AN) fibers that are involved
in encoding sounds of moderate and loud intensities (Furman et al., 2013). Thus, cochlear
synaptopathy has been commonly referred to as “hidden hearing loss” (HHL) since perceptual
speech deficits in noise accompany normal audiometric thresholds. Cochlear synaptopathy is
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thought to reflect glutamate excitotoxicity (Kujawa & Liberman, 2009) due to prolonged highlevel acoustic stimulation. Few recent studies have suggested that IHC synaptopathy is also a
primary consequence of aminoglycoside antibiotic ototoxicity (Oishi et al., 2015). Recently, (Wan
& Corfas, 2017) reported another cellular mechanism for hidden hearing loss using an animal
model of demyelinating disease, Guillian-Barre Syndrome. This mechanism is not associated with
synaptic loss (Kujawa & Liberman, 2009), but rather with the disruption of the first heminodes
(Schwann cells) at the auditory nerve peripheral nerve terminals. Nevertheless, whether the
Schwann cells are involved in post-noise exposure neuronal changes is still an open question.
Given the common exposure to occupational and recreational noise in the general
population and the insensitivity of current clinical testing protocols to detect early auditory
damage, it is likely that individuals afflicted with HHL will go unidentified. To date, the studies
employed to characterize HHL in humans have yielded equivocal results (described in later
sections). The overall objective of this project is to develop an effective electrophysiological
clinical measure for detection of HHL. To this end, the research strategy is to identify stimulus
manipulations that produce changes in electrophysiological response indices that are specific to
HHL. That is, we propose to utilize specific stimulus manipulations that will likely produce a
greater degradation of both onset (ABR), and sustained phase-locked neural responses (FFR) in
individuals at high risk for HHL (with reduced synapses and/or neurons) compared to controls.
These stimulus manipulations include evaluation of changes produced by sound level; background
noise; adaptation paradigm (click rate and click train), and sustained response for speech in quiet
and background noise and tonal sweeps with varying rate of frequency change.
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2.1. Evidence for noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy in animal models
2.1.1. Auditory brainstem responses (ABR)
Compelling evidence from recent animal experiments reveals that noise exposure can result in the
loss of synapses without affecting absolute sensitivity permanently (Kujawa & Liberman, 2009).
Despite the significant synaptic loss, the hearing thresholds recovered to normal levels. This
suggests that the remaining IHCs and auditory nerve fibers connection is enough to preserve the
threshold level response. Similar findings were reported by (Lobarinas, Salvi, & Ding, 2013) in
Chinchillas, suggesting that up to 80% of synaptic loss did not affect audiometric threshold in
quiet. At supra-threshold sound levels, auditory nerve response (ABR wave I amplitude), showed
shallower growth in the noise-exposed animals compared to baseline condition or control animals
(Kujawa & Liberman, 2009; Lin et al., 2011). Thus, supra-threshold waves I amplitude could be
an effective non-invasive measure to evaluate cochlear synaptopathy resulting from recreational
noise exposure in humans. Mehraei et al., (2016) using mice model of noise-induced cochlear
synaptopathy showed that ABR wave IV (Wave V in humans) latency shift in noise was smaller
in animals with synaptopathy. In addition, wave IV latency shifts were correlated with wave I
amplitude growth. The authors reasoned that reduced wave-V latency shift with increasing levels
of ipsilateral masking noise could reflect the activity of LSR fibers. That is, LSR fibers relative to
HSR fibers have a delayed onset response (Bourien et al., 2014; Rhode & Smith, 1985) and are
immune to impact of masking noise (Costalupes, 1985; Young & Barta, 1986). Therefore, LSR
fibers loss would produce lesser wave V latency shifts with increase in noise. These results suggest
that changes in ABR components generated at more levels that are rostral do reliably reflect
functional changes consequent to cochlear synaptopathy and therefore could serve as measures to
detect cochlear synaptopathy.
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2.1.2. Frequency following responses (FFR)
FFR reflects neural phase-locking in a population of neural elements (Marsh & Worden, 1968;
Smith, Marsh, & Brown, 1975), to either the envelope periodicity and/or the temporal fine
structure of a complex sound. Considering the latency of responses (5–6 ms), the response is
generally thought to originate from the rostral brainstem, presumably the inferior colliculus (
Marsh, Brown, & Smith, 1974; Worden & Marsh, 1968). But, studies attempting to isolate FFR
sources have yielded conflicting results and these discrepancies probably result from the
possibility that the FFR is a complex of several distinct components arising from multiple
generators (Marsh et al., 1974; Worden & Marsh, 1968). Since FFR reflects sustained phaselocked neural activity it has the potential to serve as a neural marker for identifying degradations
in neural phase locking and/or neural synchrony that may be consequences of noise-induced
synaptopathy.
Shaheen et al., (2015) demonstrated that envelope periodicity (FFRENV) amplitude, FFRENV phaselocking value, and ABR wave I amplitude were all reduced in noise-exposed mice compared to
controls. This study also revealed that neural phase locking to envelope periodicity of sinusoidally
amplitude-modulated tones might be a more robust indicator (given its lower variance), of noiseinduced synaptopathy in mice compared to tone pip elicited ABRs. Inter-group differences in
FFRENV between noise-exposed and control animals at high modulation frequencies and moderate
sound levels suggests that FFR can be used to improve differential diagnosis of cochlear
synaptopathy.
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2.2. Human studies related to noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy/hidden hearing loss
2.2.1. Auditory brainstem responses
The ABR reflects ensemble neural activity synchronized to the onset of brief auditory stimuli that
emerge as a series of components (I-V) during the first 10 msec post-stimulus onset. In humans, it
is postulated that waves I, III, and V originate from auditory nerve, cochlear nucleus, and lateral
lemniscus/inferior colliculus, respectively (Melcher et al., 1996; Melcher & Kiang, 1996). Animal
models of cochlear synaptopathy have consistently demonstrated, across several species, that
supra-threshold ABR wave I amplitude was significantly reduced in the noise-exposed animals
compared to their baseline condition or control animals. Consequently, ABR as a non-invasive
assay has been used in human studies to search for evidence of cochlear synaptopathy in noiseexposed human ears without changes in hearing sensitivity. The results of these studies are
summarized below.
Stamper & Johnson, (2015) demonstrated that wave I amplitude at high sound levels negatively
correlated with the noise exposure background (NEB). NEB considered loud sound level exposure
during previous 12 months only. This relationship weakened or disappeared with lower stimulation
levels (≤60 dB nHL). This provided the most direct evidence for noise-induced cochlear
synaptopathy in humans, where there is a reduction in supra-threshold responses resulting from
deafferentation of high-threshold/LSR auditory nerve fibers. However, there was no evidence of a
systematic relationship between supra-threshold ABR wave V amplitude and NEB indicating that
the consequences of synaptopathy were confined to the auditory nerve response (Wave I). This
invariance in Wave V amplitude has been interpreted to suggest the operation of a central
compensatory gain mechanism to offset the reduced input from the periphery (Schaette &
McAlpine, 2011).
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Mehraei et al., (2016) evaluated the effectiveness of ABR in noise measures (in both humans and
a mice model) to detect cochlear synaptopathy in humans. Their results showed that the human
ABR wave V latency change with an increase in masker level mimics the growth in the amplitude
of wave I between 60 to 100 dB p.e. dB SPL suggesting that differences in latency shift of Wave
V in noise arise, at least in part, from changes in auditory nerve response. Results from their animal
model of noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy showed that ABR wave IV (Wave V in humans)
latency shift in noise was smaller in animals with synaptopathy. In addition, wave IV latency shifts
were correlated with wave I amplitude growth. By combining results from human and mice data,
the authors concluded that wave V latency shift in noise would be an effective metric of HHL in
humans. The authors reasoned that reduced wave-V latency shift with increasing levels of
ipsilateral masking noise could reflect the activity of LSR fibers. That is, LSR fibers relative to
HSR fibers have a delayed onset response (Bourien et al., 2014; Rhode & Smith, 1985) and are
immune to impact of masking noise (Costalupes, 1985; Young & Barta, 1986). Therefore, LSR
fibers loss would produce lesser wave V latency shifts with increase in noise. These results suggest
that changes in ABR components generated at more levels that are rostral do reliably reflect
functional changes consequent to cochlear synaptopathy and therefore could serve as measures to
detect cochlear synaptopathy. However, it remains unclear from this study, whether the wave V
metric described in humans is specific to synaptopathy as they do not account for the noise
exposure background. In addition, these authors did not evaluate the effects of noise of wave I
directly to verify this account.
Liberman et al., (2016) observed enhanced summating potential (receptor potential of hair cells;
SP) to action potential (AP) ratio in individuals at high-risk (college-age musicians) based on noise
exposure history compared to low-risk group (non-musicians). The action potential which was
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found to be reduced in animal models of cochlear synaptopathy at supra-threshold levels was not
different between the two human groups. However, it was SP increase which lead to increase in
SP/AP ratio. The results also indicated reduced speech perception scores among the high-risk
group in adverse listening conditions (noise, reverberation, and time compression). These results
provide evidence that speech perception deficits in adverse listening conditions may exist despite
no changes in hearing sensitivity.
Results of a large cohort study of audiometrically normal young adults (126 participants; 75
females) by (Prendergast et al., 2017), showed no relationship between noise exposure and the
amplitude of the ABR. An important factor which needs to be considered is that ABRs were
measured using levels (80 and 100 p.e. dB SPL), much lower compared to the levels used by
Liberman et al., (2016) and Stamper & Johnson, (2015). This may have contributed to lower
magnitude and larger variability of Wave I.
Bramhall et al., (2017a) employing 29 young military veterans and 35 non-veterans with normal
pure-tone hearing thresholds reported that supra-threshold ABR wave I amplitude was reduced in
veterans with firearms use (greater military sound exposure) compared to veterans with low
military noise exposure and civilians with low noise exposure history. Despite reduced wave I
amplitude waves III and V were not different between groups suggesting either hyperactivity or
loss of inhibition in the central auditory system for reduced peripheral input.
Grose, Buss, & Hall III, (2017) used electrophysiological and perceptual measures in two groups
who differed in their attendance history of loud recreational events. High-noise participants had
greater attendance (median 90 in previous two years) whereas low-noise had attended only four.
The results showed no amplitude difference for ABR waves I or V between groups. However, I/V
amplitude ratio was reduced in the high-risk group (but, failed to reach significance after
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accounting for multiple comparisons). In contrast to Liberman et al., (2016), there were no group
differences in speech-in-noise perception scores.
Grinn et al., (2017) employing an interesting experimental paradigm investigated effects of a
common recreational noise exposure on ABR responses. The study design consisted of obtaining
auditory function pre- and post-loud music event attendance. The results indicated that there was
no difference between pre and post-loud music event in any of the electrophysiological measures.
In the absence of information about history of noise exposure, it is possible that a single loud
recreational exposure may be insufficient to cause measurable synaptopathy in humans.
Fulbright, Le Prell, Griffiths, & Lobarinas, (2017) obtained information about their noise exposure
over the last 12 months to quantify noise exposure background (Megerson, 2010) similar to
Stamper and Johnson (2015) from 60 young, normally hearing participants. The results indicated
that the ABR wave I amplitude (recorded at 70, 80, 90 and 99 dB nHL) and noise exposure
background were not reliably correlated.
Recently, Skoe & Tufts, (2018a) employed a repetition rate paradigm to evaluate the noise overexposure related sub-clinical damage in normal hearing individuals. These authors measured
sound exposure objectively using body-worn noise dosimeters. The low-exposure group had a
mean daily sound exposure dose of ≤ 20% (average 11%) and the high-exposure group had an
mean daily sound exposure dose of > 100% (average 486%), based on NIOSH standards for
permissible daily noise exposure (NIOSH, 1998). The group difference observed between lowrisk and high-risk group in the study are described into two broad categories (differential
preservation pattern and preserved differentiation pattern) with a different set of potential
explanatory mechanisms. Preserved differentiation pattern would predict that the low-risk and
high-risk have different ABR findings but the difference is fixed or similar across the parametric
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evaluation of stimulus rate. However, the second category, differential preservation pattern,
involves an interaction between stimulus adaptation manipulations (e.g.: stimulus rate) and group,
where it can be predicted that differences between groups may emerge only at faster stimulus
repetition rate. The results indicated that the high-exposure group had delayed ABRs for waves I
and III, but strongest for V suggesting that the nature of group differences is preserved
differentiation pattern. However, inter-peak latency I-V showed group differences (high-risk
longer shift) only at faster rates suggesting differential preservation pattern. These results suggest
greater neural conduction inefficiencies at central levels due to the high-stimulus rate for the highrisk group. In contrast, the peak-to-peak amplitudes of all ABR waves were comparable between
groups.
Taken together, human studies show ambiguous results that do not permit a unified cogent
inference of the consequences of synaptopathy. A plethora of explanations have attempted to
account for the translational issues of cochlear synaptopathy from animal findings to human
research (Grinn et al., 2017; Grose et al., 2017; Hickox et al., 2017; Prendergast et al., 2017):
a) We cannot observe cochlear synaptopathy in living humans, but there is indirect evidence
from human temporal-bone studies suggesting a loss of spiral ganglion neurons (100
annually) starting adolescence and continue throughout the lifespan (Makary et al., 2011).
The ABR wave I amplitude is thought to be a non-invasive proxy to measure cochlear
synaptopathy in humans but the ABR amplitude measure is influenced by several factors
such as age, sex, audiometric thresholds, and head size ( Burkard, Eggermont, & Don,
2007; Gorga, Worthington, Reiland, Beauchaine, & Goldgar, 1985; Mitchell, Phillips, &
Trune, 1989; Strelcyk, Christoforidis, & Dau, 2009; Trune, Mitchell, & Phillips, 1988;
Verhulst, Jagadeesh, Mauermann, & Ernst, 2016).
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b) The inherent difficulty in human research to accurately define the control and the
experimental group (low-risk and high-risk for cochlear synaptopathy) based on noise
exposure history. In contrast, the experimental group in the animal models are very well
controlled (raised in low-noise chambers, precise and calibrated noise exposure ( with this
accurate noise exposure history quantification), and similar genetic background)
c) Differences in susceptibility to noise damage vary among humans (tough vs tender ears,
(Attanasio et al., 1999, 1999; Henderson, Subramaniam, Spongr, & Attanasio, 1996;
Subramaniam, Campo, & Henderson, 1991; Subramaniam et al., 1991) and across species
( Hickox et al., 2017). This is an important factor as there is a vast literature suggesting that
non-human primates appear to be less susceptible to noise damage than rodents (Kujawa
and Liberman, 2009; Lin, Furman, Kujawa, & Liberman, 2011; Furman, Kujawa, &
Liberman, 2013; Hickox et al., 2017; Valero et al., 2017).
d) It is possible that the same underlying mechanisms are involved in both animal and human
models (Makary, Shin, Kujawa, Liberman, & Merchant, 2011), but the stimulus paradigms
utilized to date have not been optimally sensitive to demonstrate specific changes related
to HHL in humans.
e) Animal models of cochlear synaptopathy revealed synaptic ribbon loss, particularly at very
high frequencies. Most of the previous human research employed ER-3A earphones to
measure electrophysiological responses, which have flat frequency responses until 4000Hz
and rolls off at -36 dB/octave making it not an ideal earphone to capture higher frequency
contributions to the auditory nerve wave I component. This is particularly important as the
analysis of derived-band auditory compound action potentials (CAP) ( Eggermont, 1979)
and ABRs ( Don & Eggermont, 1978) in humans have demonstrated that auditory nerve
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and early brainstem responses (CAP, ABR wave I and III) largely reflects neural activity
from the cochlear high-frequency region, particularly at higher stimulus levels.
f) Complications with estimating noise exposure from questionnaires leading to the
presumption that the experimental and control groups are sufficiently distinct in terms of
noise exposure in the previous research. Furthermore, previous studies also highlight the
notion that common recreational noise exposure may not induce synaptopathic deficits in
humans and it may only manifest with greater noise insults such as military cohorts or
safety officers (Bramhall et al., 2017a; Fulbright et al., 2017; Grinn et al., 2017). Therefore,
the recruitment of individuals who are routinely exposed to higher-sound level activities
may be more appropriate for human research.
2.2.2. Frequency following responses
Frequency following response (FFR) using sinusoidally amplitude-modulated tones is shown to
be a reliable objective metric to evaluate noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy in an animal model
(Shaheen et al., 2015). The FFR reflects sustained response, which is phase-locked to slowly
varying feature of the stimuli, envelope, and/or fast varying stimuli fine structure. Recent evidence
using source modeling of EEG based FFRs reflect that for frequencies between 80 to 1000 Hz the
generator is consistent with rostral brainstem ( Bidelman, 2018; Bidelman & Powers, 2018) and
also the latency of the response is consistent with the generator in the rostral brainstem. It is
suggested that FFR has the potential to serve as a neural marker for identifying degradations in
neural phase locking and/or neural synchrony that may be consequences of noise-induced
synaptopathy. By recording FFRs to both condensation and rarefaction onset polarities the phaselocked neural response to stimulus envelope (FFRENV) and temporal fine structure (FFRTFS) can be
extracted. While the addition of the FFRs to these two polarities yields FFRs primarily phase-
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locked to the temporal envelope of the stimulus (FFRENV), subtraction of these responses yields
FFRs phase-locked to the temporal fine structure of the stimulus (FFRTFS) (Aiken & Picton, 2008;
Krishnan, 2002). FFRENV and FFRTFS provide information regarding the slowly varying temporal
feature (envelope periodicity; e.g.: fundamental frequency (F0) related pitch cues) and more
rapidly varying temporal feature (temporal fine structure (TFS); e.g.: Formants) respectively.
FFRs have been shown to preserve both the envelope and TFS information of complex stimuli
such as steady-state synthetic vowels ( Krishnan, 2002), natural vowels (Aiken & Picton, 2008),
two-tone approximations of steady-state vowels ( Krishnan, 1999), and consonant-vowel syllables
(Banai et al., 2009; Cunningham, Nicol, Zecker, Bradlow, & Kraus, 2001; Johnson et al., 2008;
Kraus & Nicol, 2005; Musacchia et al., 2007; Plyler & Ananthanarayan, 2001). Further, FFRs
have also been recorded in degraded listening conditions such as reverberation (Bidelman &
Krishnan, 2010) and noise (Cunningham et al., 2001; Russo, Nicol, Trommer, Zecker, & Kraus,
2009). Additionally, FFRs have been used to demonstrate differences in neural encoding of the
envelope and TFS cues in populations with different clinical conditions such as language-based
learning problems (Banai et al., 2009; Cunningham et al., 2001; Wible, Nicol, & Kraus, 2005),
autism spectrum disorders (Russo et al., 2009), and hearing impairment (Ananthakrishnan,
Krishnan, & Bartlett, 2016; Anderson, Parbery-Clark, White-Schwoch, Drehobl, & Kraus, 2013).
Thus, the phase-locked neural activity generating the FFR provides an excellent non-invasive
window to view the neural processing of speech sounds at the level of the rostral brainstem.
Bharadwaj et al., (2015) reported that the slope relating to the magnitude of FFRENV to modulation
depth is related to behavioral performance on temporal discrimination tasks. Further, when noise
exposure history is related to subcortical encoding, the more exposed group had a steeper FFRENV
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slope compared to the less exposed group. This provided evidence regarding the usefulness of FFR
to detect noise-exposure related changes in sub-cortical neural encoding.
Prendergast et al., (2017) using a large cohort of participants with varying degree of noise exposure
background measured high carrier-frequency FFRENV. The FFR amplitude decrement in noise was
greater for high-risk group male participants only. These relationship was not significant when age
was controlled. Altogether, this study did not find any strong association with FFR ENV and noise
exposure.
Grose et al., (2017) recruited young adults with normal audiograms who either did (n=31) or did
not (n=30) have a frequent attendance to loud sound events to look for evidence of cochlear
synaptopathy with several electrophysiological and perceptual measures. The FFRENV amplitude
as a function of modulation depth was measured at 70 dB-SPL (lower) and 80 dB-SPL (higher)
sound levels. The slope of the FFRENV functions didn’t differ between groups at both levels
suggesting no difference in envelope encoding despite the difference in attendance of loud sound
events.
Altogether, studies employing FFRENV to study cochlear synaptopathic changes in envelope
encoding in noise-exposed normal hearing individuals have yielded mixed results. Bharadwaj et
al., (2015) observed high noise-exposed group had a steeper FFRENV slope compared to the less
exposed group whereas Prendergast et al., (2017) and Grose et al., (2017) did not observe any
relationship between FFRENV slope for varying modulation depth and noise exposure. While there
is evidence from Liberman et al., (2016) that musicians with recreational over-exposure had
reduced speech perception ability particularly in adverse listening conditions (noise, reverberation,
time-compressed speech with noise and reverberation), there are no published reports, to our
knowledge, that have examined the encoding of temporal fine structure of speech in noise-exposed
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normal hearing individuals. This mixed results could be partly due to difficulty in grouping
population based on noise exposure history, and inability to observe envelope FFR response at
very high modulation frequencies as animal studies report of inter-group differences between noise
exposed and control animals at very high modulation frequencies (>1000Hz), and possibly due to
mechanisms of central gain compensation as previous research which observed reduced wave I
amplitude in noise exposed normal hearing individuals (Bramhall et al., 2017a; Stamper &
Johnson, 2015) did not find differences in wave V amplitude suggesting hyperactivity or loss of
inhibition in the central auditory system as observed in animal model of aging ( Caspary, Ling,
Turner, & Hughes, 2008; Caspary, Schatteman, & Hughes, 2005).
2.3. Motivation for this study
Despite congruent evidence of noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy across several animal species
there is dearth of consistent evidence in humans inviting further critical examination of the
existence and functional consequences of noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy in humans Indeed,
Grose et al., (2017) based on their negative results on a range of measures concluded that more
sensitive stimulus manipulations are needed to reliably identify individuals with synaptopathy.
Consistent with this we propose to use stimulus manipulations that may be more sensitive to
functional changes consequent to synaptopathy (theoretical framework for stimulus manipulations
is provided in later sections). The objective here is to further characterize functional changes
specific to synaptopathy in an effort to develop a reliable electrophysiological metric.
It is also possible that the selection criteria implemented in previous studies were insufficient to
target specific population who exhibit cochlear synaptopathy. In this project, we employ a more
stringent group assignment process to select high-risk experimental group (students enrolled in
marching band for at least 5 years (details in method section). This participants selection is
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informed by another independent study recruiting marching band students, which showed a
reduction of wave I amplitude among the high-risk group (marching band members) compared to
the low-risk group with overall low noise over-exposure history ( Krishnan, Marler, Vannarsdall,
Suresh, & Krishnan, 2017).
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS

3.1. Participants
Subjects were between 18 and 30 years of age, in good health, with no history of otologic or
neurologic disorders. To be eligible, participants had to have normal audiometric thresholds (≤ 20
dB nHL) from 0.25–8 kHz in both ears. There were no other inclusion criteria beyond the ability
to give voluntary informed written consent prior to participation. This research study was reviewed
and approved by the Institutional Review Board of Purdue University. All subjects completed a
questionnaire (see Appendix) that included 1) general questions to assess medical history related
to ear and hearing and 2) specific questions designed to provide an overall metric of soundexposure types and durations and whether they systematically used hearing protection devices
when exposed to loud sounds. Based on their responses, each subject was assigned to a group,
low-risk or high-risk for ear damage. There were 41 non-marching members who were interested
to participate in the low-risk group. Among them, 13 failed in the noise history questionnaire
because of exposure to very loud sound occupationally or recreationally (hobbies that involved
loud sounds, such as hunting, riding motorcycles, carpentry, frequently attending concerts).
Subsequently, n =28 (Male: 14), age 22.68 (2.82) participated in the study. To clearly separate the
noise distribution between the groups, the high-risk subjects were students who participated in
marching band for at least 5 years, n=28 (Male:14), age 21.13 (2.14). The total number of years in
marching band for high-risk group ranged from 5 to 15 with the mean of 9.54 (SD: 2.54). The
mean hours of practice per day are 1.44 (SD: 0.75) with the range of 0.5 to 3 hours. The ratings of
hearing protection devices (HPDs) use (scaled as: never, rarely, almost always, always, see
questionnaire in appendix section for more details) among high-risk participants revealed that
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15/28 never used, 12/28 rarely used, and only 1/28 almost always used HPDs. Table 1 summarizes
the instruments played by individuals in the high-risk group. Percussion, saxophone, and clarinet
are the major instruments played by the group. As most musicians played more than one instrument
the total ‘n’ in the instrument played list is higher than the total number of participants.

Table 1. Instruments played by participants in the high-risk group
Instruments

Total number of participants

Percussion

9

Piano

7

Saxophone (any flavor

7

Clarinet (any flavor)

6

Guitar

4

Trombone

4

Trumpet

4

Drum

3

Flute

4

Piccolo

3

Oboe

2

Euphonium

2

Mellozone

1

Tympani

1

Baritone

1

Tuba

1

Mallet Instruments

1

Violin

1

French Horn

1
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3.1.1. Rationale for choice of experimental group
Approximately 2-2.5 million Americans are at risk for hearing loss due to marching band sound
exposure. (Walter, 2011) reported fifteen out of sixteen subjects experienced sound levels greater
than 100% of permissible daily sound exposure as compared to National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH) criteria and also the majority of participants experienced mean sound
levels of 496% to 800% above safe levels. Presley, (2006) reported sound level exposures of drum
and bugle corps members were exceeding standards recommended by NIOSH for a full-day
rehearsal (range- 348 -9455%), posing a significant risk for noise-induced hearing loss. Recently,
employing week long body-worn personal dosimetry measurement among musicians (including
students enrolled in marching band), (Skoe & Tufts, 2018b) reported an average noise exposure
doses of 486% with respect to NIOSH standards for permissible daily noise exposure (NIOSH,
1998). This measurement suggests that musicians are at risk for developing NIHL. The noise level
exposure in these individuals is similar to or higher than those reported in animal noise exposure
studies that produced cochlear synaptopathy. We are therefore confident that comparison between
these two groups provides an opportunity for clear separation of noise exposure distribution.
3.2. Approach
In this project, we attempted to evaluate the consequences of recreational noise exposure on neural
representation of complex sounds as reflected in the neural responses generated from the auditory
nerve, and brainstem. The specific aims are: (i) to characterize response alterations specific to
hidden hearing loss; and (ii) to identify specific stimulus manipulations that produce these changes.
The overall objective is to develop an effective clinical tool to identify hidden hearing loss. The
experimental approach employs stimulus manipulations specifically targeted at physiological
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determinants of response latency and amplitude (for example, synaptic mechanisms and neural
synchrony) that may be more vulnerable in the hidden hearing loss.
3.2.1. Theoretical framework
We propose a theoretical framework wherein the presumed loss of synaptic contacts and nerve
fibers in individuals with hidden hearing loss degrades both the neural responses synchronized to
stimulus onset (ABR) and neural responses reflecting sustained neural phase-locking to both
envelope periodicity (FFRENV) and temporal fine structure of the stimulus (FFRTFS). Specific
stimulus manipulations described below may be particularly sensitive to neural processes that are
disrupted consequent to hidden hearing loss.
Consistent with this our research strategy will include:
a) Responses to low and high overall sound levels to engage high and low SR fibers to
evaluate if synaptopathy shows differential sensitivity to HSR and LSR mediated responses
b) Electrophysiological measures in noise, LSR fibers show greater suppression with an
increase in suppressor intensity (Cai and Geisler, 1996; Delgutte, 1990; Fahey & Allen,
1985) suggesting additional central mechanisms of suppression. Specific loss of LSR fibers
may reduce the suppressive activity. On the other hand, damage to LSR fibers is
detrimental for supra-threshold coding of sound envelopes, especially in noise.
c) Response susceptibility to neural adaptation. The locus of neural adaptation is described
to be at the synaptic level, specifically at the hair cell-nerve junction. Adaptation induced
by rapid stimulation reflects depletion of neurotransmitter which increases the threshold of
the cochlear excitatory process and thereby affecting synaptic integration and neural
synchrony. It may be likely that reduced neuronal population may render the population
response more susceptible to desynchronizing factors like rapid stimulation. It may be
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possible that the surviving/functioning synapses may be more susceptible to adaptive
manipulations.
3.3. Materials and methods
To rule out peripheral factors contributing to HHL, we obtained pure tone thresholds,
tympanometry, and distortion product otoacoustic emissions similar to previous models of animals
and human research.
3.3.1. Pure tone audiometry
Pure-tone air-conduction thresholds were measured from 250 Hz to 8000 Hz at octave intervals
using a clinical audiometer (Grason-Stadler, GSI 61) using an insert earphone (Etymotic, ER-2A).
A circumaural earphone with extended high frequency (Sennheiser, HDA-200) was used to
measure pure-tone air-conduction thresholds above 8000 Hz. Normal hearing was defined as puretone behavioral thresholds of ≤20 dB HL for the octave and inter-octave frequencies between 0.25
and 8 kHz and this was set as an inclusion criterion to be enrolled for the study. The statistical
analysis revealed that hearing thresholds were not different between groups for both standard
audiometric and extended high frequencies (p>0.05) (figure 1).
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Figure 1. All participants had to have normal audiometric thresholds (≤ 20 dB nHL) from 0.25–
8 kHz in both ears. The mean hearing thresholds were very similar for control and experimental
groups at both standard audiometric and extended high frequencies.
3.3.2. Tympanometry
Tympanometry was carried out by placing appropriate sized probe tip that comfortably fits into
the ear canal of the participants to obtain a hermetic seal. The tympanogram was recorded over a
pressure range of +400 to -600 da Pa with a positive to negative sweep. The pump speed of 200
daPa /sec and probe tone frequency of 226 Hz at 85 dB SPL was employed. All the participants
had normal tympanogram (Jerger, 1970) suggesting it was not necessary to exclude any
participants based on abnormal middle-ear pathology.
3.3.3. Distortion Product Otoacoustic Emissions (DPOAE)
DPOAEs were measured using stimulus generation and data acquisition (Biologic Scout Sport,
Natus hearing diagnostics). DPgrams were obtained using with two simultaneously swept primary
tones f1 and f2 (f2/f1 = 1.22), presented at f1 = 65 dB SPL and f2 = 55 dB SPL. Primary frequencies
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were swept from f2 = 500 Hz to 8 kHz, in 4 logarithmically spaced steps per octave. The DPOAE
at 2f1-f2 was extracted from the ear canal sound pressure after both waveform and spectral
averaging, without corrections for standing wave artifacts. The DPOAE amplitudes were not
statistically different between groups (p>0.05; figure 2).

Figure 2. Mean DPOAE and noise floor amplitudes were not significantly different between
groups.
3.4. Evoked response acquisition procedures common to all experiments
3.4.1. ABR acquisition
ABRs were recorded using a stimulus generation and EEG data acquisition system (Intelligent
Hearing Systems, SmartEP software). The non-inverting electrode was placed on the high
forehead, the inverting electrode was placed on the left mastoid (M1), and the ground electrode
was placed on the mid-forehead. Inter-electrode impedances were below ≤ 1 kOhms. ABR
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responses were obtained using brief clicks (100 µsec). Click stimuli evoked response is employed
to reflect activity in the high-frequency regions where noise damage in humans is usually
manifested. During data acquisition participants reclined comfortably in an electro-acoustically
shielded booth and were instructed to relax and refrain from extraneous body movement to
minimize myogenic artifacts. Participants were told to ignore the sounds they heard and were
encouraged to sleep throughout the duration of the recording session. Differentially recorded EEG
signals were amplified (150000 X) with the band-pass filter set at 50–5000 Hz (6 dB/Octave RC
characteristics) and digitized at a rate of 40 kHz per channel over an analysis epoch of 12.4 ms.
Stimulus-related epochs contaminated by muscle or movement artifacts were automatically
rejected (artifact reject set at ±40 uV) from averaging. Each response represents an average of
2000 sweeps. All stimuli were presented monaurally to the left ear through magnetically shielded
Etymotic Research ER-2A insert earphones.
ER-2A transducer was chosen as it provides an amplitude response and a group delay that is flat
and smooth up to about 10000 Hz (Elberling, Kristensen, & Don, 2012) which is much higher than
the 3.6 kHz limit of ER-3A used by all previous studies on hidden hearing loss in humans. Animal
models of cochlear synaptopathy revealed synaptic ribbon loss particularly at very high
frequencies, therefore stimulus delivery via transducer with a flat frequency response extending to
very high frequencies allow us to capture higher frequency contributions to the auditory nerve
wave I component. Also, the analysis of derived-band auditory compound action potentials (CAP)
and ABRs (Don & Eggermont, 1978; Eggermont, 1979) in humans have demonstrated that
auditory nerve and early brainstem responses (CAP, ABR wave I and III) largely reflects neural
activity from the cochlear high-frequency region, particularly at higher stimulus levels, thus, ER2A provide optimal stimulus delivery to obtain neural response from high frequencies regions. The
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reference equivalent threshold sound pressure level (RETSPL) value used in the laboratory is 32
dB. Conventionally, ER-2A is a 10-ohm device but in the laboratory it was driven with 300 ohms
using booster box which compensates for the ohm difference. Booster cable provides additional
current to ER-2A so that the signal does not drop or distort at high-intensity levels. The maximum
level which could be achieved for click is 125 dB SPL. This set-up allowed us to present click
from 30 dB to 90 dB nHL intensity levels (90 dB nHL: 90 + 32 (RETSPL) = 122; which is within
the maximum limits of the earphone (125 dB SPL)).
The latency and amplitude of the primary dependent measures (waves I, III, and V) were identified
for further analysis as these waves are the prominent peaks in the ABR (Hall, 2007; Hood, 1998).
The ABR waves were initially identified by the experimenter at the time of testing, and their
latencies were subsequently confirmed by one additional raters, who were blind to the participant's
group while visually inspecting the ABR waves. In addition, I-III, III-V, and I-V inter-peak
intervals (IPL) and wave V to wave I amplitude ratio were also derived from each subject across
experimental conditions for analysis. The more details pertaining to ABR acquisition and analysis
are described in the method section of individual ABR experiments (chapter 4-6).
3.4.2. FFR acquisition
FFR recording protocol and data analysis were similar to those described in the previous research
from the laboratory (Ananthakrishnan et al., 2016; Bidelman & Krishnan, 2010; Krishnan, 2002).
Participants relaxed in a comfortable recliner in an acoustically and electrically shielded booth.
They were instructed to refrain from extraneous body movements to minimize movement artifacts
and to ignore the sounds they heard. Subjects were allowed to sleep through the duration of the
FFR experiment. The experimental protocol was controlled using a signal generation and data
acquisition system (Intelligent Hearing Systems) using a sampling rate of 13.33 kHz. FFRs were
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recorded differentially between a non-inverting (positive) electrode placed on the midline of the
forehead at the hairline (Fz) and inverting (reference) electrodes placed on the left mastoid, another
electrode placed on the mid-forehead served as the common ground (Krishnan et al., 2009). All
inter-electrode impedances were maintained below 1 kΩ. The FFR signals were amplified by
200,000 and band-pass filtered from 50 to 3000 Hz. The stimulus files were routed through a
digital to the analog module and presented through a magnetically shielded insert earphone
(Etymotic Research, ER-2A). More details regarding the specific procedure, stimuli, and analysis
metrics are described in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 4: EFFECTS OF STIMULUS LEVEL ON THE ABR
COMPONENTS: COMPARISON BETWEEN LOW-RISK AND HIGHRISK GROUPS.

4.1. Introduction
Recent animal experiments provide compelling evidence that short-term auditory overexposure
could damage as many as 50% of the synapses without affecting absolute sensitivity permanently
(Kujawa & Liberman, 2009; Lin, Furman, Kujawa, & Liberman, 2011; Furman, Kujawa, &
Liberman, 2013; Hickox et al., 2017; Valero et al., 2017)). This cochlear synaptopathy is thought
to selectively damage low spontaneous rate (LSR) auditory nerve fibers, which encode sounds of
moderate-to-loud levels (Furman et al., 2013). These studies also demonstrate that ABR wave I
amplitude, which reflects auditory nerve functional integrity showed shallower growth in the
noise-exposed animals compared to baseline condition or control animals consistent with the
notion of selective loss of LSR auditory nerve fibers. Furthermore, the number of surviving spiral
ganglion neurons (SGN) correlates well with the amplitude of wave I, suggesting that wave I
amplitude at supra-threshold levels could be a sensitive non-invasive clinical measure to evaluate
and detect cochlear synaptopathy (Liberman & Kujawa, 2017).
Published reports to date linking noise exposure history and ABR responses in humans, show
equivocal results. Bramhall, Konrad-Martin, McMillan, & Griest, (2017b) and Stamper &
Johnson, (2015) reported wave I amplitude reduction suggesting noise-induced synaptopathy in
humans. In contrast, Liberman et al., (2016) showed enhanced SP/AP ratio in high-risk groups
(mostly due to enhanced summating potential (SP) - hair cell receptor potential) with no
appreciable change in the VIIIth nerve compound action potential (analog of ABR Wave I),
suggesting no differences in auditory nerve responses between low-risk and high-risk groups.
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Several studies fail to find any relationship with wave I amplitude and noise exposure history
(Grinn et al., 2017; Guest, Munro, Prendergast, Millman, & Plack, 2018; Prendergast et al., 2017).
It is well established that the absolute latency of the ABR components systematically decreases
and amplitude increase as stimulus intensity is increased (Picton, Hillyard, Krausz, & Galambos,
1974; Starr & Achor, 1975). This intensity dependent decrease in latency is thought to reflect the
increase in the basal bias of cochlear regions contributing to the response, progressively fasterrising generator potential within the cochlea and a faster development of EPSPs (excitatory
postsynaptic potential). The increase in amplitude with intensity reflects both an increase in the
number of neural elements and an increase in neural synchrony. To date, there are no published
reports of the effects of intensity in individuals with high-risk for cochlear synaptopathy. Here we
examine the effects of stimulus level on the latency and amplitude of ABR components in an effort
to understand if synaptopathic changes are indeed stimulus level-dependent. Since LSR fibers are
implicated in synaptopathy, we hypothesize that the ABR wave I change in the high-risk group
may be restricted to higher levels (60 dB nHL and greater) where LSR fibers are recruited. Further,
it is likely that the reduced auditory nerve output in this group may alter the response latency and
amplitude of more rostral ABR components (Waves III, and V). Since HSR fibers primarily
contribute to Wave I at lower intensity levels (~below ≤50 dB nHL), no differences between the
two groups are expected. Even though there is consistent evidence of cochlear synaptopathy in
several animal models with no hearing threshold changes, there is a dearth of consistent
synaptopathic evidence in human studies. An alternative secondary hypothesis is that noiseinduced cochlear synaptopathy in young audiometrically normal hearing individuals may be nonprevalent or low exposure is sufficient to cause cochlear synaptopathy with no additional
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consequence of the higher level of noise exposure. With this, we do not expect group differences
in any of the ABR measures.
4.2. Methods
4.2.1. Participants
56 young adults (18-30 years) participated in this experiment. All participants had normal
audiometric thresholds (≤ 20 dB nHL) from 0.25–8 kHz in both ears. The high-risk group consists
of 28 participants (male=14); Age range: 18-30 years (M=21.13 years, S.D. = 2.14 years) and lowrisk group consist of 28 participants (male=14); Age range: 18-30 years (M=22.68 years, S.D. =
2.82 years. There were no differences in DPOAE amplitude between low-risk and high-risk
participants. Please refer to Chapter 3 (General Methods) for details of participant profiles.
4.2.2. Stimuli
ABRs were recorded to brief clicks (100 µsec) presented at levels ranging from 30 to 90 dB nHL
in 10 dB steps. The range of levels proposed here will enable us to evaluate the level specificity
(that is, the transition from the less susceptible HSR fibers to the more susceptible LSR fibers) of
changes associated with HHL.
4.2.3. ABR data acquisition and analysis
ABRs were recorded using a stimulus generation and EEG data acquisition system (Intelligent
Hearing Systems, SmartEP software). The non-inverting electrode was placed on the high
forehead, the inverting electrode was placed on the left mastoid (M1), and the ground electrode
was placed on the mid-forehead. Inter-electrode impedances were below ≤ 1 kOhms. Differentially
recorded EEG signals were amplified (150000 X) with the band-pass filter set at 50–2500 Hz and
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digitized at a rate of 40 kHz per channel over an analysis epoch of 12.4 ms. Stimulus-related epochs
contaminated by muscle or movement artifacts were automatically rejected (artifact reject set at
±40 uV) from averaging. Each response represents an average of 2000 sweeps. All stimuli were
presented monaurally using rarefaction onset phase to the left ear through magnetically shielded
Etymotic Research ER-2A insert earphones at a repetition rate of xx/sec. The latency and
amplitude of the most robust ABR components (waves I, III, and V) were measured. The absolute
latency of each component reflects the time interval between stimulus onset and the peak of a
given component. For each wave, ABR amplitude was measured between the positive and the
immediately following negative trough. In addition, I-III, III-V, and I-V inter-peak intervals (IPL)
and wave V to wave I amplitude ratio were also derived from each subject across experimental
conditions for analysis. Please refer to Chapter 3 (General Methods), for more details regarding
ABR recording protocols and data analysis techniques.
4.2.4. Statistical analysis
To evaluate the effects of sound levels, separate two-way (group x stimulus) mixed model
ANOVAs (SAS®; SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA) were performed on each component of
absolute latency and peak amplitude (Wave I, III, and V), inter-peak latency (wave I-III, III-V,
and I-V), and amplitude ratio (V/I). Group (low-risk, high-risk) served as the between-subjects
factor; subjects nested within the group as the random factor. Stimulus condition (sound levels)
served as the within-subjects factor. Normality and homogeneity of variance assumptions were
confirmed prior to statistical inference. All post hoc multiple comparisons were corrected with a
Bonferroni significance level set at α = 0.05. The ABR variables (wave I amplitude) which
emerged as significant in the group analysis was further explored using bivariate correlations. The
correlation analysis examined whether a relationship exists between wave I amplitude (80 dB nHL:
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representative level) with average pure tone detection threshold from 2-6kHz (PTA2-6kHz) and
average OAE amplitude measured between 2-6kHz (OAE2-6kHz). A discriminant analysis was also
conducted to determine the linear combination that best discriminates between the two groups
employed in this study (low-risk, high-risk). Linear combination considered for comparison are
peak amplitude and the combination of wave I amplitude (80 dB nHL), PTA2-6kHz, and OAE2-6kHz.
4.3. Results
Grand averages of the ABR waveform across sound levels for the low-risk (green) and high-risk
(red) groups are shown in figure 3. While both groups show the expected decrease in amplitude
and an increase in latency with a decrease in sound levels, ABR wave I amplitude (indicated by
arrows) is smaller for the high-risk group compared to the low-risk group for sound levels greater
than 50 dB nHL.
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Figure 3. ABR waveforms across sound levels comparing the low-risk and high-risk groups,
plotted in green and red, respectively. The ABR response components become more discernible
with an increase in sound levels. As indicated by the arrows, ABR wave I amplitude is smaller
for the high-risk group compared to the low-risk group.
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4.3.1. ABR absolute and inter-peak latency
4.3.1.1. ABR absolute latency
Mean absolute latency of ABR response components plotted as a function of click intensity are
displayed in figure 4. Waves I and wave III were consistently observed in all subjects only for
levels 60 dB nHL and higher. For wave I (top panel), ANOVA yielded main effects of stimulus
2
only (F3, 162 = 170.78, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.76). The stimulus main effect showed that 60 dB nHL

elicited a longer response absolute latency than 70 dB nHL which, in turn, elicited a longer latency
than 80 dB nHL, but latencies at 80 and 90 dB nHL were not different. The main effect of group
(F1, 54 = 0.13, p =0.7202,  p = 0.002) and group × stimulus interaction (F3, 162 = 0.42, p =0.7394,
2

 p2 = 0.007) failed to reach significance. Similarly, for wave III (middle panel), ANOVA yielded
2
a main effect of stimulus only (F2, 108 = 44.73, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.453). The stimulus main effect

showed that 70 dB nHL elicited a longer response absolute latency than 80 and 90 dB nHL, but
latencies at 80 and 90 dB nHL were not different. The main effect of group (F1, 54 = 3.28, p =0.0757,

 p2 = 0.057) and group × stimulus interaction (F2, 108 = 0.38, p =0.6870,  p2 = 0.006) failed to
reach significance. For Wave V (lower panel), ANOVA yielded a main effect of stimulus only (F6,
324 =

2
815.51, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.93). Wave V latency decreased with increase in level from 30 to

80 dB nHL and showed no difference between 80 and 90 dB nHL. The main effect of group (F1,
54 =

2
2
3.27, p =0.0760,  p = 0.057) and group × stimulus interaction (F6, 324 = 0.17, p =0.9839,  p

= 0.003) failed to reach significance. In summary, these data suggest that for both groups, the
absolute latency of ABR waves I, III, and V decreased in a similar fashion with increase in click
levels.
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Figure 4. Mean absolute latency of ABR response components (Wave I, top; Wave III, middle;
Wave V, bottom) plotted as a function of sound level for both groups (low-risk: green; high-risk:
red). In general, the decrease in absolute latency of all components with increasing sound levels
was similar for both groups. Although absolute latencies (Wave III and V) of the high-risk group
appears longer, it failed to reach statistical significance. The error bars indicate +/- 1 SEM.
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4.3.1.2. ABR Inter-peak latencies (IPL)
ABR IPLs I-III, III-V, and I-V reflect both synaptic integration time and neural conduction times
between neural generators along the auditory brainstem level. Since clearly discernible ABR wave
III could not be obtained in all participants at 60 dB nHL, IPL analysis was restricted to 70, 80,
and 90 dB nHL. Mean IPL (I-III, top; III-V, middle; I-V, bottom) plotted as a function of stimulus
level for both groups (low-risk, green; high-risk, red), are shown in figure 5. For I-III IPL (top
2
panel), ANOVA yielded a significant main effect only for group (F1, 54 = 5.53, p = 0.02,  p =
2
0.245) but not for stimulus (F2, 108 = 1.43, p =0.2442,  p = 0.025) or a group × stimulus interaction
2
(F2, 108 = 2.13, p =0.1237,  p = 0.038) effect. The high-risk group exhibited longer I-III IPL

relative to the low-risk group. In contrast, III-V IPL (middle panel), ANOVA yielded a significant
2
main effect only for stimulus (F2, 108 = 8.93, p < 0.001,  p = 0.142) with the main effect of group
2
(F1, 54 = 0.53, p =0.4697,  p = 0.009) and group × stimulus interaction (F2, 108 = 0.42, p =0.6562,

 p2 = 0.007) failing to reach significance. III-V IPL exhibited a ‘V” shaped function with 80 dB
nHL showing the shortest III-V IPL compared to 70 and 90 dB nHL. For I-V IPL (lower panel),
2
ANOVA yielded a main effect of stimulus (F3, 162 = 8.81, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.14) and group (F1, 54
2
= 4.83, p =0.03,  p = 0.08) with no significant group × stimulus interaction (F3, 162 = 0.31, p
2
=0.8156,  p = 0.005). The high-risk group exhibited longer I-V IPL relative to the low-risk group.

Like the III-V IPL, I-V IPL was shorter for 80 dB compared to the 90 and 70 dB nHL conditions.
Taken together, these results suggest that synaptic integration time and/or neural conduction time
between the generators of wave I (distal part of auditory nerve) and III (cochlear nucleus) is longer
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for the high-risk group which manifests as longer I-III and I-V IPLs. This longer conduction time
may reflect reduced auditory nerve output which in turn may have introduced synaptic delays for
more rostral responses (waves III and V).

Figure 5. Mean IPL (I-III, top; III-V, middle; I-V, bottom) plotted as a function of stimulus
intensity for both groups (low-risk, green; high-risk, red). The high-risk group showed longer IIII and I-V IPLs. The error bars indicate +/- 1 SEM.
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4.3.2. ABR peak-to-peak amplitude and V/I amplitude ratio
4.3.2.1. ABR peak-to-peak amplitude
Mean peak-to-peak amplitude of ABR response components plotted as a function of sound level
for both groups is shown in figure 6. Clearly discernible waves I and III were observed in all
participants only at levels 60 dB nHL and higher. For wave I (top panel), ANOVA yielded a main
2
effect of stimulus (F3, 162 = 98.89, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.647) and group (F1, 54 = 24.05, p < 0.0001,

 p2 = 0.308), but no significant group × stimulus interaction (F3, 162 = 0.83, p =0.4785,  p2 = 0.01).
The low-risk group exhibited larger wave I amplitude relative to the high-risk group. The post-hoc
multiple comparisons of stimulus main effect indicated that there is a systematic increase in wave
I amplitude with sound level from 60 to 90 dB nHL. Wave III (middle panel), ANOVA yielded a
2
main effect of stimulus only (F2, 108 = 31.95, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.37) with no significant group (F1,

54 =

2
2
1.42, p =0.2379,  p = 0.02) or group × stimulus interaction (F2, 108 = 0.48, p =0.6223,  p =

0.008) effects. The stimulus main effect indicated that 80 and 90 dB nHL elicited larger wave III
amplitude than 70 dB nHL. Wave V (lower panel), ANOVA yielded a main effect of stimulus only
2
(F6, 324 = 48.24, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.472), with no significant main effect of group (F1, 54 = 0.91, p
2
2
=0.3433,  p = 0.016) or group × stimulus interaction (F6, 324 = 1.47, p =0.1892,  p = 0.02). The

stimulus main effect showed an increase in amplitude from 30 to 50 dB nHL, remained unchanged
from 50 to 70 dB nHL, and then increased in amplitude from 70 to 80 dB nHL before flattening
again from 80 to 90 dB nHL. These results suggest reduced ABR wave I amplitude in the highrisk group compared with the low-risk group with no group differences in response amplitude for
waves III and V- consistent with compensatory gain mediated by central denervation
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hypersensitivity or release from inhibition in the central auditory system em in response to the
decreased peripheral input.

Figure 6. Mean peak-to-peak amplitude of ABR response components (Wave I, top; Wave III,
middle; Wave V, bottom) across sound levels in both groups (low-risk, green; high-risk, red). In
general, the peak-to-peak amplitude of all components increased with increasing sound levels for
both groups. Wave I amplitude was larger for the low-risk group at 60, 70, 80 and 90 dB nHLs
compared to the high-risk group. The error bars indicate +/- 1 SEM.
4.3.2.2. V/I amplitude ratio
To satisfy the necessary model assumption of constant variance, a log transform was applied to
the V/I amplitude ratio measure. The transformed response variables were used in the statistical
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2
analysis. ANOVA yielded a main effect of group (F1, 54 = 10.77, p = 0.002,  p = 0.166) and
2
stimulus (F3, 162 = 18.74, p =<0.0001,  p = 0.258). The group × stimulus interaction (F3, 1628 =
2
0.91, p =0.4388,  p = 0.016) failed to reach significance. The high-risk group exhibited larger

V/I amplitude ratio relative to low-risk group (figure 7) with the ratio greater at the lowest level
compared to the higher sound levels. The amplitude ratio decreased with increasing intensity for
both groups, probably reflecting the relatively greater growth in Wave I amplitude compared to
Wave V amplitude with increasing level. These results suggest that V/I amplitude ratio is enhanced
for the high-risk group as a result of compensatory changes for reduced peripheral input.

Figure 7. Mean amplitude ratio (V/I) is plotted as a function of stimulus intensity for both
groups (low-risk, green; high-risk, red). The high-risk group exhibited larger V/I amplitude ratio
relative to the low-risk group. The amplitude ratio is higher for the lowest sound level compared
(60 dB nHL) compared to the remaining sound levels. The error bars indicate +/- 1 SEM.
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4.3.3. Bivariate correlations and discriminant analysis
4.3.3.1. Bivariate correlations
To gain insight into whether the wave I amplitude is influenced by pure tone detection thresholds
and OAE amplitude, we measured the correlation (pooled across both groups) between wave I
amplitude (80 dB nHL) and average pure tone detection threshold from 2-6kHz (PTA2-6kHz); and
between wave I amplitude and average OAE amplitude measured between 2-6kHz (OAE2-6kHz).
The comparison suggests that wave I amplitude was not correlated with either hearing thresholds
or OAE amplitude.
4.3.3.2. Discriminant analysis
a) Peak amplitude (waves I, III, and V)
A discriminant analysis was used to determine the extent to which individual subjects can be
classified into their respective groups (low-risk versus high-risk) based on a linear combination of
their peak amplitude (waves I, III, and V). Overall, about 75% of subjects were correctly classified
into their respective groups (Low-risk, 75%; High-risk, 75%). Because we can expect to get only
50% of the classifications correct by chance, an overall 75% accuracy rate represents a
considerable improvement. Only 7.14% fewer correct classifications (Low-risk, 19/28; High-risk,
19/28) were made in the cross-validated analysis in comparison to the original analysis. The pooled
within-class standardized canonical coefficients for waves I, III, and V were 0.99, 0.60, and -0.34
respectively indicating that wave I was the most important variable in discriminating between lowrisk and high-risk group.
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b) Combination of wave I amplitude (80 dB nHL), PTA2-6kHz, and OAE2-6kHz
Second discriminate analysis involved a linear combination of wave I amplitude (80 dB nHL),
PTA2-6kHz, and OAE2-6kHz. Pulled together subject classifications were 57.14% and 60.71% for
low-risk and high-risk respectively. The pooled within-class standardized canonical coefficients
for wave I amplitude, PTA2-6kHz, and OAE2-6kHz, respectively, were .98, .18, and -.06, indicating
that of these three measures, wave I was the most important variable in discriminating between
low-risk and high-risk group. Altogether, these results suggest that wave I amplitude is not
influenced by either hearing thresholds or OAE amplitude. Wave I amplitude emerged to be the
most important variable discriminating the two groups.
4.4. Discussions
The results of this experiment showed that young adults at higher risk for cochlear synaptopathy
showed (1) smaller wave I amplitude at moderate and high sound levels consistent with reduced
auditory nerve activity consequent to selective damage of LSR fibers; (2) similar wave III and
Wave V amplitude as the control group suggesting operation of central compensatory gain
mechanism(s); (3) enhanced amplitude ratio V/I, particularly at moderate sound level (60 dB nHL),
suggesting central compensation for reduced input from the periphery; and (4) longer I-III, and IV IPL suggesting central neural conduction delays resulting from longer synaptic integration time
and/or neural conduction time between wave I generator (distal part of auditory nerve) and the
neural generators of the more rostral ABR components III (cochlear nucleus), and V (inferior
colliculus).
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Is the reduction in Wave I amplitude an indicator of reduced auditory nerve output associated
with cochlear synaptopathy?
Our results showing ABR wave I amplitude reduction in the high-risk group relative to the lowrisk group is consistent with previous studies showing reduction in auditory nerve response in
animal models of noise-induced, and age-related cochlear synaptopathy (Furman et al., 2013;
Kujawa & Liberman, 2009; Lin et al., 2011; Sergeyenko, Lall, Liberman, & Kujawa, 2013). A
direct comparison of presynaptic ribbons and amplitude of ABR wave I is not possible in humans.
However, harvested human temporal bone studies show decreasing number of synaptic ribbons,
as well as spiral ganglion cells with age (that parallel age-related reduction in ABR wave I
amplitude (Konrad-Martin et al., 2012; Makary et al., 2011) suggests that human ABR wave I
amplitude and synaptic survival are correlated.
Our results are also consistent with data from animal models of noise-induced cochlear
synaptopathy. Stamper & Johnson, (2015) observed that ABR wave I amplitude at high-intensity
levels was negatively correlated with noise exposure background. Compared to veterans and nonveterans with low noise exposure history, Bramhall et al., (2017) reported supra-threshold ABR
wave I amplitude reduction in veterans with high-level military noise exposure, and in nonveterans with any history of firearm use. The observation of reduced wave I amplitude is
interpreted to indicate loss of synapses/reduced auditory nerve fibers consistent with the data from
the animal models of noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy. Therefore, it is likely that the
relatively smaller ABR wave I amplitude observed for the high-risk group at moderate to high
levels in this experiment may indeed reflect the consequences of loss of synapses at the IHCs due
to long-term exposure to loud music. Since evoked response amplitude is determined by both the
number of neural elements active and the degree of synchrony in the active neural elements, the
reduction in wave I amplitude would suggest that both these physiologic determinants of response
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amplitude are affected. While our results are similar to the reduced auditory nerve response
observed consistently in animal models of cochlear synaptopathy, our experimental design does
not permit us to verifiably infer that our results are consistent with cochlear synaptopathy.
However, to the extent that cochlear synaptopathy reflects a reduction in neural elements
producing wave I, then that characteristic is shared in the reduced wave I amplitude observed in
this experiment. While unlikely (given the essentially similar DPOAE results for both groups), we
wonder if Wave I amplitude reduction could reflect changes in OHC function that are not revealed
in the DPOAEs or damage to IHCs or the auditory nerve unrelated to the IHC-auditory nerve
synapse. In summary, the possibility that the ABR results we report here are associated with
cochlear synaptopathy cannot be summarily ruled out. In another independent study recruiting
marching band students (high-risk group), there was a reduction of wave I amplitude among highrisk group compared to the low-risk group with overall low noise over-exposure history ( Krishnan,
Marler, Vannarsdall, Suresh, & Krishnan, 2017). These replicable results appear to suggest that
marching band students are vulnerable for over-exposure related synaptopathic deficits.
In addition to the studies discussed above that show Wave I amplitude reduction with noise
exposure (Stamper & Johnson, 2015; Bramhall et al., 2017), several studies fail to find any
relationship between ABR wave I amplitude and noise exposure history (Grinn et al., 2017; Guest
et al., 2017; Prendergast et al., 2017). The inability to observe a relationship with cochlear
synaptopathy and noise exposure in these studies is explained as non-prevalence of noise-induced
cochlear synaptopathy in young audiometrically normal hearing individuals or low exposure is
sufficient to cause cochlear synaptopathy with no additional consequence of the higher level of
noise exposure. Further, these results appear to suggest that synaptopathic deficits manifest only
in individuals with long-term higher-level noise exposure (including the high-risk individuals in
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this study) and not in individuals with exposure to common recreational noise (Grinn et al., 2017).
Several factors could, at least in part, account for the differences in results across human studies.
One source of variability is the validity of the group assignment based on the subjective history of
noise exposure. That is, the low-risk and the high-risk group may not be sufficiently independent.
Secondly, most of the previous human research employed ER-3A earphones to measure
electrophysiological responses. These transducers have flat frequency responses only out to about
4000 Hz beyond which it roll-off at 36 dB/octave and thereby limiting the higher frequency
cochlear contributions to click ABR in general, and Wave I in particular. This is particularly
important for ABR wave I, as the analysis of derived-band auditory compound action potentials
(CAP)( Eggermont, 1979) and ABRs (Don & Eggermont, 1978) in humans have demonstrated
that auditory nerve and early brainstem responses (CAP, ABR wave I and III) largely reflects
neural activity from the cochlear high-frequency regions, particularly at higher stimulus levels. In
this study, the use of ER-2A transducers ( flat and smooth amplitude response and a group delay
upto 10000 Hz (Elberling, Kristensen, & Don, 2012)), permitted us to record ABR wave I that
reflected contributions of higher frequency cochlear regions and thereby increase the sensitivity of
this measure to synaptopathic changes.

Do the increased I-III and I-V interpeak latencies in the high-risk group reflect synaptic and/or
neural conduction delays consequent to cochlear synaptopathy?
In addition to the reduction in wave I amplitude at high sound levels, the high-risk group showed
longer I-III and I-V IPLs. The prolongation of I-III and I-V IPLs with normal III-V is characteristic
of the auditory nerve and lower brainstem mass lesions-typically interpreted as neural conduction
delays due to a conduction block (Hirsch & Anderson, 1980; Schwaber & Hall, 1992). While
synaptopathy is not a mass lesion, the reduced number of auditory nerve synapses may contribute
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to these observed delays via increased synaptic integration time and/or neural conduction time post
auditory nerve generation of wave I. It is plausible that the reduced auditory nerve input prolongs
synaptic integration time at more rostral levels due to disruption in neural timing without actually
changing the neural conduction time. Since neural conduction time, reflected in the IPLs, is
dependent on both fiber diameter and extent of myelination, it is tempting to speculate if the
increased IPLs represent consequences of cochlear synaptopathy that produce anterograde changes
(including reduced fiber diameter and/or demyelination) along the auditory pathways in the
brainstem rostral to the auditory nerve. There is some empirical support for this possibility, at least
at the auditory nerve level. Tagoe, Barker, Jones, Allcock, & Hamann, (2014) observed a
permanent decrease in thickness of myelin sheath with extended exposure to the high-intensity
sound which manifested as decreased wave I amplitude and longer wave I latency. We propose
that similar changes at more central levels in the lower brainstem consequent to cochlear
synaptopathy could be contributing to the longer I-III and I-V IPLs reported here.

Does the lack of change in amplitude for waves III and V in the high-risk group reflect the
operation of central compensatory gain mechanisms?
Despite reduced wave I amplitude for the high-risk group there were no group differences in
amplitude for the later waves, III and V. Consequently, the V/I amplitude ratio (V/I) was enhanced
in the high-risk group. The lack of reduction in ABR wave III and V amplitudes in the high-risk
groups in the presence of a reduced auditory nerve drive is consistent with similar observations in
animal studies of synaptopathy. For example, in mice with noise- or age-related cochlear
synaptopathy, no decrease in wave V amplitude was observed in the presence of wave I amplitude
reduction (Hickox & Liberman, 2013; Möhrle et al., 2016; Sergeyenko et al., 2013). This suggests
that despite a significant reduction in the peripheral output, the rostral brainstem response is very
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similar. These results suggest that some form of the gain control mechanism (homeostatic
mechanisms) is operating between the auditory nerve and brainstem to compensate for the reduced
input. In general, the neuron’s receptive fields is determined by the balance of excitatory and
inhibitory inputs especially at higher centers in the auditory neuraxis. There is evidence of
neurotransmitter-mediated inhibition beginning at the level of ventral and dorsal cochlear nucleus
regulating input to the higher levels of the auditory system (Caspary, Havey, & Faingold, 1983;
Caspary et al., 2008; Caspary, Rybak, & Faingold, 1985; Caspary et al., 2005). Because inhibition
suppresses the discharge rate of neurons, the selective loss of inhibition (disinhibition) results in
an increase in the discharge rate. It is hypothesized that it is this disinhibition which results in
sufficient increase in discharge rate (renormalization of neuronal response magnitude) at the level
of brainstem to compensate for the deprived auditory input following peripheral insult such as
noise or age-induced synaptopathy (Chambers et al., 2016; Möhrle et al., 2016; Salvi et al., 2017;
Salvi, Wang, & Ding, 2000; Salvi et al., 2000). In addition, individuals with normal pure-tone
thresholds who report tinnitus show smaller wave I amplitudes, but similar or larger wave III and
V amplitudes compared with their non-tinnitus counterparts (Gu, Herrmann, Levine, & Melcher,
2012; Schaette & McAlpine, 2011). Although the participants in the tinnitus studies were not
evaluated for noise exposure history, tinnitus has been proposed as a potential perceptual
consequence of synaptopathy, and the pattern of ABR amplitudes observed in the individuals with
tinnitus is very similar to what was observed in the present study (Gu et al., 2012; Schaette &
McAlpine, 2011). The absence of a change in amplitude for the later ABR waves has been
interpreted as evidence of either hyperactivity or loss of inhibition for reduced input from the
periphery. Altogether, the lack of group differences for ABR amplitudes III and V suggesting the
operation of gain compensation through homeostatic processes (Chambers et al., 2016;
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Eggermont, 2017; Salvi et al., 2017; Sheppard et al., 2017). The V/I amplitude ratio is higher for
the lowest sound level compared (60 dB nHL) compared to the higher sound levels. One plausible
explanation for this could be that with increasing sound level wave I amplitude increases relatively
more compared to wave V amplitude. It should be noted here that the clinical utility of V/I ratio
measure may be limited given the larger variability associated with this measure.
4.5. Conclusions
Our findings of the study of reduced wave I amplitude in the high-risk group are consistent with
the animal model of cochlear synaptopathy involving selective damage of LSR fibers and few
human studies. This differences could be because of the methodology employed in this study;
targeting participants which provided clear separation of noise distribution between groups and
the frequency response of earphone which captured high frequency contributions of wave I. But,
without post-mortem examination by harvesting human temporal bone (the gold standard for
identifying synaptopathy) with different noise exposure background, no direct inferences can be
derived for the presence/ extent of cochlear synaptopathy in high-risk group with high sound overexposure history. In spite of reduced wave I amplitude, the later waves were very similar between
groups suggesting central compensation due to inhibitory circuitry changes. Larger scale datasets
with different noise exposure background, longitudinal measurements with an array of behavioral
and electrophysiological tests to understand the complex pathogenesis of sound over-exposure
damage in normal-hearing individuals.
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CHAPTER 5: EFFECTS OF BACKGROUND MASKING NOISE ON THE
ABR COMPONENTS: COMPARISON BETWEEN LOW-RISK AND
HIGH-RISK GROUPS.

5.1. Introduction
Increasing levels of background noise have been shown to increase the absolute latency, I-V IPL,
and decrease the amplitude of the click-evoked ABR components ( Burkard & Hecox, 1983, 1987).
While the amplitude of all ABR components decreases with increasing masker level, Wave V
latency shows greater latency prolongation compared to the essentially invariant wave I latency,
resulting in a longer I-V IPL ( Burkard & Sims, 2002; Burkard & Hecox, 1987). Since individuals
with cochlear synaptopathy may experience greater difficulty in understanding speech in
background noise, we examine here if latency (absolute and IPL) and amplitude of the ABR
components show an increased susceptibility to noise in the high-risk group (Bharadwaj et al.,
2014a; Liberman et al., 2016; Liberman & Kujawa, 2017; Plack et al., 2014).
Directly relevant to this question are the results of a recent study that evaluated the effectiveness
of ABR in noise measures (in both humans and a mice model) to detect cochlear synaptopathy in
humans (Mehraei et al., 2016). Their results showed that the human ABR wave V latency change
with an increase in ipsilateral broadband masking noise mimics the growth in the amplitude of
wave I between 60 to 100 dB p.e. dB SPL suggesting that differences in latency shift of Wave V
in noise arise, at least in part, from changes in auditory nerve response. Results from their animal
model of noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy showed that ABR wave IV (Wave V in humans)
latency shift in noise was smaller in animals with synaptopathy. Also, wave IV latency shifts were
correlated with wave I amplitude growth. By combining results from human and mice data, the
authors concluded that wave V latency shift in noise would be an effective metric of HHL in
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humans. The authors reasoned that reduced wave-V latency shift with increasing levels of
ipsilateral masking noise could reflect the activity of LSR fibers. That is, LSR fibers relative to
HSR fibers have a delayed onset response (Bourien et al., 2014; Rhode & Smith, 1985) and are
immune to impact of masking noise (Costalupes, 1985; Young & Barta, 1986). Therefore, LSR
fibers loss would produce lesser wave V latency shifts with increase in noise. These results suggest
that changes in ABR components generated at levels that are more rostral do reliably reflect
functional changes consequent to cochlear synaptopathy and therefore could serve as measures to
detect cochlear synaptopathy. However, it remains unclear from this study, whether the wave V
metric described in humans is specific to synaptopathy as they do not account for the noise
exposure background. In addition, these authors did not evaluate the effects of noise of wave I
directly to verify this account.
Burkard & Sims, (2002) compared the impact of ipsilateral broadband masking noise on the ABR
responses (waves I and V latency and amplitude) in younger and older adults. Their results showed
that the mean wave I, and wave V latency was greater for older adults, but the I-V IPL was similar
for both groups across noise levels. The mean Wave I amplitude was smaller for older adults
across noise levels. However, the relative change (normalizing to no-noise condition) of wave I
and V latency, and Wave I amplitude were similar for both groups suggesting that the properties
of ABR response changes with masking noise on click-evoked ABR are not affected with aging.
To date, there are no published reports evaluating the effects of background noise on human ABR
wave I specifically, in individuals with high-risk for cochlear synaptopathy. Single unit auditorynerve fiber activity measurements indicate differences in suppressive effects for LSR and HSR
fiber classes (Cai & Geisler, 1996a, 1996b; Delgutte, 1990). In response to two-tone stimuli, larger
percentages of suppression of driven rates are observed for LSR compared to HSR fibers (Fahey
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& Allen, 1985). Delgutte, (1990) showed a greater amount of suppression with an increase in
suppressor intensity for LSR than HSR fibers. Considering the evidence from the suppressive
nature of LSR fibers, we hypothesize that high-risk group to show a lower reduction of wave I
amplitude in background noise due to selective loss of LSR fibers. LSR fibers show both longer
adaptation time constants and recovery times (Relkin & Doucet, 1991; Rhode & Smith, 1985).
Based on evidence from the mice model of noise-induced synaptopathy (Mehraei et al., 2016), we
predict a smaller wave V latency shift with increasing noise levels among high-risk group.
Previous reports of ABRs in background noise demonstrate slight/no latency changes in noise.
With this, we predict no wave I latency differences between groups. Similar to experiment 1, an
alternate secondary hypothesis is that cochlear synaptopathic changes due to sound over-exposure
in non-prevalent and we do not expect group differences in any of the ABR in noise measures.
5.2. Methods
5.2.1. Participants
50 out of the 56 young adults (18-30 years) who participated in the first experiment participated
in this study. All participants had normal audiometric thresholds (≤ 20 dB nHL) from 0.25–8 kHz
in both ears. The high-risk group consists of 25 participants (male=12); Age range: 18-30 years
(M=21.28 years, S.D. = 2.83 years) and low-risk group consist of 25 participants (male=12); Age
range: 19-30 years (M=22.88 years, S.D. = 2.89 years. Please refer to Chapter 3 (General
Methods) for general details of participant profiles.
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5.2.2. Stimuli
Click ABR was obtained in quiet at 70 dB nHL and in the presence of broadband noise presented
at 50, 60, and 70 dB SPL. The click level of 70 dB nHL was chosen to enable identification of all
ABR components. The choice of masker levels reflects a range (50-70 dB SPL that is both tolerable
and sufficient to evaluate the effects of masking on latency and amplitude of the ABR components
Burkard & Hecox, (1983). In addition, our pilot experiment revealed that no discernible wave I
was observed above a noise level of 70 dB SPL.
5.2.3. ABR data acquisition and analysis
Please refer to Chapter 3 (General Methods), for more details regarding ABR recording protocols
and data analysis techniques. Absolute latency, amplitude, inter-peak latencies (IPL), normalized
amplitude change referenced to no-noise condition and latency shift (waves I, and V) with
background noise, and slope of wave I amplitude change from 50 dB SPL to 70 dB SPL
background noise were measured for further analysis.
5.2.4. Statistical analysis
Separate two-way (group x stimulus) mixed model ANOVAs (SAS®; SAS Institute, Inc., Cary,
NC, USA) were performed to evaluate the effects of increasing masker intensity on latency,
amplitude, I-V IPL and the relative change in latency and amplitude of waves I, and V re the quiet
condition. Since discernible wave III component was not reliably identifiable in noise conditions
for several participants it was excluded from analysis. Group (low-risk, high-risk) served as the
between-subjects factor; subjects nested within the group as the random factor. Stimulus condition
(70 dB nHL (quiet), and in the presence of 50, 60, 70 dB SPL noise (4 levels)) with the exception
for relative change (3 levels; 50, 60, 70 dB SPL noise condition) served as the within-subjects
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factor. The slope of wave I amplitude change from 50 dB SPL to 70 dB SPL background noise is
compared between groups using two-sample t-test. Normality and homogeneity of variance
assumptions were confirmed prior to statistical inference. All post hoc multiple comparisons were
corrected with a Bonferroni significance level set at α = 0.05.
5.3. Results
Grand average ABR waveforms plotted for the quiet and noise conditions for the low-risk (green)
and high-risk (red) groups are shown in figure 8. For both groups, ABR components are clearly
identifiable and show a decrease in amplitude and an increase in latency with an increase in noise
level. Vertical dotted line for Wave I and Wave V shows the differential effects on latency in the
presence of noise, specifically, larger latency shift for wave V compared to wave I. While wave I
amplitude appears larger for low-risk group (as described in experiment 1) in quiet, it appears to
show a relatively greater reduction in the presence of background noise for the low-risk group.
5.3.1. ABR absolute and inter-peak latency
5.3.1.1. ABR absolute latency
Mean absolute latency of ABR response components in quiet and in noise conditions for the low
risk and high-risk group are shown in figure 9. For wave I, ANOVA yielded a main effect of
2
stimulus only (F3, 144 = 4.58, p = 0.004,  p = 0.08). Wave I latency in the presence of 60 dB SPL
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Figure 8. Grand averaged ABR waveforms for the quiet and noise conditions for the low-risk
(green) and high-risk (red) groups. It can be seen that for both groups, ABR components are
clearly identifiable, and show a decrease in amplitude and an increase in latency with increasing
noise level. The vertical dotted line for Wave I and Wave V shows the differential effects on
latency in the presence of noise, specifically, larger latency shift for wave V compared to wave I.
The amplitude of wave I appear larger for the low-risk group in quiet. There appears to be a
greater reduction of wave I amplitude in the presence of background noise for the low-risk
group.
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noise was longer than the quiet condition but none of the other stimulus comparisons were
significant suggesting that increasing the noise level did not appreciably alter Wave I latency. The
2
main effect of group (F1, 48 = 0.14, p =0.7085,  p = 0.003) and group × stimulus interaction (F3,

144

2
= 0.74, p =0.5305,  p = 0.015) failed to reach significance. For wave V, ANOVA yielded only

2
a main effect of stimulus (F1, 48 = 147.49, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.75) with wave V latency showing a

progressive increase in latency with an increase in noise level. The main effect of group (F1, 48 =
2
2
0.46, p =0.4987,  p = 0.009) and group × stimulus interaction (F3, 144 = 0.11, p =0.9562,  p =

0.002) failed to reach significance. In summary, wave I peak latency changed little with increase
in noise level whereas wave V latency showed a progressive increase in latency as the noise level
was increased. No group differences were observed for the latency change produced by noise.

Figure 9. Mean absolute latency of ABR response components (Wave I, Wave V) across
stimulus condition for both groups (low-risk, green; high-risk, red). In general, wave I absolute
latency shows very little/no change in latency in background noise compared to wave V for both
groups.
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5.3.1.2. ABR Inter-peak latencies (IPL)
Mean IPL (I-V) across stimulus conditions for both groups (low-risk, green; high-risk, red) is
2
shown in figure 10. ANOVA yielded a main effect of stimulus (F3, 144 = 79.88, p <0.0001,  p =
2
0.625) only. The main effect of group (F1, 48 = 0.23, p =0.6328,  p = 0.004) and group × stimulus
2
interaction (F3, 144 = 1.01, p =0.3918,  p = 0.02) failed to reach significance. For both groups,

there is a systematic increase in IPL with an increase in background noise levels. This increase in
IPL with an increase in the level of the background noise is primarily due to the relatively greater
latency shift for wave V compared to wave I (see figure 5.2.).

Figure 10. Mean IPL (I-V) across stimulus condition for both groups (low-risk, green; high-risk,
red). For both groups, there is a systematic increase in IPL with an increase in background noise
level with no group difference.
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5.3.1.3. Latency shift
The latency shift relative to the quiet condition was measured to evaluate if latency changes in
noise were different for the two groups. The mean latency shift (referenced to the no-noise
condition) is shown in figure 11. No group differences were observed for wave I and V latency
shift, but latency shift for wave V was larger than wave I with increasing noise level. ANOVA
2
yielded a main effect of stimulus (F2, 96 = 3.16, p =0.047,  p = 0.06) only for Wave I. Bonferroni

comparison revealed that the latency shift is larger for 60 dB SPL compared to 70 dB SPL noise.
2
The main effect of group (F1, 48 = 2.02, p =0.1613,  p = 0.04) and group × stimulus interaction
2
(F2, 96 = 0.00, p =0.9971,  p = 0.00) failed to reach significance. Similarly, for wave V latency

shift (re: the no-noise condition), ANOVA yielded a main effect of stimulus (F2, 96 = 67.49, p
2
2
<0.0001,  p = 0.584) only. The main effect of group (F1, 48 = 0.01, p =0.9085,  p = 0.000) and
2
group × stimulus interaction (F2, 96 = 0.17, p =0.844,  p = 0.003) failed to reach significance. This

suggests that for both groups there is a systematic increase in wave V latency with an increase in
background noise levels. Taken together, these results suggest that the relatively greater change
in latency for wave V in the presence of noise may reflect the cumulative effects of synaptic delay
along the pathway in the brainstem in the presence of noise.
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Figure 11. The mean latency shift (re: the no-noise condition) for wave I and wave V. Latency
shift for wave V is larger than wave I with increasing noise for both groups.
5.3.2. Effects of noise on the amplitude of ABR components
5.3.3.1. ABR peak amplitude
Mean amplitude of ABR response components (Wave I, bottom; Wave V, top) across stimulus
conditions for both groups (low-risk, green; high-risk, red) are shown in figure 12. For wave I,
2
ANOVA yielded a main effect of stimulus (F3, 143 = 42.83, p <0.0001,  p = 0474), group (F1, 48 =
2
2
16.30, p =0.0002,  p = 0.252), and a group × stimulus interaction (F3, 143 = 6.55, p =0.0003,  p

= 0.12). By stimulus condition, low-risk group exhibited larger amplitude than the high-risk group
to quiet and 50 dB SPL background noise condition only. Slicing by the group, the low-risk group
showed a systematic decrease in wave I amplitude from quiet to 60 dB SPL background noise
condition, however, there was no significant difference between 60 and 70 dB SPL background
noise condition. For the high-risk group, the quiet condition had larger amplitude compared to the
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three background noise conditions (50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) with no significant differences in
latency between the noise conditions. For wave V, ANOVA yielded a main effect of stimulus (F3,
144 =

2
2
25.93, p <0.0001,  p = 0.351) only. The main effect of group (F1, 48 = 0.56, p =0.4583,  p

2
= 0.011) and group × stimulus interaction (F3, 144 = 0.21, p =0.8877,  p = 0.004) failed to reach

significance. The slope of wave I amplitude change from 50 dB SPL to 70 dB SPL background
noise is greater for high-risk group compared to low-risk (p<0.05). These results suggest that there
is greater decrement of wave I amplitude in the presence of background noise for the low-risk
group as indicated by the apparently greater slope in amplitude change but, wave V amplitude
reduction in noise was essentially similar for both groups.
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Figure 12. Mean amplitude of ABR response components (Wave I, bottom; Wave V, top) across
stimulus condition for both groups (low-risk, green; high-risk, red). In general, the peak
amplitude of both the components decreased with increasing noise levels for both groups.
However, Wave I amplitude showed a smaller change in amplitude in the presence of
background noise for the high-risk group.
5.3.2.2. Normalized amplitude change
In order to make a direct comparison of the amplitude changes in noise for the two groups,
amplitude change was measured as the ratio of the ABR peak at each noise condition relative to
the quiet condition. The mean amplitude ratio across noise conditions are shown in figure 13.
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While both waves I and V show increasing amplitude reduction with an increase in noise level,
wave I appear to be more susceptible to degradative effects of masking noise. Interestingly, wave
I amplitude reduction in background noise was larger for the low-risk group with no apparent
group differences in amplitude reduction for wave V amplitude. For wave I, ANOVA yielded a
2
main effect of stimulus (F2, 96 = 12.84, p <0.0001,  p = 0.021) and group (F1, 48 = 4.31, p =0.04,

 p2 = 0.082). Wave I amplitude reduction was indeed larger for low-risk compared to the high-risk
group. Bonferroni comparison of stimulus effect revealed a reduction of wave I amplitude with
2
increasing noise. The group × stimulus interaction (F2, 96 = 1.08, p =0.3428,  p = 0.002) failed to

reach significance. For wave V, ANOVA yielded a main effect of stimulus (F2, 96 = 12.99, p
2
2
<0.0001,  p = 0.213) only. The main effect of group (F1, 48 = 0.32, p =0.577,  p = 0.006) and
2
group × stimulus interaction (F2, 96 = 1.49, p =0.23,  p = 0.003) failed to reach significance.

Overall, these results suggest that wave I amplitude reduction is smaller for high-risk compared to
low–risk, but no group differences were observed for wave V.
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Figure 13. The normalized amplitude change referenced to no-noise condition (Wave I, bottom;
Wave V, top). There is a reduction in peak amplitude with background noise for both wave I and
V, but wave I appear to be more susceptible to degradative effects of masking noise. Wave I
amplitude reduction in background noise is smaller for the high-risk group but, there appear no
group differences in amplitude reduction for wave V amplitude.

5.4. Discussions
The results of this experiment demonstrated that, (i) for both groups latency shift for wave V was
greater than wave I, resulting in an increase in I-V IPL with noise level suggesting cumulative
effects of synaptic delay along the auditory brainstem; (ii) the amplitude decrement with increase
in noise for wave I amplitude was relatively smaller for the high-risk group in the presence of
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background noise with essentially similar wave V amplitude reduction for both groups suggesting
that masking effects are reduced in individuals at high risk for cochlear synaptopathy; and (iii)
there was no difference in wave V latency shift in noise between low-risk and high-high risk group
unlike previous studies.

Effects of masking noise on ABR
Overall the latency prolongation and amplitude reduction observed for the ABR components in
noise are essentially consistent with previous results ( Burkard & Sims, 2002; Burkard & Hecox,
1983, 1987). Specifically, increasing the level of broadband masking noise increases click-evoked
ABR absolute latencies and inter-peak latency, and decreases amplitude (Burkard & Hecox, 1983;
1987). These authors suggest that increasing masker level stresses synaptic processes and likely
increase the synaptic integration time that is cumulative along the several synapses leading to the
wave V generator(s). The reduction in amplitude reflects a decrease in both the number of neural
elements responding and a disruption of neural synchrony in the presence of noise.

Smaller reduction of wave I amplitude in the presence of background noise in the high-risk
group
The high-risk group exhibited a smaller reduction in wave I amplitude in the presence of
background noise. This finding is similar to that obtained in a prior study comparing ABR
responses in background noise between young and older adults (Burkard & Sims, 2002). Burkard
& Sims, (2002) reported that wave I amplitude did not decrease in the older adults until the noise
was very high, whereas in younger adults, masking noise produced a decrease in wave I amplitude
at substantially lower levels of masking noise. Also, they observed, like in this experiment, wave
V amplitude decreased by a similar proportion for both younger and older adults. Similar to
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selective loss of LSR fibers with noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy, aging also results in greater
loss of LSR fibers (Schmiedt, Mills, & Boettcher, 1996).
Since our results in experiment 1 showed smaller wave I amplitude for the high-risk group
suggesting a loss of LSR fibers, we expected the high-risk group would be more susceptible to
masking noise. Instead, our results showed a smaller reduction in Wave I amplitude in noise. It is
not clear why the high-risk group would be less susceptible to noise-induced amplitude reduction.
To the extent that response amplitude reflects both the number of neural elements responding and
the neural synchrony of the responding elements, the relatively smaller change in response
amplitude for the high-risk group would suggest a reduced susceptibility to masking. Alternatively,
it also plausible that suppressive effects, that kick in at moderate to high levels, are different in
these two groups. Specifically, the reduction in LSR fibers in the high-risk group may reduce the
suppressive masking effects, particularly at moderate levels of our masking noise (Delgutte, 1990;
Rhode, 1978). That is the shallower slope of amplitude reduction for the high-risk group may
suggest that the upward spread of masking, largely due to suppression, is more gradual (Delgutte,
1990). Similar findings were reported by Sachs & Young, (1979) studying nonlinearities on speech
encoding in the auditory nerve. They observed LSR fibers to show the most striking two-tone
suppression effects for vowels to retain formant peaks at higher levels. To summarize,
reduced/shallower wave I reduction in noise for the high-risk group may be related to a reduction
in LSR fibers and or the absence of the central component of suppression in LSR fibers (Cai &
Geisler, 1996; Delgutte, 1990; Rhode, 1978). Additionally, there is also the possibility of HSR
fiber damage/loss following noise over-exposure that produces cochlear synaptopathy. Recordings
from auditory nerve fibers following moderate noise exposure in chinchillas, show reduced driven
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rates in HSR fibers too (Muthaiah, Walls, & Heinz, 2017), suggesting that the pathophysiology of
hidden hearing loss could be more complex.

No differences in latency measures (absolute latency, I-V latency, latency shift in noise) between
low and high-risk group
While we did find differences in amplitude, we did not find group differences in peak latencies (I
and V), inter-peak latency (I-V), and latency shift for waves I, and V. These results suggest that
the cochlear regions contributing to the response (affecting mostly the absolute latencies of the
ABR component) and the neural conduction time (reflecting both synaptic integration time and
neural conduction) are essentially similar for both groups and are not altered by noise exposure.
This is contrary to the findings of Mehraei et al. (2016), where a 32 kHz tone-pip elicited ABR
showed reduced wave-IV latency shift with increase in masking noise level for cochlear
synaptopathic mice model. The analysis of derived-band ABRs (Eggermont, 1979; Don &
Eggermont, 1978) in humans have demonstrated that wave V receives contributions from a broad
cochlear region. Thus, the wave V recording in our study would be emanating from much wider
basilar membrane regions obscuring the latency differences between groups compared to the mice
study where ABR wave IV was measured for more place-specific 32 kHz tone-pip. Also, it is
around this region (32 kHz) the synaptopathic changes are most readily observed in mice models.
Future studies employing high-frequency tone-pip need to be considered to make any definitive
conclusions regarding the usefulness of broadband masking noise to diagnose cochlear
synaptopathy in humans. By comparing the effects of broadband masking noise on the click ABR
in young and older adults, Burkard & Sims (2002) observed very similar latency shift of wave V
in young adults and older adults with normal or near-normal hearing sensitivity. A recent study by
Viana et al., (2015) using post-mortem analysis of human temporal bone, and Sergeyenko et al.,
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(2013) using age-graded series of mice observed age-related synaptopathy in the IHC area similar
to noise-induced synaptopathy. This further highlights the importance of recording place specific
ABR to evaluate latency shift in masking noise.
5.5. Conclusions
We hypothesized greater amplitude reduction in background noise for the high-risk group. Instead,
our results showed a smaller reduction in Wave I amplitude in noise. To the extent that response
amplitude reflects both the number of neural elements responding and the neural synchrony of the
responding elements, the relatively smaller change in response amplitude for the high-risk group
would suggest a reduced susceptibility to masking. The plausible mechanism would be that
suppressive effects that kick in at moderate to high levels are different in these two groups,
specifically, the reduction in LSR fibers in the high-risk group may reduce the suppressive masking
effects, particularly at moderate levels of the masking noise. The similar findings are observed in
the aging study (hearing thresholds normal to near normal) where noise did not have much impact
on wave I amplitude among aged adults.
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CHAPTER 6. DETERMINE IF ABR COMPONENTS SHOW DIFFERENT
NEURAL ADAPTATION PROPERTIES FOR THE HIGH-RISK GROUP
AND THE LOW-RISK GROUP.

6.1. Introduction
Animal studies of noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy have demonstrated loss of synapses and
subsequent primary neural degeneration resulting in reduction/physiological silencing of auditory
nerve fibers (Kujawa & Liberman, 2009). Given the locus of adaptive changes at the hair cellnerve junction (Thornton & Coleman, 1975), we reasoned that the characteristics of neural
adaptation induced by rapid stimulation (fast click rates or click trains with short inter-click
intervals) stressing synaptic processes at the hair cell-nerve junction, may be different for the highrisk and the low-risk group. Stimulus rate manipulations shown to have differential effects on the
response components of ABR and is characterized by a reduction in peak amplitude and increases
in absolute and inter-peak latency (particularly, I-V) ( Burkard, 1994; Burkard & Sims,2001;
Burkard, Shi, & Hecox, 1990; Burkard et al., 1990; Don, Allen, & Starr, 1977; Eggermont &
Odenthal, 1974b, 1974a; Lasky, 1997). Using two different temporal sequences of click
presentation, we examine here the characteristics of neural adaptation as reflected in the latency
and amplitude of ABR components in the two groups in an effort to determine if adaptive
properties change consequent to recreational exposure to music. Since there is a decrease in both
the number of synapses and the number of auditory nerve fibers in noise-induced cochlear
synaptopathy, it is likely that the neural activity generating the ABR in the high-risk group, would
be differentially sensitive to the effects of neural adaptation. We hypothesize that inefficiencies in
synaptic processing associated with recreational overexposure in young adults may alter the
characteristics of neural adaptation as reflected in the changes in ABR latency and amplitude.
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In the stimulus rate manipulation paradigm, the same stimulus is presented repetitively at different
rates. There are well-documented rate effects on ABRs (Don et al 1977; Burkard, 1994; Burkard
& Sims, 2001; Burkard, Shi, & Hecox, 1990; Burkard et al., 1990). In general, ABR response
latencies increase with increasing stimulus repetition rate. But, there is a differential effect of
latency shift for wave I and V (wave V greater shuft), resulting in larger I-V interval with
increasing stimulus rate. There is larger amplitude reduction of wave I compared to wave V
postulating different adaptation mechanisms as well as differential susceptibility to rate-induced
adaptation for the peripheral and central response components. Wave I amplitude shows a greater
reduction in wave I amplitude probably because the locus of adaptation is proximal to the wave I
generator leading to more susceptibility for adaptive effects. Specifically, relevant here are the
recent results reported using a repetition rate paradigm to evaluate the noise over-exposure related
sub-clinical damage in normal hearing individuals (Skoe & Tufts, 2018). These authors measured
sound exposure objectively using body-worn noise dosimeters. The low-exposure group had an
average daily noise exposure dose of ≤ 20% (average 11%) and the high-exposure group had an
average daily noise exposure dose of > 100% (average 486%), based on NIOSH standards for
permissible daily noise exposure (NIOSH, 1998). The group difference observed between lowrisk and high-risk group in the study are described into two broad categories (differential
preservation pattern and preserved differentiation pattern) with a different set of potential
explanatory mechanisms. Preserved differentiation pattern would predict that the low-risk and
high-risk have different ABR findings but the difference is fixed or similar across the parametric
evaluation of stimulus rate. However, the second category, differential preservation pattern,
involves an interaction between stimulus adaptation manipulations (e.g.: stimulus rate) and group,
where it can be predicted that differences between groups may emerge only at faster stimulus
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repetition rate. The results indicated that the high-exposure group had delayed ABRs for waves I
and III, but strongest for V suggesting that the nature of group differences is preserved
differentiation pattern. However, inter-peak latency I-V showed group differences (high-risk
longer shift) only at faster rates suggesting differential preservation pattern. These results suggest
greater neural conduction inefficiencies at central levels due to the high-stimulus rate for the highrisk group. In contrast, the peak to peak amplitudes of all ABR waves was comparable between
groups. The inability to observe group differences in amplitude measures could be because of the
transducer used (ER-3) which has flat frequency response until 4000Hz beyond which it roll-off
at 36 dB/octave and thereby limiting the higher frequency cochlear contributions to click ABR in
general, and Wave I in particular. This is particularly important for ABR wave I, as the analysis of
derived-band auditory compound action potentials (CAP)( Eggermont, 1979) and ABRs (Don &
Eggermont, 1978) in humans have demonstrated that auditory nerve and early brainstem responses
(CAP, ABR wave I and III) largely reflects neural activity from the cochlear high-frequency
regions, particularly at higher stimulus levels.
In the click train paradigm, a train of the click is presented in order to investigate the transition
from the unadapted to the fully adapted response. This paradigm provides information regarding
the temporal course and recovery from an adaptation by permitting evaluation of the changes in
latency and amplitude of ABR components elicited by each click in the train. The ABR peak
amplitude decrease and latency increase with increasing click number (successive clicks) to reach
a steady adapted value (Thornton & Coleman, 1975). By fourth or fifth click the ABR attains fully
adapted response, but this is affected by the inter-click as well as the inter-train interval (Don et
al, 1977; Lasky et al, 1996). The inter-click interval (ICI) denotes the time interval between two
successive clicks whereas inter-train interval (ITI) refers to the time interval between two
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successive click trains (more details in stimulus section). To date, there are no published reports
measuring temporal course and recovery from adaptation using click-train paradigm in individuals
with high-risk for cochlear synaptopathy.
With increasing stimulus rate there is greater number of synaptic vesicles depleted by the preceding
stimulus reducing the total number of remaining synaptic vesicles available for the succeeding
stimulus (Thornton & Coleman, 1975). This induces latency shift which is cumulative along the
auditory pathway (wave V longer shift compared to wave I) ( Burkard & Sims, 2001; Burkard et
al., 1990; Yagi & Kaga, 1979). With increase in stimulus rate, the ABR response decreases due to
adaptation and/or reduction in neural synchrony ( Burkard et al., 1990; Don et al., 1977; Fowler &
Noffsinger, 1983; Lasky, 1997). The differential effect on neural adaptation on wave I and V
amplitude (wave I greater decrement compared to wave V) is observed suggesting peripheral and
central neurons are differentially sensitive to rate-induced adaptation and/or the locus of adaptation
is proximal to the wave I generator increasing susceptibility to adaptive effects.
In summary, stimulus rate manipulation, using either fast repetition rates or click trains with short
inter-click intervals has been effectively used as techniques for detecting subtle auditory
neuropathology. Therefore, evaluation of ABR changes with manipulation of stimulus rate may
provide information regarding the functional integrity of synaptic processes in the two groups. In
experiment 3, the inter-stimulus interval is progressively decreased to increase the stimulus rate
allowing us to compare the characteristics of the rate induced neural adaptation for the two groups.
The use of a click train paradigm in experiment 4 allows us to characterize the time course of
adaptation by looking at latency and amplitude changes in the ABR to each click in the train.
Using the two stimulus adaptation paradigm described above, we examine here the characteristics
of neural adaptation as reflected in the latency and amplitude of ABR components in the two
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groups in an effort to determine if adaptive properties change consequent to recreational overexposure to music. It may be likely that reduced neuronal population may render the population
response more susceptible to desynchronizing factors like rapid stimulation. We also presume that
the surviving/functioning synapses may be more susceptible to adaptive manipulations. We
hypothesize that inefficiencies in synaptic processing associated with recreational overexposure in
young adults may alter the characteristics of neural adaptation as reflected in the changes in ABR
latency and amplitude as well as the time course and response recovery from adaptation. The
absence of the expected changes would suggest that structural and functional changes consequent
to synaptopathy do not alter the mechanisms mediating neural adaptation.
6.2. Methods
6.2.1. Participants
Experiment 3: 56 young adults (18-30 years) participated in this experiment similar to experiment
1 (chapter 4). The high-risk group consists of 28 participants (male=14); Age range: 18-30 years
(M=21.13 years, S.D. = 2.14 years) and low-risk group consist of 28 participants (male=14); Age
range: 18-30 years (M=22.68 years, S.D. = 2.82 years).
Experiment 4: 52 out of 56 participants in experiment 3 participated in experiment 4, as data was
collected in a separate session. Four had uninterpretable ABRs because of signal-to-noise issues,
equipment, and/or muscle artifact issues. The remaining 48 young adults (18-30 years) participated
in this experiment. The high-risk group consists of 24 participants (male=12); Age range: 18-30
years (M=21.33 years, S.D. = 2.84 years) and low-risk group consist of 24 participants (male=12);
Age range: 19-28 years (M=22.41 years, S.D. = 2.53 years).
Please refer to Chapter 3 (General Methods) and chapter 4 (participants section) for general details
of participant profiles.
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6.2.2. Stimulus
6.2.2.1. Experiment 3: Click rate paradigm
ABRs were measured to 100-microsecond rarefaction clicks presented via ER-2 insert earphone
at 80 dB nHLat four repetition rates (23.1, 43.1, 63.1, 83.1/Sec).
6.2.2.2. Experiment 4: Click train paradigm
ABRs were obtained using click trains consisting of five identical clicks with inter-click interval
(ICI) of 12 msec, and for three inter-train intervals (ITI) of 25, 50, and 100 msec (see figure 14).
A train of five clicks was chosen as previous results employing click train paradigm indicate that
by fourth or fifth click the ABR adaptation is complete (Ballachanda, Moushegian, & Stillman,
1992; Don et al., 1977; Eggermont & Odenthal, 1974b; Lasky, 1997; Lasky, Maier, & Hecox,
1996). The inter-click interval of 12 msec was chosen following a pilot study that showed poor
ABR morphology (higher baseline fluctuations for click number 2-5 and less discernible ABR
response components) for inter-click intervals of 4 and 8 ms. The use of three inter-train intervals
(25, 50, and 100 msec) allowed us to examine the influence of ITI on the neural adaptation, and to
balance between the recovery from adaptation and the recording time constraints (Forward
masking effects on ABR see, Murnane, Prieve, & Relkin, 1998; Relkin, Doucet, & Sterns, 1995).
Stimuli were presented at 80 dB nHL to optimally engage the LSR fibers which are known to be
damaged in noise-induced synaptopathy.
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Figure 14. Click train paradigm employed in experiment 4
6.2.3. ABR data acquisition and analysis
6.2.3.1. Experiment 3: Click rate paradigm
ABRs were recorded using a stimulus generation and EEG data acquisition system (Intelligent
Hearing Systems, SmartEP software). The non-inverting electrode was placed on the high
forehead, the inverting electrode was placed on the left mastoid (M1), and the ground electrode
was placed on the mid-forehead. Please refer to Chapter 3 (General Methods) and chapter 4 (ABR
data acquisition and analysis), for more details regarding ABR recording protocols and data
analysis techniques.
6.2.3.2. Experiment 4: Click train paradigm
ABRs were recorded using the advanced research module (Intelligent Hearing Systems, SmartEP
software) utilizing a vertical electrode montage (high forehead as the non-inverting electrode, the
ear canal tiptrode as inverting electrode, and the mid-forehead as a ground electrode). Tiptrodes
were used in this experiment to both enhance the response as well as to minimize contamination
by postauricular muscle response.

Inter-electrode impedances were below ≤ 1 kOhms.

Differentially recorded EEG signals were amplified (150000 X) with the band-pass filter set at 50–
2500 Hz and digitized at a rate of 20 kHz per channel over an analysis epoch of 75 ms. Stimulusrelated epochs contaminated by muscle or movement artifacts were automatically rejected (artifact
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reject set at ±40 uV) from averaging. Each response represents an average of 2000 sweeps. All
stimuli were presented monaurally using rarefaction onset phase to the left ear through
magnetically shielded Etymotic Research ER-2A insert earphones. The remaining ABR data
analysis techniques and response variables are similar to those described in Chapter 3 (General
Methods).
6.3.3. Statistical analysis
6.3.3.1. Experiment 3: Click rate paradigm
To evaluate the effects of click repetition rate, separate two-way (group x stimulus) mixed model
ANOVAs (SAS®; SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA) were performed on each component of
peak latency and peak amplitude (Wave I, III, and V), inter-peak latency (wave I-V), and relative
change (referenced to lowest repetition rate, 23.1/sec) for waves I, and V amplitude and latency.
Group (low-risk, high-risk) served as the between-subjects factor; subjects nested within the group
as the random factor. Stimulus condition (four click repetition rates 23.1, 43.1, 63.1, and 83.1/sec)
and relative change (3 levels; 43.1, 63.1, and 83.1/sec) served as the within-subjects factor.
Normality and homogeneity of variance assumptions were confirmed prior to statistical inference.
All post hoc multiple comparisons were corrected with a Bonferroni significance level set at α =
0.05.
6.3.3.2. Experiment 4: Click-train paradigm
6.3.3.2.1. Effect of click number
Separate two-way (group x stimulus) mixed model ANOVAs were performed on each component
of peak latency and peak amplitude (Wave I, and V), inter-peak latency (wave I-V) to compare the
effect of click number for ITI of 100ms. Group (low-risk, high-risk) served as the between-subjects
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factor; subjects nested within the group as the random factor. Stimulus condition (click number
from 1 to 5 (5 levels) for 100 ms ITI) served as the within-subjects factor.
6.3.3.2.2. Effect of ITI
Separate two-way (group x stimulus) mixed model ANOVAs were performed for each click
number of the click train for peak latency and peak amplitude (Wave I, and V) to compare the
effect of ITI on individual click number response. Group (low-risk, high-risk) served as the
between-subjects factor; subjects nested within the group as the random factor. Stimulus condition
(ITI of 25, 50, and 100 ms (3 levels)) served as the within-subjects factor. Similarly, separate twoway (group x stimulus) mixed model ANOVAs were performed for a change in latency and
amplitude (wave I and V) from 100ms to 25ms ITI for an individual click in the train. Group (lowrisk, high-risk) served as the between-subjects factor; subjects nested within the group as the
random factor. Stimulus condition (click number from 1 to 5 in a train (5 levels)) served as the
within-subjects factor.
6.3. Results and discussions
6.3.1. Experiment 3: Click rate paradigm
6.3.1.1. Results
Grand averaged ABR waveforms plotted for different click rates for the low-risk (green) and highrisk (red) groups are shown in figure 15. Response latency, particularly for waves III and V,
increase and peak amplitudes decrease with increase in click repetition rate. However, the
characteristic features of the ABR are still present even for the fastest repetition rate. The shift in
latency with increasing appears to be greater for wave V compared to wave I as suggested by the
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vertical dotted line aligned temporally to the slowest rate. ABR wave I amplitude appears smaller
for the high-risk group compared to low-risk group across all click repetition rate.

Figure 15. Grand averaged ABR waveforms across click repetition rates comparing the low-risk
and high-risk groups, plotted in green and red, respectively. The peak amplitudes are reduced
and the peak latencies are prolonged as the click presentation rate increases. The shift in latency
with increasing repetition rate appears to be greater for wave V compared to wave I as suggested
by the vertical dotted line. ABR wave I amplitude appears smaller for the high-risk group
compared to low-risk group across all click repetition rates.
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6.3.1.1.1. ABR absolute and inter-peak latency
6.3.1.1.1.1. ABR absolute latency
Mean absolute latency of ABR response components (Wave I: left panel; Wave III: middle panel;
and Wave V: right panel) are plotted as a function of click rate in figure 16. For wave I, ANOVA
2
yielded only a stimulus main effect (F3, 162 = 18.77, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.258) characterized by an

increase in wave I latency from 23.1 to 43.1/sec, followed by a plateau for 43.1 and 63.1/sec and
an increase in latency again from 63.1 to 83.1/sec. The main effect of group (F1, 54 = 0.13, p
2
2
=0.7202,  p = 0.002) and group × stimulus interaction (F3, 162 = 0.56, p =0.6411,  p = 0.01)

failed to reach significance. Note that this small but significant increase in latency for wave I was
not readily apparent in the grand averaged waveform plot. For wave III, ANOVA yielded only a
2
main stimulus effect (F3, 162 = 66.48, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.552) showing a progressive increase in
2
latency with increasing rate. The main effect of group (F1, 54 = 1.3, p =0.26,  p = 0.023) and group

× stimulus interaction (F3,

162

2
= 0.99, p =0.3981,  p = 0.001) failed to reach significance.

Similarly, for wave V, ANOVA yielded only a main stimulus effect (F3, 162 = 159.83, p < 0.0001,

 p2 = 0.747) that indicated a progressive increase in wave latency with an increase in stimulus rate.
2
The main effect of group (F1, 54 = 2.97, p =0.09,  p = 0.052) and group × stimulus interaction (F3,

162

2
= 0.47, p =0.7064,  p = 0.008) failed to reach significance. In summary, wave I peak latency

changed little with increase in rate whereas both waves III and V showed a progressive increase
in latency as rate increased. Although absolute latencies (Wave III and V) of the high-risk group
appeared longer, it failed to reach statistical significance.
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Figure 16. Mean absolute latency (Wave I, left; Wave III, middle; Wave V, right) of ABR
response components plotted as a function of click repetition rate for both groups (low-risk:
green; high-risk: red). There is a relatively larger increase for wave III and V latency compared
to Wave I with an increase in rate. Although absolute latencies (Wave III and V) of the high-risk
group appears longer, it failed to reach statistical significance.

6.3.1.1.1.2. Amount of change in latency (Latency Shift)
The latency change relative to the lowest repetition rate (23.1/sec) was measured to evaluate if
latency changes with increasing rate were different for the two groups (figure 17). No group
differences were observed for wave I and V latency shift, but latency shift for wave V was larger
than wave I with increasing rate. For wave I, ANOVA yielded only a stimulus main effect (F2, 108
2
= 9.41, p =0.0002,  p = 0.148). Bonferroni comparisons revealed that the most rapid rate

(83.1/sec) had larger latency shift than 43.1/sec and 63.1/sec. The main effect of group (F1, 54 =
2
2
0.02, p =0.8876,  p = 0.000) and group × stimulus interaction (F2, 108 = 0.80, p =0.4525,  p =

0.014) failed to reach significance. Similarly, for wave V latency shift, ANOVA yielded only a
2
main effect of stimulus (F2, 108 = 82.83, p <0.0001,  p = 0.605). The main effect of group (F1, 54 =
2
2
0.06, p =0.8124,  p = 0.001) and group × stimulus interaction (F2, 108 = 0.63, p =0.5357,  p =

0.011) failed to reach significance. These results suggest that for both groups there is a systematic
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increase in wave V latency with an increase in click rate. Taken together, these results suggest
that the relatively greater change in latency for wave V (~0.4ms) compared to wave I (~0.08ms)
with increasing rate may reflect the cumulative effects of synaptic delay along the auditory
pathway in the brainstem.

Figure 17. Mean latency shift (re: lowest repetition rate (23.1/sec)) for waves I, and V are
plotted as a function of repetition rate for both groups. No group differences were observed for
wave I and V latency shift, but the relatively greater change in latency for wave V (~0.4ms)
compared to wave I (~0.08ms) with increasing rate from 23.1/sec to 83.1/sec.
6.3.1.1.1.3. ABR Inter-peak latencies (IPL)
Mean IPLs (I-III: top; III-V: middle; and I-V: bottom) are plotted as a function of click repetition
rate for both groups (low-risk, green; high-risk, red) in figure 18. For I-III IPL (top panel), ANOVA
2
yielded a significant main effect only for stimulus (F3, 162 = 13.80, p <0.0001,  p = 0.204)

characterized by little or no change in I-III IPL from 23.1/sec to 43.1/sec followed by an increase
from 43.1/sec to 63.1/sec, and plateauing from 63.1/sec to 83.1/sec. Group (F1, 54 = 1.81, p =0.183,

 p2 = 0.0328) or a group × stimulus interaction (F3, 162 = 1.2, p =0.3128,  p2 = 0.021) effect failed
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to reach significance. For III-V IPL (middle panel), ANOVA yielded a significant main effect only
2
2
for stimulus (F3, 162 = 65.28, p <0.0001,  p = 0.547) but not for group (F1, 54 = 1.06, p =0.30,  p
2
= 0.019) or a group × stimulus interaction (F3, 162 = 0.4, p =0.755,  p = 0.007) effect. Bonferroni

comparison of stimulus effect revealed that there was a systematic increase in III-V IPL with
increasing rate for both groups. For I-V IPL (bottom panel), ANOVA yielded both a significant
2
main effect of stimulus (F3, 162 = 95.78, p <0.0001,  p = 0.639) and group (F1, 54 = 6.1, p =0.02,

 p2 = 0.101), but not a group × stimulus interaction (F3, 162 = 0.38, p =0.7675,  p2 = 0.006).
Bonferroni comparison of stimulus effect revealed that there was a systematic increase in I-V IPL
from 23.1/sec to 63.1/sec but no change from 63.1/sec to 83.1/sec. Also, the high risk had longer
IPL I-V than low-risk group (pooled across all stimulus). Taken together, these results suggest that
the relatively greater change in IPL III-V compared to I-III for both groups probably reflects the
cumulative (additive) effects of synaptic delay as the number of synapses increased. The longer
conduction time (I-V) for high-risk group may reflect the consequence of reduced auditory nerve
output which in turn may have introduced synaptic delays for more rostral responses.
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Figure 18. Mean IPL (I-III, top; III-V, middle; I-V, bottom) plotted as a function of click
repetition rate for both groups (low-risk, green; high-risk, red). There is a relatively greater
change in IPL for III-V compared to I-III for both groups with increasing rate.
It can be seen from figure 18 that even at 23.1/sec the IPL I-V is longer for the high-risk group
which would have led to the observed group effects. To account for this, the IPL shift relative to
the lowest repetition rate (23.1/sec) was measured to evaluate if IPL I-V changes with increasing
rate were different for the two groups. The mean IPL shift (re: lowest repetition rate (23.1/sec)) is
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shown in figure 19. Both the groups show a similar increase in I-V IPL with increasing rate.
2
ANOVA yielded only a main effect of stimulus (F2, 108 = 50.82, p <.0001,  p = 0.485) with no
2
group (F1, 54 = 0.33, p =0.5655,  p = 0.006) or group × stimulus interaction (F2, 108 = 0.25, p =0.78,

 p2 = 0.004) effects. Bonferroni comparisons showed that IPL I-V increased with click rate. The
main effect of the group failed to reach significance. These results suggest that the IPL I-V shift
with increasing rate is similar for the high-risk and low-risk group.

Figure 19. Mean IPL (I-III, top; III-V, middle; I-V, bottom) plotted as a function of click
repetition rate for both groups (low-risk, green; high-risk, red). There is a relatively greater
change in IPL for III-V compared to I-III for both groups with increasing rate.
6.3.1.1.2. Effects of click repetition rate on the amplitude of ABR components
6.3.1.1.2.1. ABR peak-to-peak amplitude
Mean peak-to-peak amplitude of ABR response components plotted as a function of click
repetition rate for both groups is shown in figure 20. In general, the peak amplitude of all the
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components decreased with increasing rate for both groups in an essentially parallel fashion with
wave I amplitude smaller for the high-risk group across all rate conditions. For wave I (left panel),
2
ANOVA yielded a main effect of group (F1, 54 = 43.08, p <0.0001,  p = 0.377) and stimulus (F3,

162

2
= 32.71, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.443). The wave I amplitude is reduced for high-risk compared to

low-risk group and the stimulus main effect showed that there is a decrease in wave I peak
amplitude from 23.1 to 43.1/sec, then a plateau (amplitude at 43.1 and 63.1/sec were not different),
followed by a decrease in amplitude from 63.1 to 83.1/sec. The group × stimulus interaction (F 3,
162

2
= 0.02, p =0.995,  p = 0.000) failed to reach significance. For wave III (middle panel),

2
ANOVA yielded only a main stimulus effect (F3, 162 = 18.70, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.257). Bonferroni

comparisons of stimulus effect revealed that 23.1/sec rate stimuli had a larger amplitude than the
stimuli with higher repetition rates (43.1, 63.1, 83.1/sec) and 43.1/sec had a larger amplitude than
2
83.1/sec. The main effect of group (F1, 54 = 0.83, p =0.3656,  p = 0.015) and group × stimulus
2
interaction (F3, 162 = 1.34, p =0.261,  p = 0.024) failed to reach significance. Similarly for wave
2
V (right panel), ANOVA yielded main effects of stimulus only (F3, 162 = 28.63, p < 0.0001,  p =

0.346). The stimulus main effect showed no change in wave V amplitude with increasing rate from
23.1/sec to 43.1/sec, and then a decrease from 43.1/sec to 63.1/sec followed by no change in
amplitude when the rate increased from 63.1/sec to 83.1/sec. The main effect of group (F1, 54 =
2
2
2.31, p =0.1341,  p = 0.041) and group × stimulus interaction (F3, 162 = 0.22, p =0.88,  p =

0.004) failed to reach significance. These results suggest rate-independent (preserved
differentiation pattern) of reduction in ABR wave I amplitude in the high-risk group, differential
pattern of amplitude reduction for wave I and V with increasing rate (discussed later in normalized
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amplitude change), and compensatory gain mediated by central denervation hypersensitivity or
release from inhibition (similar results to that observed for level effects; chapter 4) in high-risk
group (reduced ABR wave I amplitude but no group differences for later waves).

Figure 20. Mean amplitude of ABR response components (Wave I, top; Wave V, bottom) across
stimulus condition for both groups (low-risk, green; high-risk, red). In general, the peak
amplitude of all the components decreased with increasing rate for both groups. However, the
high-risk group consistently showed smaller wave I amplitude across stimulus conditions.
6.3.1.1.2.2. Normalized amplitude change
Since differences in peak-to-peak amplitude between the groups were observed, response
amplitudes were normalized to permit meaningful comparisons utilizing relative amplitude.
Amplitude normalization was achieved by obtaining the ratio of the ABR peak amplitude at each
rate relative to the amplitude at the slowest un-adapted rate of 23.1/sec (for e.g. amplitude at
43.1/23.1/sec). Large variability in wave III amplitude restricted ratio measures to waves I and V.
Mean wave I, and Wave V amplitude ratio for each repetition rate condition are shown in figure
21 for both groups. Wave I shows a decrease in amplitude with increasing rate from 23.1/sec to
43.1/sec whereas wave V remained essentially invariant. In contrast, wave V decreased in
amplitude from 43.1/sec to 63.1/sec but wave I showed very little change. This differential
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amplitude reduction for waves I and V with rate was observed for both groups. For wave I,
2
ANOVA yielded a main effect of stimulus (F2, 108 = 6.92, p =0.0015,  p = 0.114) only. Bonferroni

comparisons of the stimulus effect revealed that wave I amplitude remained unchanged between
click rates of 43.1 and 63.1/sec and decreased between click rates of 63.1/sec and 83.1/sec. The
2
group (F1, 54 = 0.64, p =0.425,  p = 0.011) and group × stimulus interaction (F2, 108 = 0.09, p
2
=0.913,  p = 0.001) failed to reach significance. For wave V, ANOVA yielded a main effect of
2
stimulus (F2, 108 = 22.8, p <0.0001,  p = 0.297) only. Bonferroni comparisons of stimulus effect

revealed an amplitude reduction between click rates of 43.1 and 63.1/sec and no amplitude change
2
for click rates between 63.1/sec and 83.1/sec. The main effect of group (F1, 54 = 0.35, p =0.55,  p
2
= 0.006) and group × stimulus interaction (F2, 108 = 0.49, p =0.61,  p = 0.008) failed to reach

significance. The amplitude reduction from the lowest (23.1/sec) to highest (83.1/sec) rate was 40
% for wave I, and only 20% for wave V suggesting the greater resilience of wave V generators to
adaptation. Overall, these results suggest a similar pattern of adaptation for both groups
characterized by a differential effect of neural adaptation on waves I and V suggesting peripheral
and central neurons are differentially susceptible to rate induced adaptation.
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Figure 21. Normalized amplitude change referenced to lowest repetition rate (23.1/sec) (Wave I,
top; Wave V, bottom). Wave I shows a decrease in amplitude with increasing rate from 23.1/sec
to 43.1/sec whereas wave V did not change. In contrast, wave V decreased in amplitude from
43.1/sec to 63.1/sec but wave I showed very little change. This shows a differential effect of
amplitude reduction with increasing rate for wave I and waves V.
6.3.1.1.2.3. V/I amplitude ratio
In order to satisfy the necessary model assumption of constant variance, a log transform was
applied to the V/I amplitude ratio measure. The transformed response variables were used in the
statistical analysis. V/I amplitude ratio is enhanced for high risk group particularly at faster
stimulus rate as seen in figure 22. ANOVA yielded a main effect of group (F1, 54 = 7.93, p = 0.007,

 p2 = 0.127) and stimulus (F3, 162 = 3.51, p =0.02,  p2 = 0.06). The group × stimulus interaction
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2
(F3, 162 = 0.13, p =0.9434,  p = 0.002) failed to reach significance. The high-risk group had

enhanced amplitude ratio compared to the low-risk group. The stimulus effect revealed that there
is an increase in V/I amplitude ratio with an increase in rate form 23.1/sec to 43.1/sec only. This
pattern of stimulus effects is shaped by the differential amplitude effects for wave I and V for
increasing click rate. In summary, these results suggest that V/I amplitude ratio is enhanced for
the high-risk group as a result of compensatory central changes to counter reduced peripheral input.

Figure 22. Amplitude ratio V/I is plotted for both groups across repetition rate. V/I amplitude
ratio is enhanced for the high-risk group as presumably due to compensatory changes countering
reduced peripheral input.
6.3.1.2. Discussions: Stimulus rate effects
The results of this experiment demonstrated that: 1. the characteristics of stimulus rate induced
neural adaption are essentially similar for both groups suggesting that processes mediating neural
adaptation are not appreciably altered in individuals with increased risk for synaptopathy as
reflected in the latency and amplitude of click-evoked ABR components; 2. Wave I amplitude was
consistently smaller in magnitude for the high-risk group even in the presence of neural adaptation
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suggesting that the smaller response, presumably due to loss of LSR fibers, does not appear to
show an increased susceptibility to rate induced degradation; and 3. V/I amplitude ratio was
consistently greater for the high-risk group across stimulus conditions suggesting the operation of
a robust central gain mechanism to counter the reduced auditory nerve output driving the more
rostral generators of the ABR components.

Characteristics of neural adaptation are not altered in individuals with exposure to music
Overall the latency prolongation and amplitude reduction observed for the ABR components with
increasing click rate were essentially similar for both groups and consistent with previous results
characterizing rate induced neural adaptation of the ABR components (Burkard et al., 1990; Don
et al., 1977; Lasky, 1997; Lasky et al., 1996; Pratt & Sohmer, 1976; Thornton & Coleman, 1975;
Yagi & Kaga, 1979). More specifically, the later waves (III and V) showed greater latency
prolongation and smaller amplitude reduction with increasing rate. For example, wave I showed a
mean latency shift of only 0.08 ms and an amplitude reduction of 40% when the rate was increased
from 23.1/ sec to 83.1/ sec. In contrast, wave V latency showed a 0.4 ms latency shift and only a
20% reduction in amplitude when the rate was changed from 23.1/sec to 83.1/sec. These latency
and amplitude changes observed in this study with increasing click rates from 23.1/sec to 83.1/sec
are strikingly similar to previous findings (Paludetti, Maurizi, & Ottaviani, 1983; T. Yagi & Kaga,
1979; Toshiaki Yagi & Hughes, 1975; Zöllner, Karnahl, & Stange, 1976). The latency
prolongation with increasing rate likely reflects neural adaptation due to depletion of
neurotransmitter at the hair cell–nerve junction.
With increasing stimulus rate there is greater number of synaptic vesicles depleted by the preceding
stimulus reducing the total number of remaining synaptic vesicles available for the succeeding
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stimulus (Thornton & Coleman, 1975). This induces latency shift which is cumulative along the
auditory pathway (wave V longer shift compared to wave I) ( Burkard & Sims, 2001; Burkard et
al., 1990; Yagi & Kaga, 1979). This differential effects of waves I and V leads to systematic
increase in IPL I-V with increasing rate ( Burkard, 1994; Chiappa, Gladstone, & Young, 1979;
Kramer & Teas, 1982). With increase in stimulus rate, the ABR response decreases due to
adaptation and/or reduction in neural synchrony ( Burkard et al., 1990; Don et al., 1977; Fowler &
Noffsinger, 1983; Lasky, 1997). The differential effect of neural adaptation on wave I and V
amplitudes suggests that peripheral and central neurons are differentially susceptible to rate
induced adaptation. Since the locus of adaptation is proximal to the wave I generator they may be
more susceptible to adaptive effects. The differences in the number of neural elements active for
wave I and V generators (greater number of neurons in the IC compared to the AN) could also be
a reason for differential effect on neural adaptation. The auditory nerve response is axonal and this
axonal response may be more susceptible to adaptation compared to dendritic/post-synaptic
potential wave V. Another neurophysiological explanation could be that there is real-time inputoutput analysis through convergent and divergent auditory neurons from lower to higher order
auditory neurons. This is supported by neurotransmitter-mediated inhibition beginning at the level
of ventral and dorsal cochlear nucleus regulating input to the higher levels of the auditory system
(Caspary et al., 1983, 1984). Finally, since rate induced latency and amplitude changes are
essentially similar for both groups, we conclude that the mechanisms mediating rate induced neural
adaptation of the ABR components are not appreciably altered in individuals with increased risk
for synaptopathy.
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Rate-independent reduction in wave I amplitude for the high-risk group but normalized
amplitude change with increasing rate is similar for both groups
Comparison of wave I amplitude between groups with increasing rate indicates a rate-independent
(preserved differentiation pattern) reduction in wave I amplitude for the high-risk group. The
observation of reduced wave I amplitude is interpreted to indicate loss of synapses/reduced
auditory nerve fibers consistent with the data from the animal models of noise-induced cochlear
synaptopathy (Kujawa & Liberman, 2009). Therefore, it is likely that the relatively smaller ABR
wave I amplitude observed for the high-risk group in this experiment may indeed reflect the
consequences of loss of synapses at the IHCs due to long-term exposure to loud music. Since
evoked response amplitude is determined by both the number of neural elements active and the
degree of synchrony in the active neural elements, the reduction in wave I amplitude would suggest
that both these physiologic determinants of response amplitude are affected. The normalized
amplitude change for wave I amplitude referenced to the lowest rate (23.1/sec) are similar for both
groups suggesting that despite differences in the peak amplitude at the lowest rate, the adaptive
properties for both groups are very similar. The findings of the present study are also similar to
those in a previous study comparing ABR responses to high click rates between young and older
adults (Burkard & Sims, 2002). Burkard & Sims, (2002) reported that wave I amplitude is reduced
in the older subjects (audiometric thresholds are normal or near-normal) compared to younger
adults but the general trend in the ABR changes with increasing stimulus repetition rate is very
similar for older and younger adults. Similar to selective loss of LSR fibers with noise-induced
cochlear synaptopathy, aging also results in greater loss of LSR fibers (Schmiedt et al., 1996).
Taken together our results suggest that wave I amplitude reduction in our high-risk groups is
indeed consistent with the manifestation of cochlear synaptopathy in animal models and can be
disassociated from the essentially similar neural adaptive properties for the two groups.
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Longer conduction time (I-V) for high-risk group compared to the low-risk group but IPL I-V
shift with increasing rate (referenced to 23.1/sec) is similar for both group
Although all three IPLs (I-III, III-V, and I-V) was longer for the high-risk group only IPL I-V
reached statistical significance. To speculate, the longer conduction time (I-V) for the high-risk
group may reflect the consequence of reduced auditory nerve output which in turn may have
introduced additional synaptic delays for more rostral responses. The I-V IPL shift with increasing
rate (referenced to lowest rate (23.1/sec)) is similar for both groups. These IPL effects indicate a
neural conduction difference for the high-risk group exists for the lowest rate but there is similar
latency shift with increasing rate. Another explanation could be that the cumulative latency effects
are much smaller in the rate manipulations employed in this study (23.1/sec to 83.1/sec) which
might be smeared by individual differences within the group The findings of this study are in
contrast to Skoe & Tufts (2018) where inter-peak latency I-V showed group differences (high-risk
longer shift) only at faster rates suggesting greater neural conduction inefficiencies at central levels
to high-stimulus rate for the high-risk group.

Enhanced V/I amplitude ratio for the high-risk group may suggest the operation of central
compensatory gain mechanisms
Despite reduced wave I amplitude for the high-risk group there were no group differences in
amplitude for the later waves, III and V. Consequently, the V/I amplitude ratio was enhanced in
the high-risk group. This is similar to the findings observed in chapter 4. However, the rate
manipulations appear to yield enhanced V/I amplitude ratio. This is because of the differential
nature of amplitude reduction with rate manipulations for wave I and V as described above. The
neurophysiological mechanisms involved in this gain control mechanism is explained in detail in
the discussions section of chapter 4.
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6.3.2. Temporal course of adaptation: Effects of click number
6.3.2.1. Results: Temporal course of adaptation- Effects of click number
Grand averaged ABR waveform for each click in the train for the low-risk (green) and high-risk
(red) groups are shown in figure 23. In general, Wave I amplitude appears to decrease whereas
wave V amplitude appears to increase with click number (wave V for click 1 to 3) for both groups.
The amplitude of wave I appear to be reduced for the high-risk group with no discernible group
differences in wave V. There also appears to be a slight latency shift for both waves I and V with
increasing click number for both groups.
6.3.2.1.1. Temporal course of adaptation: Latency measures
6.3.2.1.1.1. Temporal course of adaptation: Absolute latency of ABR components
Mean absolute latency (Wave I: top left; Wave V: bottom left) plotted as a function of click number
for both groups (low-risk: green; high-risk: red) are shown in figure 24 (left-panel). For wave I,
2
ANOVA yielded only a main stimulus effect (F4, 184 = 28.78, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.385) where wave

I latency for click 2 was greater compared to click 1 followed by no further latency shift shifts for
2
responses to clicks 3, 4, and 5. The main effect of group (F1, 46 = 0.71, p =0.4048,  p = 0.015)

and group × stimulus interaction (F4,

184

= 0.48, p =0.7495,

 p2 = 0.001) failed to reach

significance. For wave V, ANOVA yielded a main effect of stimulus only (F4, 184 = 67.71, p <
2
0.0001,  p = 0.595) characterized by a systematic increase in wave V latency from click 1 to

click 3 followed by no additional latency shifts for clicks 3, 4, and 5. The main effect of group (F1,
46

2
2
= 1.02, p =0.3175,  p = 0.021) and group × stimulus interaction (F4, 184 = 0.25, p =0.9114,  p

= 0.005) failed to reach significance. These results suggest that there are differences in the latency
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shifts for waves I and V. While wave shift is complete by click 2, wave V appears to grow out to
click 4.

Figure 23. Grand averaged ABR waveform of each click in the train for the low-risk (green) and
high-risk (red) groups. The divergent nature of wave I and V can be seen where wave I
amplitude is reducing and wave V amplitude is increasing with click number 1 to 3. The
amplitude of wave I appear to be reduced for high-risk across all click numbers but wave V is
very similar.
6.3.2.1.1.2. Temporal course of adaptation: Magnitude of latency shift
The latency shift for each successive click in the train relative to the first click was obtained to
determine if the time course of adaptation is different for the two groups. The mean latency shift
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across click number for wave I and V are shown in figure 25 (top panel). The 2-way ANOVA
results for the latency shift of wave I failed to show significant latency change for stimulus (F3, 138
2
2
= 1.2, p =0.31,  p = 0.025), group (F1, 46 = 0.31, p =0.5832,  p = 0.006) and group × stimulus
2
interaction (F3, 138 = 0.33, p =0.80,  p = 0.007) suggesting that the adaptation related latency

change for wave I for responses to clicks in a train were minimal (note the latency shift is relative
to click 1 measured for click number 2 to 5).

In contrast, 2-way ANOVA results for wave V

2
latency yielded a main effect of stimulus (F3, 138 = 22.01, p <.0001,  p = 0.324) only. Bonferroni

comparisons of stimulus effect revealed that the latency shift for click 2 is lesser than the latency
2
shifts for clicks 3, 4, and 5. The group (F1, 46 = 0.40, p =0.5296,  p = 0.008) and group × stimulus
2
interaction (F3, 138 = 0.02, p =0.99,  p = 0.000) failed to reach significance. These results, taken

together with similar results from experiment 3, suggests that while Wave V shows a significant
adaptation induced latency change that builds with click number, but Wave I latency is not
appreciably affected by adaptation. Also, the absence of a group difference in latency change for
the ABR components suggests that neural mechanisms of adaptation are not altered by noise
exposure. However, the group-independent differential effects on waves I and V adaptation time
course may suggest differential susceptibility of these components to adaptation.
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6.3.2.1.2. Temporal course of adaptation: Amplitude measures
6.3.2.1.2.1. Temporal course of adaptation: ABR amplitude
Mean peak-to-peak amplitude of ABR response components plotted as a function of click number
for both groups (low-risk: green; high-risk: red) are shown in figure 24 (Wave I: top right; Wave
V: bottom right). The divergent nature of wave I and V amplitude changes are clearly evidentwave I amplitude showed amplitude reduction while wave V amplitude showed increment with
click number. Also, the high-risk group showed a smaller wave I amplitude compared to the lowrisk group for each of the clicks in the train. For wave I, ANOVA yielded both a stimulus main
2
2
effect (F4, 184 = 51.12, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.526) and a group effect (F1, 46 = 9.75, p =0.003,  p =

0.174). Wave I amplitude showed a progressive decrease in amplitude with increasing click
number. While the pattern of amplitude reduction was similar for both groups, wave I amplitude
was smaller for the high-risk group across stimuli. The group × stimulus interaction (F4, 184 = 0.48,
2
p =0.7495,  p = 0.004) failed to reach significance. For wave V, ANOVA yielded only a main
2
effect of stimulus (F4, 184 = 7.93, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.147) where amplitude increased progressively

for clicks 1-3 followed by a decrease in amplitude from click 3 to 4. Thus, wave I and Wave V
exhibited divergent amplitude changes-wave I decrease in amplitude and wave V increasing in
amplitude. There were no group differences in the amplitude behavior of wave V. The group (F1,
46

2
2
= 0.16, p =0.6934,  p = 0.003) and group × stimulus interaction (F4, 184 = 0.5, p =0.7365,  p

= 0.01) failed to reach significance. These results appear to suggest that consequences of
adaptation manifest differently for peripheral and more central response components of the ABR.
Similar to repetition rate effects high-risk group had a consistently smaller wave I amplitude.
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Figure 24. Mean absolute latency (right panel) and amplitude (left panel), (Wave I, top; Wave
V, bottom) plotted as a function of click number for both groups (low-risk: green; high-risk: red).

6.3.2.1.2.2. Temporal course of adaptation: Normalized amplitude change
Since differences in peak-to-peak amplitude between the groups were observed, response
amplitudes were normalized to permit meaningful comparisons utilizing relative amplitude.
Amplitude normalization was achieved by obtaining the ratio of the ABR peak amplitude for each
click number relative to the amplitude at the click I (for e.g. amplitude at click 2/click 1). The
mean amplitude ratio is plotted as a function of click number for waves I and V for both groups in
figure 25 (bottom panel). Like the peak-to-peak amplitude data, figure 25 reinforces the diverse
nature of amplitude change for wave I and V. No group differences in the nature of amplitude
change was observed. For wave I, ANOVA yielded a main effect of stimulus (F3, 138 = 13.28, p
2
<0.0001,  p = 0.224) only. Bonferroni comparisons of stimulus effect revealed that amplitude
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change for both click 2 and 3 was larger than click 4 and 5. The group (F1, 46 = 0.05, p =0.8297,

 p2 = 0.001) and group × stimulus interaction (F3, 138 = 0.12, p =0.95,  p2 = 0.002) failed to reach
2
significance. For wave V, ANOVA yielded a main effect of stimulus (F3, 138 = 2.66, p =0.05,  p

= 0.05) only. Bonferroni comparisons of stimulus effect revealed that there is a reduction in
2
amplitude from click 3 to click 4. The group (F1, 46 = 0.44, p =0.5084,  p = 0.009) and group ×
2
stimulus interaction (F3, 138 = 1.37, p =0.25,  p = 0.02) failed to reach significance. These results

along with the similar findings in experiment 3 suggest that there are no differences in adaptive
properties between low-risk and high-risk groups. However, there is a group-independent diverse
nature of amplitude change for wave I and V. For, wave I there is response decrement with click
number but for wave V showed response enhancement with click number.
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Figure 25. Mean latency change (top) and mean normalized amplitude change(bottom) across
click number for wave I and V amplitude are shown for both groups (low-risk: green; high-risk:
red).
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6.3.3. Temporal Course of adaptation: Effects of Inter-train interval (ITI)
Grand averaged ABR waveform for each click across ITI (100 ms: top; 50 ms: middle; and 25
ms: bottom) for the low-risk (green) and high-risk (red) groups are shown in figure 26. In general,
it appears that wave I amplitude is smaller for the high-risk group for every click in the train for
all three ITIs with no discernible differences for Wave V amplitude.

Figure 26. Grand averages of the ABR waveform across ITI (100 ms: top; 50 ms: middle; and
25 ms: bottom) for the low-risk (green) and high-risk (red) groups. The Vertical dashed lines
indicate onset times, 0, 12, 24, 36, and 48 ms of each click in a train.
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6.3.3.1. ABR absolute latency and latency shift across ITIs
6.3.3.1.1. Effects of ITI: ABR absolute latency
Mean absolute latencies (wave I: bottom panel; wave V: top panel) as a function of click number
for three ITI trains (100, 50, and 25ms) overlapped is plotted in figure 27. There is a systematic
increase in latency with decreasing ITI only to click number 1 and 2 for wave I whereas wave V
show up to click 4. There is flattening of latency change (saturation) for both waves I and V with
click number for reduced ITI suggesting response saturation with the intensification of adaptation.
Mean absolute latency (wave I: left panel; wave V: right panel) for each click is plotted as a
function of increasing ITI in figure 28. It can be seen that wave V latency decreases with increasing
ITI for all five clicks in the train. However, for wave I latency change with changes in ITI is largely
limited to clicks 1 through 3 in the train. For wave I, ANOVA across individual click number
yielded a main effect of stimulus (p<0.05) for click number 1 and 2 only. Bonferroni comparisons
revealed that for click 1 there is a systematic decrease in latency with increasing ITI but for click
2 the latency for ITI=100 ms is shorter than ITI=25ms. The group and group × stimulus interaction
failed to reach significance across all click number. For wave V, the main effect of stimulus
(p<0.05) was observed for all clicks in the train suggesting that there is a systematic decrease in
wave V latency with increasing ITI across all the clicks in the train. The group and group ×
stimulus interaction failed to reach significance across all click number. In summary, these results
suggest that increasing the ITI decreases the adaptation effect for each click in the train for both
waves I and V; greater adaptation is observed for the earlier clicks compared to the later clicks in
the train; manipulation of the ITI of a click train differentially alters the response latency and
amplitude of waves I and V; and the latency changes with ITI manipulation are similar for both
groups.
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Figure 27. Mean absolute latencies (wave I: bottom panel; wave V: top panel) plotted as a
function of click number for three ITI trains (100, 50, and 25ms).
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Figure 28. Mean absolute latencies (wave I: left panel; wave V: right panel) plotted as a function
of ITI for each click and both groups.
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6.3.3.1.2. Effects of ITI: Latency shift
It can be seen in the figure 28 that the amount of latency shift is different for individual clicks in
the train for varying ITIs. To understand the nature of latency shift for varying ITIs, a differential
measure was derived, where the latency shift from 100 ms to 25 ms ITI was computed for every
individual across click number in the train. The mean latency shift across individual click number
is plotted for wave I and V latency in figure 29. It can be seen that, in general, the latency shift is
greater for wave V than wave I for both groups and the greatest amount of latency shift is observed
for earlier than later clicks. For wave I, 2-way ANOVA across individual click number yielded a
2
main effect of stimulus only (F4, 184 = 5.15, p = 0.0006,  p = 0.101). Bonferroni comparisons of

stimulus effect revealed that the click 1 latency shift is larger than remaining clicks suggesting that
there is a greater latency shift due to a release from masking for click 1. The group (F1, 46 = 0.04,
2
2
p =0.84,  p = 0.000) and group × stimulus (F4, 184 = 0.68, p =0.60,  p = 0.014) interaction failed

to reach significance. For wave V, 2-way ANOVA across individual click number yielded a main
2
effect of stimulus only (F4, 184 = 41.78, p <.0001,  p = 0.476). Bonferroni comparisons of stimulus

effect revealed that the click 1 wave V latency shift is larger than remaining clicks and click 2
2
latency shift is larger than click 4 and 5. The group (F1, 46 = 0.43, p =0.51,  p = 0.009) and group
2
× stimulus (F4, 184 = 0.22, p =0.9295,  p = 0.004) interaction failed to reach significance. These

results suggest that adaptive effects are greater for wave V compared to wave I, and for responses
to earlier clicks compared to later clicks in the train. The nature of latency shift associated with
adaptation of both wave I and V is similar for both groups.
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Figure 29. The mean latency shift across individual click number is plotted for wave I and V
latency. It can be seen that, in general, the latency shift is greater for wave V than wave I for
both groups and the greatest amount of latency shift is observed for earlier than later clicks.
6.3.3.2. Effects of ITI on the amplitude of ABR components
6.3.3.2.1. Effects of ITI: ABR peak-to-peak amplitude
Mean peak amplitude (wave I: bottom panel; wave V: top panel) as a function of click number for
three ITI trains (100, 50, and 25ms) overlapped is plotted in figure 30. There is a systematic
increase in amplitude with increasing ITI (response recovery) across all click number for wave I
whereas wave V is less systematic (with the trend of response recovery appearing only at later
click number). The response amplitude of wave I appears to be reduced for high-risk group across
all click number for all ITIs but no such general finding is observed for wave V. Mean peak
amplitude for wave I (left panel) and wave V (right panel) elicited by each click in the train is
plotted as a function of increasing ITI for both groups in figure 31. For wave I, amplitude increased
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with increasing ITI for each click in the train with the earlier clicks showing relatively greater
recovery in amplitude with increasing ITI. While wave I amplitude recovery is essentially similar
for both groups, the response amplitudes are smaller for the high-risk group. In contrast, wave V
amplitude, although tended to recover, presented a less clear picture of recovery with increasing
ITI and showed no group differences. For wave I, 2-way ANOVA across individual click number
yielded a main effect of group and stimulus (p<0.05) for all clicks in the train. The high-risk group
had reduced amplitude than low-risk group across all clicks in the train. Bonferroni comparisons
of stimulus effect revealed that for click 1, 2, and 3 there was a systematic increase in amplitude
with increasing ITI. For click 4, only amplitude change from 25 ms to 100 ms, and from 50 ms to
100 ms ITI were significant. Click 5 showed an increase in amplitude from 25ms to 50ms, and
25ms to 100ms ITI only. The group × stimulus interaction failed to reach significance across all
click number. For wave V, click 1 showed no significant main effect of the stimulus or group but
group × stimulus interaction was significant (p<0.05). For the low-risk group only, the amplitude
at 25ms is larger than 100ms suggesting enhancement of wave V amplitude similar to the wave V
enhancement reported in a tone-on-tone forward masking study (Ananthanarayan & Gerken, 1983;
1987). For clicks 2, 3, and 5, only the main effect of the stimulus was significant. For click 2,
amplitude increased from 25ms to 50 ms ITI, and from 25 ms to 100 ms ITI only. For both click
3, and 5, the wave V amplitude was larger for 100 ms ITI than 50 ms and 25ms ITI. For click 3,
group, stimulus, and group X stimulus interaction failed to reach significance. To summarize, there
was a systematic increase in wave I amplitude with increasing ITI for all clicks in the train. For
wave V amplitude, the main observation is that for low-risk group, for click 1 only, there is
response enhancement from 100ms to 25ms ITI, and for remaining clicks, there appears to increase
in amplitude from 25 ms to 100 ms ITI.
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Figure 30. Mean peak amplitude (wave I: bottom panel; wave V: top panel) plotted as a function
of click number for three ITI trains (100, 50, and 25ms).
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Figure 31. Mean peak amplitude for wave I (left panel) and wave V (right panel) plotted as a
function of ITI for each click and for the two groups. While wave I amplitude shows a
progressive increase in amplitude, the amplitude change for wave V is less systematic.
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6.3.3.2.2. Normalized amplitude change
Amplitude normalization was achieved by obtaining the ratio of the ABR peak amplitude of 25
ms ITI relative to 100 ms ITI across individual click number (for e.g. click number 1: amplitude
at 25ms ITI/ amplitude at 100ms ITI). These mean amplitude ratios across click number for wave
I and wave V is shown in figure 32. This ratio provides a single number indicating the magnitude
of amplitude change from the shortest (25 ms) to the longest (100 ms) ITI. For wave I, 2-way
ANOVA across individual click number yielded a main effect of stimulus only (F4, 184 = 5.44, p =
2
0.0004,  p = 0.106). Bonferroni comparisons revealed greater amplitude reduction for click 1 and

click 2 compared to click 4 and click 5 when ITI was decreased from 100 ms to 25 ms suggesting
greater adaptation related changes for the earlier clicks in the train relative to the later clicks. The
2
2
group (F1, 46 = 0.02, p =0.89,  p = 0.000) and group × stimulus (F4, 184 = 0.02, p =0.99,  p =

0.000) interaction failed to reach significance. For wave V, 2-way ANOVA across individual click
2
number yielded a main effect of stimulus only (F4, 184 = 3.52, p =0.008,  p = 0.07). The group
2
2
(F1, 46 = 3.45, p =0.07,  p = 0.069) and group × stimulus (F4, 184 = 1.82, p =0.127,  p = 0.03)

interaction failed to reach significance. Bonferroni comparisons effect revealed an unexpected
finding where the response reduction from 100 ms to 25 ms was greater for click 5 than click 1
and the remaining comparison failed to reach significance. This finding appears to be a
consequence of the response enhancement observed for click 1 from 100ms to 25ms ITI. The
planned comparison of wave V amplitude change for click 1 between groups showed enhancement
of amplitude for low-risk group. To summarize, wave I amplitude showed a greater reduction in
amplitude for earlier than later clicks; wave V exhibited response enhancement at short ITI and
slight amplitude reduction with ITI for the low-risk group, and the amplitude change was larger
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for wave I compared to wave V for both groups. Also, it should be noted that there was large
variability in amplitude change measure for both waves I and wave V amplitude questioning the
clinical utility of the measure.

Figure 32. Mean amplitude change (25 ms ITI relative to 100 ms ITI) plotted as a function of
click number.
6.3.3.2. Discussion – Click train experiment
The results of this experiment demonstrated that, (i) a different pattern of latency and amplitude
change for wave I and wave V for both fixed and variable ITI condition; (ii) although the wave I
amplitude for individual click in the train is smaller for high-risk group, the normalized amplitude
change within the train (across individual click number) and ITI is comparable between groups
suggesting that the nature of transition from un-adapted to adapted response properties is very
similar between groups.
Response characteristics of ABRs using click train paradigm
In general, the current study reports a differential pattern of latency and amplitude change between
wave I and wave V while measuring response to click number within fixed ITI (100 ms). For wave
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I, latency shift asymptotes by click number 2 but normalized amplitude decreased up to 4th to 5th
click in the train. In contrast, for wave V, latency increased until 4th click but there was an
unexpected enhancement for wave V amplitude (amplitude of click number 2-5 is larger than click
number 1). With the exception of the enhancement effect observed here, similar differential
adaptation effects on wave I and V were observed in our repetition rate manipulation experiment.
The wave I amplitude reduction with click number is associated with adaptation related fatigue
(Harris & Dallos, 1979) resulting from depletion of neurotransmitter which increases the threshold
of the cochlear excitatory process and thereby affecting synaptic integration and neural synchrony
(this processes could result in decrease in both the number of synapses and auditory nerve fibers).
Similar wave I amplitude reduction with click number up to 4th to 5th click has also been reported
by previous studies employing similar click train paradigm to evaluate the adaptation of the VIIIth
nerve compound action potential (Eggermont & Odenthal, 1974; Thornton & Coleman, 1975). The
wave I latency shift asymptotes by click number 2. This is in accordance with prior studies which
report that wave I latency increases very slightly (Eggermont & Odenthal, 1974). Stimulus rate
manipulation has also yielded similar results where wave I latency shows only slightly increases
with rate suggesting that peripheral and central generators of ABR waves are differentially affected
by adaptation (later components show larger latency shift than peripheral ABR components).
The differential effects of adaptation on waves I and V are likely the result of peripheral adaptation
that introduces synaptic delays and/or neural desynchronization that are cumulative along the
auditory pathway in the brainstem. ABR wave I represent the ensemble activity arising from the
auditory division of the eighth cranial nerve, whereas wave V represents activity emanating from
regions representing the rostral pons to midbrain (Moller, 1994). Thus, ABR wave I represent the
response from the auditory periphery (up to the eighth nerve) may show lesser latency shift,
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compared to wave V representing both peripheral and central (brainstem) changes. Thus, the
greater latency prolongation of waves III and V relative to wave I (and the consequent increase in
the IPLs) with adaptation may reflect this cumulative delay consequent to a peripheral adaptation
locus. However, to the extent that the IPLs reflect synaptic integration time and neural conduction
time more central (proximal to the generators of waves III and V) contributions to adaptationrelated changes in waves III and V cannot be ruled out.
In contrast, to wave I amplitude, wave V showed response enhancement with click number. Similar
wave V amplitude enhancement has been reported in previous studies using a forward-masking
paradigm (Anathanarayan & Gerken, 1987). Since physiologic mechanisms related to forwardmasking (Harris & Dallos, 1979) are invoked to explain the ABR adaptation effects using click
train paradigms (Burkard & Hecox, 1987)), it is possible that the response enhancement observed
here may also be mediated by a similar neural mechanism reported in forward masking study.
Wave V enhancement is hypothesized to be reflecting an alteration in the balance of excitation and
inhibitory circuitry of neurons generating wave V. Wave V enhancement may reflect selective
‘disinhibition’ by the concomitant effect of forward masking and adaptation. The similar
disinhibition is also invoked to explain central compensatory gain observed in aging, and as a
consequence of selective damage of IHCs with carboplatin, administration of neurotoxins like
Ouabain ( Caspary et al., 2008, 2005; Chambers et al., 2016; Salvi et al., 2017).
The following are the main observations when the comparison is made for ABR I and V latency
and amplitude changes for decreasing inter-train interval from 100ms to 25ms for individual click
train. The latency change of wave I and V with decreasing ITI is larger for earlier than later clicks
and in general, the wave V latency shift is larger than wave I with no group differences. Wave I
amplitude change follows a similar trend as wave I latency measures where normalized amplitude
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change with decreasing ITI is larger for earlier than later clicks. Unexpectedly, for earlier clicks
wave V shows enhancement, particularly for low-risk group. In general, there is no specific
relationship with Wave V amplitude change and click number (no reduction in wave V amplitude
with decreasing ITI across click number). The similar findings of failure to observe the effect of
click number and ITI on wave V amplitude have also been reported previously (Burkard & Hecox,
1983). To summarize, wave I amplitude change with decreasing ITI is larger than unaffected wave
V. This similar ABR I and V latency and amplitude changes are observed while measuring
response to click number within fixed ITI as discussed above. This suggests that similar
neurophysiologic processes are involved in adaptation and forward masking (see discussions in
Burkard & Hecox, 1987).

Wave I amplitude for an individual click in the train is reduced for the high-risk group but no
group differences for a normalized wave I amplitude change within the train (across individual
click number) and ITI
Across the board (all the manipulations using click-train paradigm, see figures 24 & 31), the highrisk group showed reduced amplitude compared to the low-risk group. This finding is universally
reported in most of the stimulus manipulations employed in this project including another
adaptation paradigm (stimulus rate manipulations) described earlier in this chapter. This provides
further evidence that the high-risk group (students participated in marching band for at least 5
years) had reduced wave I amplitude possibly due to recreational over-exposure in accordance
with the results of noise-induced synaptopathy in animal models (Kujawa & Liberman, 2009).
The normalized amplitude change within the train (across individual click number) and ITI is very
similar between groups suggesting that the nature of the transition from un-adapted to adapted
response properties and recovery from adaptation is very similar between groups. These findings
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along with experiment 3 (rate manipulations) suggest preserved differentiation pattern of reduction
in ABR wave I amplitude for the high-risk group compared to the low-risk group. Similar
explanations can be considered as discussed for rate manipulations results in experiment 3. Based
on the results of experiment 3, and experiment 4, it may be concluded that the consistent
observation of reduced wave I amplitude in the high-risk group probably reflects changes that are
consistent with synaptopathy induced by loud music exposure. However, the essentially similar
adaptation properties of the ABR components in both groups suggests that synaptic processes
relevant to neural adaptation are not different in the two groups. Thus, reduction in synapses and
number of fibers (consistent with synaptopathy) may only serve to decrease the auditory nerve
output but does not appear to alter synaptic processes relevant to rate induced neural adaptation.
6.4. Conclusions
We hypothesized that inefficiencies in synaptic processing associated with recreational
overexposure in young adults may alter the characteristics of neural adaptation as reflected in the
changes in ABR latency and amplitude. However, overall, we did not find any differences in
adaptive properties suggesting that the extent to which adaptation reflects activity from hair cell
nerve junction, the processes at the synaptic level relevant to adaptation are not different for the
two groups. To conclude, the reduction in synapses and number of fibers (consistent with
synaptopathy) may only serve to decrease the auditory nerve output but does not appear to alter
synaptic processes relevant to rate or click-train induced neural adaptation.
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CHAPTER 7: DOES AUDITORY OVEREXPOSURE INCREASE THE
DEGRADATIVE EFFECTS OF NOISE MASKING, AND RATE OF
FREQUENCY CHANGE ON THE TEMPORAL ENCODING (NEURALPHASE-LOCKING) OF THE ENVELOPE AND TEMPORAL FINE
STRUCTURE (BASED ON NEURAL PHASE-LOCKING) OF COMPLEX
SOUNDS AS REFLECTED IN THE ENVELOPE- AND FREQUENCY
FOLLOWING RESPONSE

7.1. Introduction
Recent animal experiments provide compelling evidence that short-term auditory overexposure
could damage as many as 50% of the synapses without affecting absolute sensitivity permanently
(Kujawa & Liberman, 2009; Lin, Furman, Kujawa, & Liberman, 2011; Furman, Kujawa, &
Liberman, 2013; Hickox et al., 2017; Valero et al., 2017). This cochlear synaptopathy is thought
to selectively damage low spontaneous rate (LSR) auditory nerve fibers, which encode sounds of
moderate-to-loud levels (Furman et al., 2013). It is generally thought that LSR ANFs are essential
for supra-threshold coding of sound envelopes. This is because HSR fibers saturate at levels
roughly 20–30 dB above threshold, whereas LSR fibers have increasing firing rate ~>30 dB above
threshold. This differential response property make LSR fibers more likely to encode envelope
fluctuations at conversational speech, especially in background noise. If there is selective loss of
LSR fibers, the robust encoding of envelope variations (both in quiet and background noise; more
so in background noise), may be impaired. It is also hypothesized that as cochlear synaptopathy
involves degeneration of auditory nerve fibers after loss of synapses, there may be decrease in the
fidelity of temporal representation at supra-threshold sound levels. It may be also possible that the
overall reduction in the auditory nerve fibers may reduce the accuracy with which both the fast
varying feature, temporal fine structure (TFS) and slow envelope temporal information are
conveyed to higher centers (Lopez-Poveda & Barrios, 2013).
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FFR reflects sustained phase-locked neural activity ( Marsh et al., 1974; Marsh & Worden, 1968;
Smith et al., 1975; Worden & Marsh, 1968) to either the envelope periodicity and/or the temporal
fine structure (TFS) of a complex sound would potentially be an effective objective measure to
detect synaptopathy. While it is generally accepted that the anatomical source is the inferior
generators caudal to the IC ( Marsh et al., 1974; Marsh & Worden, 1968; Smith et al., 1975;
Worden & Marsh, 1968). Indeed there is some evidence revealed by MEG that cortical sources
could also contribute to the FFR (Coffey, Herholz, Chepesiuk, Baillet, & Zatorre, 2016). Recently
Bidelman, (2018) rebutted that EEG-based FFRs contribution varies critically with stimulus
frequency and subcortical sources dominate FFR responses above the phase locking limits of
cortical neurons (150-200 Hz). The FFR has been suggested as a useful measure to evaluate the
sustained neural phase-locked based temporal encoding at the auditory periphery.
FFRs have been shown to preserve both the envelope and TFS information of complex stimuli
such as steady-state synthetic vowels ( Krishnan, 2002), natural vowels (Aiken & Picton, 2008),
two-tone approximations of steady-state vowels ( Krishnan, 1999), and consonant-vowel syllables
(Banai et al., 2009; Cunningham et al., 2001; Johnson et al., 2008; Kraus & Nicol, 2005;
Musacchia et al., 2007; Plyler & Ananthanarayan, 2001). FFRs have been used to evaluate the
nature of speech encoding in degraded listening conditions (reverberation ( Bidelman & Krishnan,
2010) & noise (Cunningham et al., 2001; Russo et al., 2009)). Thus, the phase-locked neural
activity generating the FFR provides an excellent non-invasive window to view the neural
processing of speech sounds at the level of the rostral brainstem. Since FFR reflects sustained
phase-locked neural activity, it has the potential to serve as a neural marker for identifying
degradations in neural phase locking and/or neural synchrony that may be consequent to noiseinduced synaptopathy.
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Indeed, Shaheen et al (2015) demonstrated that envelope periodicity (FFRENV) amplitude, FFRENV
phase-locking value, and ABR wave I amplitude were all reduced in noise-exposed mice compared
to control animals. This study also revealed that neural phase-locking to envelope periodicity of
provide a more robust indicator (given its lower variance), of noise-induced synaptopathy in mice
compared to ABRs. Inter-group differences in FFRENV between noise-exposed and control animals
at high modulation frequencies and moderate sound levels were observed suggesting FFRENV can
be a useful tool in the differential diagnosis of cochlear synaptopathy.
Several studies in humans examining the consequences of noise exposure on envelope encoding
have presented equivocal results. Bharadwaj et al., (2015) observed that a group with higher noise
exposure had a steeper FFRENV slope compared to a group with less noise exposure. In contrast,
both Prendergast et al., (2017), and Grose et al., (2017) failed to observe any relationship between
FFRENV slope for varying modulation depth and noise exposure. These mixed results could be
partly due to difficulty in accurately grouping population based on noise exposure history, and
inability to observe envelope FFR response at very high modulation frequencies in humans (animal
studies report of inter-group differences between noise-exposed and control animals at very high
modulation frequencies (>1000Hz)). As the auditory system is highly plastic, there could also be
homeostatic changes following peripheral insult such as central gain compensation. Previous
research (Stamper & Johnson (2015); Bramhall et al., (2017)) and our present study (chapter 4, 5;
experiments 1- 4), observed reduced wave I amplitude in noise-exposed normal hearing
individuals with no differences in wave V amplitude suggesting hyperactivity or loss of inhibition
in the central auditory system similar to observations in animal model of aging (Caspary et al.,
2005, 2008).
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Liberman et al (2016) reported that musicians with recreational over-exposure had reduced speech
perception ability particularly in adverse listening conditions (noise, reverberation, timecompressed). If reduced speech perception is a consequent of peripheral synaptopathy, it is likely
that these degradations can also be captured by the neural representation of envelope and temporal
fine structure information revealed using FFRs for degraded speech. To date, there are no
published reports to our knowledge that have examined the encoding of FFRENV and FFRTFS for
speech stimuli (in quiet as well as in adverse listening conditions) in noise-exposed normal hearing
individuals. Experiments 5 and 6 of the project attempts to address these gaps in the literature. In
experiment 5, we examine if noise exposure differentially alters the neural encoding of a steadystate English vowel /u/ in quiet, and in the presence of speech-shaped noise presented at signal-tonoise ratios (SNR) of +5 and 0. In experiment 6, we evaluate the neural encoding of time-varying
frequency sweeps with three rates of frequency change (1333, 2666, and 3999 Hz/sec). The range
of these sweep rates attempts to approximate the normal formant transition rate seen for certain
consonants in CV or VC syllables (Basu, Krishnan, & Weber-Fox, 2010).
7.2. Rationale and hypothesis
Neural phase-locking as reflected in scalp-recorded FFRENV, and FFRTFS provides a robust
complement to the onset ABR to evaluate the neural coding of temporal information in the auditory
periphery (Bharadwaj et al., 2015; Bharadwaj, Verhulst, Shaheen, Liberman, & ShinnCunningham, 2014b; Plack, Barker, & Prendergast, 2014; Shaheen, Valero, & Liberman, 2015).
Firstly, as described earlier Shaheen et al, (2015) using mice model demonstrated that FFRENV may
be a more sensitive marker than the ABR to detect changes in neural activity associated with noiseinduced synaptopathy. Loud recreational sound exposures lead to speech perception deficits in
adverse listening conditions (e.g. noise, reverberation, time compression) despite no changes in
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hearing thresholds (Liberman et al., 2016). Previous animal and human studies have observed that
despite reduced wave I amplitude, wave III and V are very similar suggesting operation of gain
compensation through homeostatic processes. There is recent evidence that such gain
compensation may match the driven rate by downregulating inhibitory circuitry but temporal
pattern of responses may be still degraded which relies on the convergence of stochastic responses
from many auditory nerve fibers ((Lopez-Poveda & Barrios, 2013; Chambers et al. 2016).
Considering this, we hypothesize that the temporal pattern of neural activity reflected in the FFRs
in the high-risk group may be disrupted in quiet, as well as in background noise for both steady
state stimulus (Experiment 5) and time-varying stimuli with the rapid rate of frequency change
(Experiment 6).

Counter to the reduced output at the periphery due to auditory overexposure, there is compelling
evidence suggesting music experience (notwithstanding exposure to loud music) dependent
enhancement of neural representation of unaltered as well as acoustically degraded (noise and
reverberation) speech sounds (Bidelman & Krishnan, 2010; Musacchia, Sams, Skoe, & Kraus,
2007; Parbery-Clark, Skoe, Lam, & Kraus, 2009; Zendel & Alain, 2012) in musicians at the level
of the brainstem. There is evidence suggesting that music training enhances subcortical
representation of speech and music through presumably corticofugal influence (Kraus &
Chandrasekaran, 2010). Along similar lines, even short-term auditory training is shown to increase
the robustness of neural-phase locking for encoding envelope periodicity (Carcagno & Plack,
2011). Given this, we hypothesize that high-risk group (marching band members and many
participants play musical instruments) may also show an experience-dependent enhancement of
neural representation of steady-state speech sounds in quiet and in the presence of background
noise (Experiment 5) which could counter the effects of a bottom-up reduction in auditory inputs
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in these individuals. Similarly, they may show enhanced representation for rapid tonal sweeps that
are similar to a dynamic musical note (Experiment 6). The differential manifestation of these
effects at the periphery and at the rostral brainstem levels may suggest the operation of two distinct
mechanisms.

Thus, it is possible that the high-risk group could present diametrically opposing response
alterations-degradation of neural representation if peripheral changes govern the overall effects of
sound over-exposure or enhanced representation for speech in quiet as well in background noise
if experience-dependent effects influence neural representation at more rostral levels in the
brainstem. Consistent with this formulation we expect: a) no differences in neural representation
of FFRENV and FFRTFS of speech in quiet as well as background noise (Experiment 5), and neural
representation of rapid tonal sweeps (Experiment 6) between low-risk and high-risk groups, b) a
complex interaction of multitude of factors (music experience, sound over-exposure, homeostatic
central compensation) resulting in a complex-pattern of effects to emerge when comparison is
made between low-risk and high-risk group for neural representation of speech and tonal sweeps.

7.3. Methods
Please refer to Chapter 3 (General Methods) for general details of participant profiles, and FFR
recording protocols and data analysis techniques.
7.3.1. Participants
52 young adults (18-30 years) participated in this study. All participants had normal audiometric
thresholds (≤ 20 dB nHL) from 0.25–8 kHz in both ears. The high-risk group consists of 26
participants (male=13); Age range: 18-30 years (M=21.23 years, S.D. = 2.81 years) and low-risk
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group consist of 26 participants (male=13); Age range: 19-30 years (M=21.95 years, S.D. = 2.74
years). Please refer to Chapter 3 (General Methods) for general details of participant profiles.
7.3.2. Stimuli
For experiment 5, FFRs were recorded for an English back vowel /u/ [See figure 33, (F0: 103 Hz;
F1:309 Hz, F2: 824Hz]) presented at 80 dB SPL monaurally to the left ear. The back vowel /u/
was chosen because the first and second formant frequencies are within the frequency range of
FFR phase-locking. In the noise condition, the vowel stimulus was presented in the presence of
speech-shaped noise at signal-to-noise ratios of +5 and 0. Stimulus duration was 250 ms including
the 5 ms rise-fall times and was at a repetition rate of 2.89/sec. Responses were averaged over a
396 ms (including a 50 ms pre-stimulus baseline) analysis epoch using 1500 sweeps for each onset
polarity (rarefaction, and condensation). FFRs to each polarity was added to extract the FFRENV
response, and responses to each polarity were subtracted to extract FFRTFS response (Aiken &
Picton, 2008; Krishnan, 2002). Krishnan (2002) observed robust spectral peaks at stimulus
harmonics (including formant related harmonics, but not at the fundamental frequency (i.e., the
frequency of temporal envelope periodicity) when condensation and rarefaction FFRs were
subtracted. Adding condensation and rarefaction FFRs removes the cochlear microphonic,
stimulus artifact as well as the fine structure information while preserving the envelope FFR (Small
& Stapells, 2004).
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Figure 33. Stimuli /u/ waveform (top panel), and spectrum (bottom panel). It can be clearly seen
in the waveform that /u/ has robust periodicity information. The stimulus has F0, F1, and F2 of
103, 309, and 824 Hz.
For experiment 6, involving measurement of sustained responses, the stimuli consist of linear
frequency sweeps of 150 ms duration, including 10 ms rise/fall time shaped with a Hanning
window. Frequency sweeps were created for rising frequency change for each of the three rates of
frequency change: 1333(slow rate), 2666 (medium rate), and 3999 Hz/sec (fast rate). These rates
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of change are based on what is found in English formant transitions (Basu et al., 2010; Plyler &
Ananthanarayan, 2001). All the stimuli begin at 300 Hz resulting in wider frequency ranges for
faster rates. For slow, medium and fast rates the frequency sweep is from 300Hz to 500, 700, 900
Hz respectively (See figure 34).

Figure 34. Stimuli spectrogram for 1333 (slow; top panel), 2666 (medium; middle panel), and
3999 (fast; bottom panel). It can be seen all the stimuli start at 300 Hz and has wider frequency
ranges for faster rates. For slow, medium and fast rates the frequency sweep is from 300Hz to
500, 700, 900 Hz respectively.
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7.3.3. Data analysis
7.3.3.1. Experiment 5
Fundamental frequency (F0) information provides pitch cues used for speaker identification (e.g.,
male vs. female talker) while harmonic structure and spectral envelope provide formant cues (e.g.,
vowel quality) used to decipher what is being said. Importantly, formant structure and voice
fundamental frequency can be considered independent features in speech acoustics. Therefore, we
chose to treat F0, F1, and F2 related harmonic encoding of the FFR as distinct elements and analyze
them separately. Individual frequency spectra were computed per subject per condition over the
duration of each FFR by taking the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the FFR waveform. Applying
FFT to the addition of condensation and rarefaction FFRs (FFRENV) yields a response spectrum
with peaks at F0 and its multiples. When the FFT is applied to the subtraction of the condensation
and rarefaction polarities (FFRTFS), the response spectrum has robust peaks at stimulus harmonics,
particularly at formant related harmonics. The grand average of spectral data (average of individual
FFT) for both FFRENV and FFRTFS is measured for qualitative comparison between groups. For
each subject and condition, the magnitudes of F0 (i.e., H1) and formants (F1: 309, F2: 824Hz)
were measured as the peaks in the FFT, relative to the noise floor, which fell in the same frequency
range as those of the input stimulus—F0: 90–130 Hz, F1: 290–330 Hz; F2: 805–845 Hz (See
stimulus figure 33). For the remainder of this paper, the strength of envelope encoding (or FFRENV)
will refer to the magnitude of FFT peak at F0 (103 Hz). (i.e., F0) and the strength of fine structure
encoding (or FFRTFS) will be represented by the magnitude of F1 and F2 harmonics at 324Hz and
824Hz, respectively.
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7.3.3.2. Experiment 6
FFR evaluation involved a joint-time frequency analysis of the response waveform to characterize
the time-varying spectro-temporal properties. This joint-time frequency yielded a threedimensional representation of how the FFR response changes in frequency and amplitude as a
function of time. Three-time windows of 45 ms duration each (1st segment - 10-55ms, 2nd segment
– 55-100ms, 3rd segment- 100-145 ms) were utilized to evaluate the time-varying magnitude of
the response. Peak amplitude was obtained from a zero-padded FFT of each time window. For
each time window, the peak response frequency was used as a reference to obtain a noise floor.
The noise floor was estimated by taking the average of 100 Hz frequency bin (50 Hz bin below
the spectral peak and 50 Hz frequency bin above the same spectral peak). Care was taken to ensure
that the location of the 50 Hz bins for noise estimates was outside the response energy. The
estimated noise floor was subtracted from the spectral peak to express response magnitude re the
noise floor. FFR analyses were performed on individual data using custom Matlab programs.
Please refer to Chapter 3 (General Methods), for more details regarding FFR recording protocols
and data analysis techniques.
7.3.4. Statistical analysis
Experiment 5: To evaluate the effects of stimulus condition (quiet, +5 and, 0 dB SNR), separate
two-way (group x stimulus) mixed model ANOVAs were performed on F0, F1, and F2. Group
(low-risk, high-risk) served as the between-subjects factor; subjects nested within the group as the
random factor. Stimulus condition (quiet, +5 and, 0 dB SNR) served as the within-subjects factor.
To satisfy the assumption for normality required for statistical testing, the F1 and F2 magnitudes
were transformed to their log form.
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Experiment 6: Three separate two-way (group x stimulus) mixed model ANOVAs were performed
on FFT magnitude of the individual time segment. Group (low-risk, high-risk) served as the
between-subjects factor; subjects nested within the group as the random factor. Stimulus condition
(Slow, medium, and fast rate) served as the within-subjects factor. Once again, to satisfy the
assumption for normality required for statistical testing, the FFT magnitude of the individual time
segment were transformed to their log form.
7.4. Results
7.4.1. Experiment 5: FFR in background noise
7.4.1.1. Neural representation of the envelope periodicity
Grand averaged FFRENV waveform for the vowel /u/ in quiet (top panel), +5 dB SNR (middle
panel), and 0 dB SNR (bottom panel) for the low-risk (green) and high-risk (red) group are shown
in figure 35. It can be clearly seen that envelope periodicity is quite robust and amplitude reduces
with noise for both groups. Grand averaged spectral data of FFRENV across three stimulus
conditions (quiet: top panel, +5 dB SNR: middle panel, 0 dB SNR: bottom panel) for (low-risk
(green) and high-risk (red)) are summarized in figure 36. Spectra for both groups show robust
peaks at F0 and integer multiples of F0 (which are rectifier distortion components) that appear to
decrease with increasing noise level. The F0 magnitude in the mean FFT decreases with increasing
noise level for both groups.
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Figure 35. Grand averaged FFRENV waveform for the quiet vowel /u/ (top panel), +5 dB SNR
(middle panel), and 0 dB SNR (bottom panel) are shown for (low-risk (green) and high-risk
(red)). It can be clearly seen that slow, low-frequency envelope related periodicity information is
preserved in the FFRENV waveform for both groups across three stimulus conditions. There is a
decrement in periodicity amplitude with added noise but, no discernible group differences are
apparent.
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Figure 36. Grand averaged spectral data of FFRENV across three stimulus conditions (quiet: top
panel, +5 dB SNR: middle panel, 0 dB SNR: bottom panel) for (low-risk (green) and high risk
(red)). The FFT of high-risk group is shifted in frequency to visualize response peaks for both
groups.
Mean F0 magnitude plotted for the quiet and noise conditions for both groups is shown in figure
2
37. F0 magnitude yielded only a stimulus main effect (F2, 92 = 58.22, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.559)

showing that F0 magnitude progressively decreased across stimulus conditions (Quiet > +5 dB
2
SNR > 0 dB SNR). The main effect of group (F1, 46 = 0.08, p =0.7755,  p = 0.001) and group ×
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2
stimulus interaction (F2, 92 = 0.17, p =0.8403,  p = 0.003) did not reach significance. These results

suggest that periodicity information, as reflected in F0 magnitude, decreases with noise in a similar
fashion for both groups.

Figure 37. Mean F0 magnitude plotted for the quiet and noise conditions for both the low-risk
(Green) and the high-risk (Red) group. The error bars indicate +/- 1 SEM.
7.4.1.2. Neural representation of the temporal fine structure (F1 and F2 harmonics)
Grand averaged FFRTFS waveform for the vowel /u/ in quiet (top panel), +5 dB SNR (middle
panel), and 0 dB SNR (bottom panel) are shown in figure 38. Unlike figure 35 (FFRENV), it can be
seen that the faster high-frequency spectral components are preserved in the FFRTFS waveform for
both groups with no discernible differences in the response waveforms for the two groups.
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Figure 38. Grand averaged FFRTFS waveform for the vowel /u/ in quiet (top panel), +5 dB SNR
(middle panel), and 0 dB SNR (bottom panel) are shown for (low-risk (green) and high-risk
(red)).
Grand averaged spectral data of FFRTFS are shown in Figure 39. For both groups, it can be clearly
seen that the formant related harmonics are relatively more robust compared to non-formant
harmonics. The inlet figure in each panel shows the zoomed in the F2 harmonic component at 824
Hz. F1 harmonic at 309 Hz appears to be very similar for both groups but F2 component at 824
Hz appears to be larger for high-risk compared to low-risk (see inlet figure 39).
Mean F1 magnitude plotted for the quiet and noise conditions for both groups are shown in top
2
panel of figure 40. ANOVA yielded only a main effect of stimulus (F2, 92 = 31.31, p < 0.0001,  p
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= 0.149) which showed a progressive decrease in F1 across stimulus conditions (Quiet > +5 dB
2
SNR > 0 dB SNR). The main effect of group (F1, 46 = 0.01, p =0.9387,  p = 0.008) and group ×
2
stimulus interaction (F2, 92 = 0.13, p =0.8811,  p = 0.003) failed to reach significance. Similar to

FFRENV, these results suggest that F1 magnitude change in the presence of background noise is
similar for low- and high-risk group.
Mean F2 magnitude plotted for the quiet and noise conditions for both groups are shown in the
bottom panel of figure 40 (bottom panel). ANOVA yielded a main effect of stimulus (F2, 80 = 20.96,
2
2
p < 0.0001,  p = 0.344) and group (F1, 40 = 8.15, p =0.006,  p = 0.169). The stimulus main effect

showed a progressive decrease in F2 across stimulus conditions (Quiet > +5 dB SNR > then 0 dB
SNR). The high-risk group had larger F2 magnitude than low-risk group. The group × stimulus
2
interaction (F2, 80 = 0.72, p =0.4921,  p = 0.017) failed to reach significance. The enhanced F2

amplitude may reflect a music experience-dependent effect. However, it is not clear why this
should be restricted to the F2 component.
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Figure 39. Grand averaged FFRTFSC across three stimulus conditions (quiet: top panel, +5 dB
SNR: middle panel, 0 dB SNR: bottom panel) for (low-risk (green) and high risk (red)). The inlet
figure in each panel shows the magnified F2 harmonic component of 824 Hz.
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Figure 40. Mean F1 (309 Hz; top panel) and F2 magnitude (824 Hz; bottom panel) plotted for
the three stimulus conditions for both groups. The error bars indicate +/- 1 SEM.
7.4.2. Experiment 6: FFR elicited by tonal sweeps
Grand averaged FFR waveform for the 1333 Hz/Sec (Slow) (top panel), 2666 Hz/Sec (Medium)
(middle panel), and 3999 Hz/Sec (Fast) (bottom panel) are shown in figure 41 (low-risk (green)
and high-risk (red)). Hereafter 1333, 2666, and 3999 Hz/Sec will be called as slow, medium, and
fast rates respectively. Both groups show robust phase locking across three sweep rates but the
high-risk group in red appears slightly larger particularly at later time windows (higher
frequencies) for faster rates.
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Figure 41. Grand averaged FFR waveform for the 1333 Hz/Sec (Slow) (top panel), 2666 Hz/Sec
(Medium) (middle panel), and 3999 Hz/Sec (Fast) (bottom panel) for low-risk (green) and highrisk (red) group.

Grand averaged FFR spectrograms for the low-risk (left panel) and high-risk (right panel)
participants in response to tonal sweeps are plotted as a function of increasing sweep rate in figure
42. The FFRs recorded from both groups faithfully follow the trajectory of frequency change at all
sweep rates. There is also a parallel neural phase-locking track at a frequency twice the
fundamental for both groups. FFR tracking of the frequency change appears to be more robust for
high-risk group compared to the low-risk group. In contrast, the encoding of the frequency sweep
represented in the second band (that is the band following at 2F0) appears to be more robust in the
low-risk group compared to the high-risk group. Instant spectral slices extracted from both groups
is plotted for three sweep rates (slow, medium, and high) across three-time windows (W1: 10-55
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ms; W2: 55-100 ms; and W3: 100-145 ms) are shown in figure 43. As expected, data show robust
spectral peaks that systematically shift upward as a function of time at all three sweep rates. Note
the additional spectral peak at a frequency corresponding to twice the fundamental for some
stimulus conditions (slow-window 1, 2). The amount of shift in the FFR spectral peaks as a
function of time for the three sweep rates is consistent with the rate of change of frequency
presented in the stimulus. The mean amplitude of the spectral peaks plotted as a function of sweep
rate for the three instants of time are shown in figure 44. The response amplitude was more robust
at slow rates and decrease as sweep rate was increased. For Spectral slice window 1 (figure 44;
2
top panel), ANOVA yielded main effects of stimulus only (F2, 100 = 23.78, p < 0.0001,  p =

0.322). The stimulus main effect showed a decrease in magnitude from slow to medium and then
2
from medium to high sweep rate. The main effect of group (F1, 50 = 1.58, p =0.2144,  p = 0.030)
2
and group × stimulus interaction (F2, 100 = 0.10, p =0.9026,  p = 0.002) failed to reach

significance. This suggests that both groups showed a significant reduction in overall amplitude
with increasing rate. For Spectral slice window 2 (figure 44; middle panel), ANOVA yielded main
2
effects of stimulus only (F2, 100 = 4.69, p =0.01,  p = 0.08). The stimulus main effect showed

that there was a decrement from medium to high sweep rate. The main effect of group (F1, 50 =
2
2
1.25, p =0.2689,  p = 0.024) and group × stimulus interaction (F2, 100 = 0.35, p =0.7024,  p =

0.007) failed to reach significance. Thus, both groups showed a significant reduction in overall
amplitude from medium to high rate but no differences were observed between low to medium
rate. For Spectral slice window 3 (figure 44; bottom panel), ANOVA yielded a main effect of
2
2
stimulus (F2, 100 = 39.54, p < 0.0001,  p = 0.442) and group (F1, 50 = 6.25, p =0.015,  p =
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2
0.111) but no group × stimulus interaction (F2, 100 = 0.88, p =0.4197,  p = 0.017). The stimulus

main effect showed that spectral magnitude decreased from slow to medium, and from medium to
high sweep rate. The main effect of the group showed that high-risk had a larger magnitude than
the low-risk group. Taken together the results showed (i) degradation of neural encoding of
frequency change with increasing rate for both groups, and (ii) high-risk group demonstrated
stronger encoding of frequency change particularly at fast rates.
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Figure 42. Grand averaged spectrograms from low-risk (left panel) and high-risk (right panel)
group to tones sweeps are plotted as a function of increasing sweep rates.
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Figure 43. Instant spectral slices, extracted from both groups (green: low-risk; red: high-risk) for
three sweep rates (slow, medium, and high) across three time windows. Dashed lines show the
high-frequency shift in the peak FFT component across three rates.
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Figure 44. Mean amplitude of the spectral peaks plotted as a function of sweep rate for the three
instants of time (window 1 (top), window 2 (middle), and window 3 (bottom)). The error bars
indicate +/- 1 SEM.

7.5. Discussions
The results of these experiments relate primarily to two observations: (i) the high-risk group
demonstrated larger representation at F2 harmonics across all stimulus conditions but, no group
differences were observed for F0 (envelope) as well as F1 harmonics; (ii) The neural encoding of
frequency change as reflected in the sustained phase-locked FFRs was larger for high-risk group
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particularly at later window for faster rates (experiment 6). These results suggest that for the highrisk group, music experience may have contributed, at least in part, to their enhanced neural
representation of F2 related harmonic for the steady-state vowel and the later segments of the timevarying tonal sweeps, even in the presence of reduced auditory nerve output (experiments 1-4).

Neural representation of speech at the level of the rostral brainstem
The FFR spectra (figure 39) showed response peaks at harmonics at and to the adjacent of the first
two formant frequencies (309 and 824 Hz) for quiet and +5 and 0 dB SNR. These results are
consistent with previous findings that sustained neural activity in the population of auditory
brainstem neural phase-lock to individual harmonics for the speech stimuli (Krishnan, 2002; Aiken
& Picton, 2008). There is a systematic decrease in F0 amplitude (envelope periodicity) as well as
TFS encoding (F1 and F2 harmonics) with background noise. These similar decrements in FFR
amplitude are observed in previous studies from Cunningham et al. (2001), Parbery-Clark et al.
(2009), Anderson et al (2013), and Ananthakrishnan et al (2016). The amount of reduction varies
across studies depending on the type of masking employed. This magnitude reduction likely
reflects reduced neural phase-locking due to desynchronization introduced by background noise.
Besides background noise, other manipulations like reverberation degrade the neural
representation of speech (Bidelman & Krishnan, 2010).
In general, the formant related harmonics are relatively more robust compared to non-formant
harmonics. Regardless of the stimulus condition 9quiet, +5 dB SNR, and 0 dB SNR), the FFR
responses are dominated by F1 harmonic components compared to F2. In other words, F1
harmonics magnitude is larger than F2 harmonics. The similar response properties are observed in
single unit recording of auditory nerve fibers for tonal approximates of vowels (Reale & Geisler,
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1980) and synthetic speech sounds (Young, 2008; Young & Sachs, 1979); as well as far-field
recorded sustained FFR for two-tone vowel approximates ( Krishnan, 1999), synthetic vowel (
Krishnan, 2002), and natural speech ( Aiken & Picton, 2008).The F1 related harmonics are larger
than F2 due to a neural property described as synchrony capture. Synchrony capture refers to the
contributions of high characteristics fibers for higher formant energy such as F1 at higher sound
level such as 80 dB SPL employed in this study which would excite broader cochlear regions. It
is plausible that the differences in F1 and F2 harmonics magnitude could be due to decreasing
phase-locking with increasing frequency for far-field recorded FFR (Gardi & Merzenich, 1979;
Gardi, Salamy, & Mendelson, 1979).
The FFR data clearly shows robust formant related harmonics compared to non-formant harmonics
for both F1 and F2. This observation suggestive of the properties similar to formant capture
phenomenon described for the single-unit auditory nerve fiber recording (Young & Sachs, 1979).
It refers to response property where the largest harmonic near the formant (generally the formant
frequency) captures the response of nerve fibers with characteristics frequency near the formant
frequency. Also, the adjacent harmonics are suppressed by the dominant formant energy (Young
and Sachs, 1979). The similar robust representation of formants in FFR responses is reported for
synthetic and natural vowels (Aiken & Picton, 2008; Krishnan, 2002).

No differences in envelope encoding between the low and high-risk group for steady-state
speech sound in quiet and in noise
Neural phase-locking as reflected in scalp-recorded FFRENV provides a robust complement to the
onset ABR to evaluate the neural coding of temporal information in the auditory periphery
(Bharadwaj et al., 2015; Bharadwaj, Verhulst, Shaheen, Liberman, & Shinn-Cunningham, 2014b;
Plack, Barker, & Prendergast, 2014; Shaheen, Valero, & Liberman, 2015). In this study, no
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differences in envelope encoding were observed between groups for the English vowel /u/ in quiet
as well as background noise. However, both groups show a systematic decrease in FFRENV
magnitude in noise suggesting increasing disruption of the ability to phase lock to stimulus
periodicity in the presence of noise. These findings are in general agreement with the results of
Prendergast et al., (2016) and Grose et al., (2017) who also failed to show any relationship between
FFRENV slope for varying modulation depth and noise exposure background. Our findings are not
consistent with the observation of greater degradation of envelope periodicity and phase-locking
value in mice with histologically confirmed cochlear synaptopathy (Shaheen et al., 2015). These
authors observed group differences only at very high modulation frequencies (>1000Hz)-well
beyond the range measurable in humans, which characteristically is low-pass in nature. In contrast
to the two human studies reported earlier, Bharadwaj et al., (2015) observed a steeper FFRENV
slope in the high noise-exposed group compared to the less exposed group.
It is not clear why these results are equivocal. One source of variability could be that the complex
interaction between sound over-exposure related neural degradation, central compensation
following peripheral changes, and experience-dependent enhancement (eg: music experience). It
is also plausible that the degradation in the sub-cortical representation of FFRENV may be
compensated by music experience related enhanced representation for speech in quiet as well in
background noise in this study. There is an extant literature noting the enhanced neural
representation among musicians for quiet as well as acoustically degraded (noise and
reverberations) speech sounds (Musacchia et al. 2007; Bidelman & Krishnan 2010; Zendel &
Alain 2012). There is evidence suggesting that music training enhances subcortical representation
of speech and music through presumably corticofugal influence (Kraus & Chandrasekaran, 2010)
and even short-term auditory training is shown to increase the robustness of neural-phase locking
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for encoding envelope periodicity (Carcagno & Plack, 2011). A follow-up study is needed to tease
apart individual contributions of sound over-exposure and music-experience dependent plasticity
by recruiting individuals who are exposed to high sound levels other than music (for eg. veterans
with fire-arms usage, outdoor airport employees) but with no music experience.

No group differences for F1 encoding but a neural representation of F2 is enhanced for the
high-risk group
There were no differences between groups for sub-cortical representation of F1 harmonics but F2
representation is enhanced for high-risk group in quiet as well as background noise. This suggests
that musical experience (participating in marching band) results in a more robust subcortical neural
representation of speech in quiet as well as background noise particularly at the higher harmonics
(F2). This is partly supported by Parbery-Clark et al., 2009, where musicians had a greater
encoding of harmonics but not the fundamental frequency. This dissociation between the neural
encoding of F0 (described in the above section), F1, and F2 may be possibly due to preferential
tuning for much faster elements of speech by musicianship (Musacchia et al., 2008; Parbery-Clark
et al., 2009). Music partly attributes to the presence and relative strength of harmonics and changes
in harmonics over time, which in turn helps to perceive differences between two different musical
instruments producing the same note (timbre). Thus, a musical experience which includes training
with multiple instruments (as most participants play more than one instrument) among the highrisk group would have resulted in the enhanced representation of higher harmonics (F2) in quiet
as well as noise. We speculate that corticofugal modulation through cortical processes (via topdown processes) because of music experience would have shaped enhanced representation of
speech (F2 harmonics) ( Strait & Kraus, 2011; Strait & Kraus, 2011; Strait, O’connell, Parbery-
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Clark, & Kraus, 2013; Strait, Parbery-Clark, Hittner, & Kraus, 2012) and decreased their
susceptibility to degradative effects of noise even in the presence of a reduced auditory nerve input.

Enhanced Frequency-following responses to tonal sweeps for the high-risk group at faster rates
An analysis of the FFRs to tonal sweeps showed that (i) the neural encoding of frequency change
was more robust for high-risk group particularly at the later window for the faster rates; (ii) in
general there is decrement in the amplitude of FFR with increasing rate. The results of this study
showed that for rising frequency sweeps, the peak of spectral slices (45ms window) shifted in a
systematic manner following the frequency shift in the stimulus. This in turn lead to greater shift
in spectral slice peak for faster rates compared to slower rates. These results show that FFRs can
represent rapid frequency changes in the stimuli (Basu et al., 2010; Clinard & Cotter, 2015;
Krishnan & Parkinson, 2000). The results of this experiment also suggested that the high-risk
group (marching band members) through their musical training may have heightened subcortical
representation at rapid rates. The FFR amplitude relates to total number of elements involved in
synchronized activity. Therefore, the general trend of lower FFR amplitudes for increasing sweep
rates suggests a decrement in the phase-locked activity at rapid rates (decreased phase coherence)
among a population of neural elements and/or simply reflect decreasing phase-locking ability with
increasing frequency for far-field recorded FFR (Krishnan & Parkinson, 2000).
The tonal sweeps employed in this study is similar to musical glides associated with dynamic
musical notes. Playing music (including marching band) involves accurate perception and finetuning of one’s musical instrument to the ensemble. This use of fine-grained acoustic information
has been shown to enhance neural representation in the brainstem. It is possible that the
enhancement we observe here in high-risk group may reflect such a music experience-dependent
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plasticity. Local (brainstem) reorganization via top-down modulation with music experience could
have yielded stronger representation of rapidly varying tonal sweeps (Musacchia et al, 2007; Strait
et al, 2012).
To summarize, the tonal sweeps were employed in this study as it requires precise phase-locking
to encode rapidly varying frequencies. One of the hypothesis is that FFRs elicited by tonal sweeps
among the high-risk group would have compromised the ability to integrate frequency change over
rapid rates at the level of the auditory brainstem compared to the low-risk group. But, the results
of the experiment is reverse suggesting an enhanced representation of tonal sweeps, particularly at
high rates. The enhancement only at rapid rates could be due to fine-grained tuning to encode rapid
frequency change and also could be due to the complex interaction of factors such as degradative
effects of over-exposure and music-experience related plasticity.
7.6. Conclusions
These findings are paradoxical in nature, despite reduced wave I amplitude among high-risk
subjects (experiment 1-4), the subcortical neural representations of F2 and tonal sweeps at faster
rates are enhanced. We speculate the corticofugal modulation through cortical processes (topdown processes) because of music experience would have shaped enhanced representation in FFR
responses. This pattern of results suggests the complex interaction of a multitude of factors (music
experience, sound over-exposure, homeostatic central compensation). To better understand the
complex nature of sound over-exposure in normal-hearing individuals, a larger scale datasets with
different noise exposure background, longitudinal measurements with an array of behavioral and
electrophysiological tests is needed.
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7.7. Accounting for multiple comparisons (common to all experiments)
The specific aim of the project is to characterize electrophysiological changes specific to hidden
hearing loss using onset (ABR) and sustained (FFR) responses. The project employed several
stimulus manipulations that may be more susceptible to degradative consequent to synaptopathy.
By nature of this project, we have tested many variables for group comparison (~52) (experiment
1 - 6 involved 10, 9, 15, 12, 3, 3 comparisons respectively). Because of this, some group
comparison may turn out be significant by chance factor involving multiple comparisons (Type I
errors). Benjamini & Hochberg (1995) false discovery rate (FDR) procedure was applied to
account for multiple comparisons. The comparison of the p-values using our original method and
the Benjamini-Hochberg method are shown in figure 45. With this procedure, Wave I amplitude
measures across several stimulus manipulations (Wave I amplitude level effects, wave I amplitude
rate effects, wave I amplitude in noise, Wave I amplitude temporal course of adaptation) proved
significant. This further strengthens the findings that response changes are largely limited to
auditory nerve responses with little effect on the responses at higher centers reflecting
compensatory mechanisms and/or resilience of later generator responses to stimulus
manipulations. These findings of reduced wave I amplitude in high-risk group (marching band
members) is also observed in another independent study (Krishnan, Marler, Vannarsdall, Suresh,
& Krishnan, 2017). But, it is also important to replicate these findings among large independent
data (new subjects enrolled in marching band) with both electrophysiological and perceptual
measures to understand the perceptual consequences of sound over-exposure.
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Figure 45. The original p-values across 52 group comparisons conducted in this study are listed
in the ascending order (blue). The FDR correction, Benjamini and Hochberg method corrected pvalues are shown in red. The dashed line is drawn to indicate 0.05 p-value. Wave I amplitude
measures across several stimulus manipulations (Wave I amplitude level effects, wave I
amplitude rate effects, wave I amplitude in noise, Wave I amplitude Temporal course of
adaptation) proved significant even accounting for FDR.
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CHAPTER 8: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

8.1. Summary of results
The primary goals of this project were to characterize the electrophysiological consequences of
HHL with an aim to develop sensitive electrophysiological measures to detect HHL so that
effective clinical intervention strategies to ameliorate this problem can be developed. The project
utilized specific stimulus manipulations that would likely produce a greater degradation of these
responses in individuals at high risk for HHL compared to controls, due to loss of synapses and/or
neurons and its consequences on the temporal pattern of neural activity along the auditory pathway
in the brainstem. These experiments involved comparisons between audiometrically normalhearing listeners with a history of loud recreational exposure to music (members of Purdue
University marching band; high-risk) and age-matched normal-hearing listeners with little or no
history of loud recreational noise exposure (non-members of marching band; low-risk).
The results of the chapter 4 (involving recording of ABRs across sound levels) demonstrates that
young adults at higher risk for cochlear synaptopathy showed smaller wave I amplitude at
moderate and high sound levels consistent with reduced auditory nerve activity consequent to
selective damage of LSR fibers with similar wave III and Wave V amplitude as the control group
suggesting operation of central compensatory gain mechanism(s) ; and longer I-III, and I-V IPL
suggesting central neural conduction delays resulting from longer synaptic integration time and/or
neural conduction time between wave I generator (distal part of auditory nerve) and the neural
generators of the more rostral ABR components III (cochlear nucleus), and V (inferior colliculus).
This results from this experiment suggest that, to the extent that cochlear synaptopathy reflects a
reduction in neural elements producing wave I in animal studies, the possibility that the ABR
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results of reduced wave I amplitude we report here are associated with cochlear synaptopathy
cannot be summarily ruled out.
The key message from Chapter 4: Smaller wave I amplitude in the high-risk group at
moderate and high sound levels suggestive of damage of LSR fibers with similar wave III
and Wave V amplitude possibly through central compensation.
The effects of background noise on click-evoked ABR was examined in chapter 5. The results of
this experiment demonstrated that the amplitude decrement with increase in noise for wave I
amplitude was relatively smaller for the high-risk group in the presence of background noise
suggesting that masking effects are reduced in individuals at high risk for cochlear synaptopathy
and there was no difference in wave V latency shift in noise between low-risk and high-high risk
group unlike previous studies. This unexpected finding of a smaller reduction in Wave I amplitude
in noise would suggest a reduced susceptibility to masking. We hypothesize that the suppressive
effects that kick in at moderate to high levels are different in these two groups. Specifically, the
reduction in LSR fibers in the high-risk group may reduce the suppressive masking effects,
particularly at the lower levels of our masking noise. Thus, Chapter 5 suggests that wave I
normalized change with background noise was smaller for the high-risk group
Chapter 6 employed two stimulus paradigms to evaluate the adaptation properties of ABR
responses viz., stimulus rate manipulations and click train paradigm to understand subtleties of
synaptic function and temporal course and recovery from adaptation, respectively. The key finding
is that although the wave I amplitude for individual click in the train (as well as click rate
manipulations) is smaller for high-risk group, the normalized amplitude changes within the train
(across individual click number), across ITI, and increasing click rate is comparable between
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groups suggesting that the adaptive properties and nature of transition from un-adapted to adapted
response properties are very similar between groups.
Overall, results from Chapter 6 suggest that the reduction in synapses and number of fibers
(consistent with synaptopathy) may only decrease the auditory nerve output but does not
appear to alter synaptic processes relevant to rate or click-train induced neural
adaptation.
The findings of chapter 4, 5, and 6 are similar to a series of studies (ABRs with ipsilateral masking
noise, click rate manipulations) comparing younger and older subjects (audiometric thresholds are
normal or near-normal) by Burkard and colleagues. With this strikingly similar findings, it is
tempting to speculate whether noise-over exposure related synaptopathy are similar to age-related
synaptopathy?
Given the findings from confirmed noise-induced synaptopathy models that the neural phaselocking to envelope periodicity of sinusoidally amplitude-modulated tones provide a more robust
indicator (given its lower variance), of noise-induced synaptopathy in mice compared to ABRs.
Chapter 7 examined the encoding of FFRENV and FFRTFS for speech stimuli (in quiet as well as in
adverse listening conditions) and the neural encoding of time-varying frequency sweeps with three
increasing rates of frequency change. The results of this chapter revealed that the high-risk group
demonstrated larger representation at F2 harmonics across all stimulus conditions but, no group
differences were observed for F0 (envelope) as well as F1 harmonics and the neural encoding of
frequency change as reflected in the sustained phase-locked FFRs was larger for high-risk group
particularly at later window for faster rates. These results suggest that for the high-risk group,
music experience may have contributed, at least in part, to their enhanced neural representation of
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F2 related harmonic for the steady-state vowel and the later segments of the time-varying tonal
sweeps, even in the presence of reduced auditory nerve output (Chapter 4-6).
The take-home message from Chapter 7 is that despite reduced wave I amplitude among
high-risk subjects, the subcortical neural representations as revealed with FFRENV and
FFRTFS are either similar or enhanced.
Altogether, response changes are largely limited to auditory nerve responses with little effect on
the responses at higher centers reflecting compensatory mechanisms and/or resilience of later
waves to stimulus manipulations This positive finding in wave I amplitude measure may reflect
changes in methodology specific to target populations (marching band members), the use of ER-2
transducers and employing several stimulus manipulations. It is proposed that similar cochlear
synaptopathic changes would be manifested in individuals with the traditional hearing loss (
Liberman & Kujawa, 2017). Unfortunately, ABR wave I is difficult to measure in hearingimpaired populations limiting the clinical use of this measure. More stimulus manipulations need
to be attempted to derive measures which affect later components which could be measured even
at threshold levels. Overall, this study has given more characteristics or consequences of
subclinical damage related to sound over-exposure in humans and also it appears that it may be
challenging to derive a meaningful and sensitive assay to identify this condition at an individual
level at the clinic.
8.2. Concluding statement
The findings of the project suggest that multiple interacting changes to the auditory apparatus may
happen without changes in the hearing sensitivity. But, without post-mortem examination of the
temporal bone (the gold standard for identifying synaptopathy), no direct conclusions can be drawn
concerning the presence of synaptopathy in high-risk group with high sound over-exposure history.
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In spite of reduced wave I amplitude, the later waves of ABR/sustained response (FFR) were very
similar or enhanced between groups suggesting interacting compensatory mechanisms due to
inhibitory circuitry changes as well as music experience related enhanced neural representations.
Larger scale datasets with different noise exposure background, longitudinal measurements with
an array of behavioral and electrophysiological tests to understand the complex pathogenesis of
sound over-exposure damage in normal-hearing individuals.
8.3. Future directions
•

The current study involved a search for electrophysiological indices of HHL in humans.
The next logical question is how these findings relate to perceptual performance in quiet
as well as adverse listening conditions? There is an immediate need for follow-up study
looking at perceptual performance and how it correlates with the electrophysiological
measures.

•

To understand the onset changes of recreational over-exposure by studying middle-school
to high-school students enrolled in marching band.

•

Mechanisms involved in central compensatory changes and what are the factors
contributing to this compensatory change following sound over-exposure.

•

To tease apart individual contributions of sound over-exposure and music-experience
dependent plasticity by recruiting individuals who are exposed to high sound levels other
than music (for eg. veterans with fire-arms usage, outdoor airport employees) but with no
music experience.
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APPENDIX

Noise exposure questionnaire – Musical Band
Your age: _________________

Your

Gender:

______

Name: _____________
Native language: ____________

Languages Known: __________

1. What instrument(s) do you play?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

2. How long have you been playing each instrument (years or months)?
________________________________________________________________________
3. How many hours per day do you play/practice?
< 1 _____
1-2 _____
2-3 _____
3-4 _____
Individual: ________hours

Ensemble: _______hours

4. Do you use hearing protection?
Never ___
Rarely___

4-5 _____

Band: ___________hours

Almost always___

5. If yes, what kind of hearing protection?
Foam plugs ____
Putty ____
Muffs ____

>5 _____

Always___

Musicians’ plugs ____

Custom___

Other ___________________________________________________________________

6. Have you heard of special earplugs for musicians?

YES

NO

7. If yes, do you know where to get them?

YES

NO

8. Would you use them if you were given some?

YES

NO

9. How many members in your band/ensemble wear hearing protection?
All_____
Most_____ Few_____
None_____ Unknown_____
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10. Have you ever had a job where you were routinely exposed to very loud sounds, such as
military experience with artillery, construction or factory work? (circle one)
Yes
no
If yes, at what age(s) and for how long? ________________________________
About what percentage of the time did you use ear protection? _____________
Please describe the job(s). __________________________________________
11. Have you had any hobbies that involved loud sounds, such as hunting, riding
motorcycles, carpentry, frequently attending concerts? (circle one)
Yes

no

If yes, at what age(s) and for how long? ________________________________
About what percentage of the time did you use ear protection? _____________
Please describe the hobby(s). _________________________________________
12. Are you exposed to loud sounds outside of band?
a. iPod
Hours per day______________________________
b. Other music
Hours per day:______________________________
c. Machinery/equipment Hours per day:______________________________
d. Hunting/shooting
Hours per day:______________________________
e. _________________
Hours per day:______________________________
13. Have you ever had tubes put into your eardrum(s)? (circle one)
Yes

no

14. Have you ever had a ruptured ear drum? (circle one)
Yes
no
If yes, at what age ________________________________
Which ear was affected (circle one): left right both
15. Do you have ringing in your ears?
YES
NO
If yes:
When did it start? _____________________________________
Is it

constant___

intermittent___

Is it in both ears___ right ear only___
16. Do you have any difficulty hearing?

rare___

frequent___

left ear only___
YES

in the head___
NO

17. Do you have a history of ear infections/ear disease?
YES
NO Recent
(date): ___________________________________ As a child: _______________
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Details:
__________________________________________________________________

18. Do you have anyone with hearing loss in your family?
YES
NO
a. Who: _____________________________________________________________
b. Age hearing loss acquired: ____________________________________________
19. Have you experienced any of the following temporarily after a loud exposure?
a. Ringing in the ears ________________________________________________
b. Muffled hearing
________________________________________________
c. Ears feeling plugged ________________________________________________
d. Other
________________________________________________
20. Do you ever experience any of the following
a. Sensitivity/intolerance to loud sounds __________________________________
b. Difficulty hearing in a noisy room:
______________________________________
21. Have you ever temporarily lost your hearing? (circle one)
Yes
no
If yes, at what age(s) and for how long? ________________________________
What was the cause? _______________________________________________

22. Do sounds ever seem distorted to you? (circle one)
Yes
no
If yes, please explain. _______________________________________________

23. When you are having a conversation in a noisy place, such as a restaurant or bar, can you
understand what is being said as well as everyone else can? (circle one)
Yes
no
If no, please explain. _______________________________________________

24. Do you think exposure to loud music can damage your hearing

YES

25. How loud do you think music has to be for it to be harmful to your hearing?

NO
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Painfully loud____

Loud enough to feel it___

Other_________________________

26. Do you think you can acquire hearing loss from music exposure? YES
27. Do you think it is important to protect your hearing?

YES

28. Would you follow recommendations to protect your hearing?

NO
YES

29. Which of the following do you think will protect your hearing
Earplugs_____

Cotton in ears_____ Reduce volume of music_____

Reduce duration of listening___________________________________
Other___________________________________________

NO

NO

